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Abstract

Popular music is an increasingly common tool for music education, with a fresh 

enthusiasm for the pedagogical potential of this vast new repertoire. The goal of this dissertation 

is to provide extensive notated examples from popular music that music theory instructors can 

incorporate into their lesson plans when teaching tonal harmony. The phrase "popular music" in 

this case is used broadly, referring mainly to commercially successful pop/rock songs from the 

past seven decades, but also with occasional forays into film scores, video game soundtracks, 

Christmas carols, musical theater, patriotic songs, even television jingles and nursery rhymes. 

The target audience for this project are theory teachers who want to integrate popular music into 

their classes but who are unfamiliar with the repertoire or are uncertain how to do so. This 

collection provides that repertoire, organized into three chapters (fundamentals, diatonic 

harmony, and chromatic harmony), along with suggestions of how to use each example to 

maximize its educational benefit.
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Chapter One:

Popular Music Pedagogy in Music Theory Classes, and Why it Should be Used

Introduction

Popular music is an increasingly common tool for music education. The intended purpose 

of this dissertation is twofold: first, to advocate for popular music pedagogy (hereafter PMP) in 

the undergraduate music theory curriculum; second, to provide a comprehensive annotated 

anthology of examples from the pop music literature ca. 1950–2021 that are relevant and helpful 

when teaching tonal harmony as part of that curriculum. Its primary goal is not to contribute to 

the theoretical understanding of popular music, but to offer educators resources to adopt and 

adapt into their lesson plans, handouts, and assessments. The target audience are theory teachers 

who want to integrate their lesson plans with pop music but who are unfamiliar with the 

repertoire or are uncertain how to do so. This collection provides that repertoire, along with 

suggestions of how to use each to maximize its educational benefit.

Most theory textbooks are designed around common-practice classical harmony, thus 

including few examples of popular music. The eight texts listed in Figure 1.1 constitute over 

96% of the total market share, yet only one includes more than seven post-1950 pop examples, 

and half include none at all. Though academia as a whole is slowly becoming more accepting of 

popular music, one study discovered that "not one NASM accredited institution of higher 

learning in the United States [...] has a bachelor's degree program in popular music studies" 

(Alper 2007, 156). Another study calculated that only 0.54% of class time during a four-year 

undergraduate music degree addressed pop music (Wang and Humphreys 2009). Clearly there 
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remains much work to be done in the realm of collegiate PMP. Overall, pop's pedagogical 

potential remains untapped.

The main roadblocks to the inclusion of popular music into collegiate music curricula 

seem to be a lack of available materials and the lack of instructor awareness of the repertoire and 

how it can be beneficially assimilated into their classes. "The biggest question about popular 

music is not why should I teach it, but rather how should I teach it," offers Randolph Love. 

"There are no courses, no models, and no textbooks" (Love 1991, 46). "The instructor often has 

to 'start from scratch'," confirms Alf Björnberg, "without recourse to ready-made material" 

(Björnberg 1993, 72). Though Love's and Björnberg's comments are now decades old, their 

concerns remain current. Recent theory textbooks by Jennifer Snodgrass (2016) and Kevin 

Holm-Hudson (2017) feature a significant number of popular music examples throughout, but as 

of 2021 there is still no comprehensive undergraduate music theory curriculum that integrates 

popular music. As affirmed by Jane Piper Clendinning, "one of the great obstacles to inclusion of 

popular music repertoire in undergraduate theory classes is that teachers trained in traditional 

conservatory or university colleges, schools, or departments of music might not actually know 

that much popular music" (Clendinning 2017, 307). This dissertation will provide a basis for 

such a curriculum, with the potential to greatly facilitate PMP at the collegiate level.

This initial chapter is structured into four parts. The first section presents three arguments 

in favor of PMP. In the second, common objections to PMP are addressed. The third presents a 

detailed literature review summarizing the scholarly writings on music theory pedagogy, the 

intersection of theory pedagogy and pop music, and pop analysis. The fourth and final section 

outlines the organization for the anthology that constitutes the remainder of this dissertation.
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Arguments in Favor

Perhaps the simplest argument in favor of PMP in music theory classes is the tautological 

observation that popular music is popular. Statistical documentation of adolescents' extensive 

listening habits is easy to find. One survey discovered that American teenagers listen to an 

average of 2.52 hours of music per day (Tarrant, North, and Hargreaves 2000), while another 

computed about 4.5 hours of music per day (Leming 1987). These surveys did not identify the 

types of music their subjects were listening to, but many other studies have demonstrated that 

adolescents are passionate consumers of popular music (Fine, Mortimer, and Roberts 1990), 

collectively spend billions on pop music (Geier and Streisand, 1995), and constitute a majority of 

pop music sales (Brake 1985). Many of their findings were reconfirmed and updated by Roberts, 

Henriksen, and Foehr (2009), and by Brown and Bobkowski (2011). At the same time, modern 

technological advancements have greatly facilitated access to pop recordings (Miranda 2013; 

Early 2013), and a recent study of Spotify data concluded that the years "match[ing] closely with 

the end of puberty" were the most formative years in determining music taste and engagement as 

adults (Stephens-Davidowitz 2018). Certainly, teenagers value popular music highly. And this 

fact provides music instructors with an enormous educational opportunity. Since the typical 

collegiate freshman and sophomore is 18–20 years old, and since the typical music major is 

obviously passionate about music or they would not be pursuing it, then exploring and analyzing 

popular music in collegiate courses is an effective way to engage students.

This general affinity for pop among adolescents can be seen and documented within my 

own classes. At the start of the fall 2020 and spring 2021 semesters, I asked my theory students 

to list a few of their favorite pieces. As a model, I listed The Rite of Spring by Igor Stravinsky, 
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Abbey Road by The Beatles, Sergei Rachmaninoff's Vespers, Running with Scissors by "Weird 

Al" Yankovic, and The Empire Strikes Back Soundtrack by John Williams. My favorites display 

an even balance between popular and classical styles, with two classical works (Stravinsky and 

Rachmaninoff), two pop albums (The Beatles and "Weird Al"), and one blend (Williams). In 

total, my thirty-two students listed one-hundred-forty-one pieces: eighty-eight of them pop, 

forty-nine classical, and four blended. Though informal and small-scale, these surveys 

convincingly demonstrated my students' fondness for popular music. If I, as their instructor, had 

only taught them classical repertoire, I would have missed a massive opportunity to engage their 

interest and encourage their enthusiasm.

A second reason to incorporate PMP into music theory classes is that popular music 

cultivates intrinsic motivation in students. Around the turn of the millennium, two researchers at 

the University of Rochester, Richard Ryan and Edward Deci, published an influential paper titled 

"Self-Determination Theory and the Facilitation of Intrinsic Motivation, Social Development, 

and Well-Being." They defined Self-Determination Theory (SDT) as "an approach to human 

motivation and personality that uses traditional empirical methods while employing an 

organismic metatheory that highlights the importance of humans' evolved inner resources for 

personality development and behavioral self-regulation" (Ryan and Deci 2000, 68). Integral to 

SDT is the principle of intrinsic motivation, in which people are self-motivated, as opposed to 

extrinsic motivation, in which outside incentives, such as grades or income, influence behavior. 

As Ryan and Deci found, 

Comparisons between people whose motivation is authentic (literally, self-
authored or endorsed) and those who are merely externally controlled for an 
action typically reveal that the former, relative to the latter, have more interest, 
excitement, and confidence, which in turn is manifest both as enhanced 
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performance, persistence, and creativity. (Ryan and Deci 2000, 69)

Though not specifically pedagogical in nature, their findings have clear and obvious 

educational implications. As they point out, "teachers who are autonomy supportive (in contrast 

to controlling) catalyze in their students greater intrinsic motivation, curiosity, and desire for 

challenge" (Ryan and Deci 2000, 71). Elizabeth Marvin applied Ryan and Deci's notions to 

musical contexts, and specifically to music theory pedagogy, by demonstrating how theoretical 

analysis can inform performance practices.

Most of our students are deeply and intrinsically motivated to become the best 
performers they can, but they do not always see the connection between what we 
do in music theory classrooms and what they do on the concert stage. [...] The 
more theory teachers can connect music-theoretical concepts […] to interpretive 
decision-making in performance, the more they provide students with the 
nutrients necessary to foster intrinsic motivation (Marvin 1994, 48-50).

While her writing addresses analysis in relation to performance, her ideas also apply to the 

repertoire studied in theory classes, including pop music. Paraphrasing her, students do not 

always see the connection between what we do in music theory classrooms and their lives 

outside of class, but the more theory teachers can connect theoretical concepts to the music that 

those students hear in their daily lives and listen to for pleasure, the more they provide students 

with the nutrients necessary to foster intrinsic motivation.

A third reason to incorporate PMP into music theory classes is that pop music is 

accessible. Its aesthetic and technological accessibility were addressed earlier, but pop music is 

accessible in notation, too. Where classical scores regularly feature multiple staves with different 

clefs and sometimes transposing instrumentation, pop transcriptions are often in lead sheet 

format, in which a single treble staff displays the lyrics and melody at pitch with chord symbols 

shown above. One significant challenge for many theory students is determining where one 
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chord stops and the next starts. Lead sheets sidestep this problem by specifying where each new 

chord occurs. Many students also struggle with inferring a given chord's root, which requires 

discerning chord tones from non-chord tones, then stacking all the chord tones in thirds. Again, 

lead sheets bypass these potential pitfalls through alphabetic chord labels. In both situations, lead 

sheet formatting allows students to focus more on chord relationships and successions rather than 

determinations. Admittedly, one problem with lead sheets is their lack of detail: bass lines, inner 

voices, and instrumentation are absent (more on this below). But what is lost in abstraction is 

made up for through ease of reading. For these reasons, lead sheets are used almost exclusively 

throughout this anthology.

Among these three points—pop music's popularity, its ability to foster students' intrinsic 

motivation, and its aesthetic, technological, and notational accessibility—the benefits of studying 

popular songs in music theory classes are clear and substantial. Yet for a variety of reasons, 

several common objections remain.

Addressing Objections

The philosophical debate about whether or not popular music should be taught in school 

dates back more than half a century. The 1967 Tanglewood Symposium published a document 

advocating that "music of all periods, styles, forms, and cultures belongs in the curriculum … 

including currently popular teenage music" (Choate 1968, 139). Keith Swanwick's 1968 book 

Popular Music and the Teacher is regarded by some scholars as the first book on PMP (Hebert 

2011). And in a 1969 essay titled "A Look at Adolescent Music," Allen H. Frerichs argues that 

"Teen music is the window through which so many of our students can see the world in terms 
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they can understand. Educators have the obligation to open this window. [...] This important 

teen-age phenomenon should play a larger role in our instructional and guidance programs" 

(Frerichs 1969, 435–438). 

But not all music educators agree. One historically prominent objection to PMP is that 

pop music is aesthetically inferior to classical music and therefore unworthy of the same depth of 

study. Simon Anderson, then a professor of music education at the College-Conservatory of 

Music of the University of Cincinnati, published a 1968 essay titled "The Roll of Rock" insisting 

that pop music "must not be taught in the public classrooms" because "the music educator's job is 

to perpetuate Western art music" (Anderson 1968, 87).1 More recently, philosopher Roger 

Scruton excoriated the grunge rock band Nirvana in his 1997 book The Aesthetics of Music, 

writing, "this music has enormous power over its typical audience, precisely because it has 

brushed aside the demands of music" (quoted in Hebert 2011, 16). As a result of this pervasive 

disrepute, many early published analyses of pop music open by establishing the credibility of the 

subject as one worthy of serious study. More recent publications have dropped that preamble, as 

the field of music theory has become progressively more accepting of the discipline.

A related qualm is that the lyrics of some popular music are inappropriate for school. 

Indeed, that is often true, especially in edgy and aggressive genres like punk rock, death metal, 

and rap/hip hop, which often glorify violence, drug use, and unhealthy sexual practices, or 

include racist, misogynist, and homophobic slurs. Such concerning content led J. Edgar Hoover, 

director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation from 1924–72, to complain that rock music "is 

repulsive to right-thinking people and can have serious effects in our young people" (Hebert and 

1.    To his credit, Anderson apparently changed his mind some decades later, as he authored a textbook on the 
history of popular music (Anderson 1997) for use in his own classes on the topic (Gelfand 2016).
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Campbell 2000, 14). And Tipper Gore launched an anti-rock movement starting in 1987 and 

lasting over a decade, describing the music as "past repulsive—it's deadly" (Hebert and 

Campbell 2000, 17). When selecting pop repertoire to present in class, teachers must carefully 

consider their students’ ages and maturity, and weigh the potential benefits against the potential 

drawbacks. The younger the students, the greater the concern. At the collegiate level, these 

concerns are relatively few, but not zero. Cultural and social mores have changed dramatically in 

the last several decades, rendering some examples problematic in the 21st century that were not 

considered offensive at the time of their release. Throughout this anthology, several potentially 

controversial excerpts are included, along with commentary on how to handle them effectively 

and compassionately in a classroom setting. On the other hand, some songs work well as musical 

demonstrations, but were relegated to the lists of additional examples or omitted entirely because 

of their problematic lyrics. It is ultimately up to each individual instructor to decide what is and 

is not appropriate for their unique situations.

Another objection stems from the fact that popular musicians generally learn and hone 

their craft through informal learning practices, rather than through academic education. "I very 

rarely think of what chords or what notes or where I put my finger," admits superstar guitarist 

Carlos Santana. "I don't think musicians who can really play think of music like that" (Isbell 

2016, 29). An outgrowth of this fact is the objection that, since pop performers and songwriters 

are unaware of the technical details that underlay their work, any analysis that finds such details 

is faulty because it was unintended on the part of the creator. "Analysis," writes Lucy Green, 

"bears no resemblance to how popular musicians actually learn to produce the music themselves" 

(Green 2006, 108). But intent is often irrelevant in artistic creations. Whether or not creators 
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consciously intend every subtle detail or not, those details are still present in their creations. 

William Wimsatt and Monroe Beardsley directly address the concern of artistic intentionality in 

their classic 1946 literary criticism essay "The Intentional Fallacy," arguing that "the design or 

intention of the author is neither available nor desirable as a standard for judging the success of a 

work of literary art. […] Critical inquiries are not settled by consulting the oracle" (Wimsatt and 

Beardsley, 468–487). In his twentieth-century theory textbook Understanding Post-Tonal Music, 

Miguel Roig-Francoli tailors Wimsatt & Beardsley's principle to musical contexts. "We can 

never know exactly what an author thought he or she was doing," he writes, "and in any case, 

knowing it is irrelevant. What matters is what we find, whether or not the composer knew about 

it" (Roig-Francoli 2020, 125). Thus, concerns over learning practices and intentionality are 

ultimately secondary to considerations of PMP in music theory classes.

A related qualm observes that there are no definitive scores of pop songs, since popular 

music is typically created aurally instead of being written down. Thus, their study requires 

transcriptions, which can be time-consuming to create or costly to purchase. Furthermore, since 

pop music is recent compared to public domain scores from earlier centuries, sheet music can be 

prohibitively expensive due to royalties. These concerns are entirely valid and articulate one of 

the primary reasons why this dissertation is needed: to provide theory teachers access to such 

transcriptions at no charge. Section 107 of The Copyright Act specifies the "purpose and 

character of the use, including whether the use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit 

educational purposes" to determine whether reproduction of copyrighted material violates 

copyright law or falls under fair use provisions ("More Information on Fair Use," ¶2). Teachers 

are encouraged to use the examples provided here explicitly for nonprofit educational purposes, 
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and to purchase officially licensed sheet music to use in their classes, as well, which will help 

sustain the industry.

Even when high-quality transcriptions are available, their use in a music course will not 

necessarily yield increased student learning or a more enjoyable course. "When popular music is 

introduced into the classroom, its very presence often means that it ceases to be considered as 

'pop music' by the pupils," writes Lucy Green. "Pupils' familiarity with popular music's inherent 

meanings is likely to turn sour if those meanings are approached in formal educational ways" 

(Green 2006, 107). She quotes one student as saying, "It becomes like classical music when we 

do it in school" (Green 2006, 107). But if no amount of enjoyment can ever overcome student 

antipathy, then should we use any enjoyable music in our music classrooms—pop, classical, or 

anything else? Furthermore, this objection is integrally predicated on the notion that students 

inherently dislike school, a premise many educators spurn vehemently. And for teachers who do 

accept it, how long before the self-fulfilling prophecy enters the equation? If teachers believe 

their students will dislike their classes, then those students probably will dislike their classes.

Perhaps the most substantial objection to PMP is that the rules governing pop music are 

different from those governing common-practice classical music. The concern is that, in studying 

pop patterns in a classical course, pupils run the risk of conflating the rules that regulate these 

two related but independent musical styles. Indeed, it is true that pop harmony and classical 

harmony differ in significant ways, most notably in voice leading and chordal syntax. But 

arguing that the understanding of one will corrupt the understanding of the other is somewhat 

analogous to arguing that learning the rules to football subverts one's understanding of the rules 

of basketball. Athletes and fans can play and watch multiple sports regularly without confusing 
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the two. And so it is with music: performers and audiences can play and listen to multiple 

musical genres regularly without confusing the two. Ideally, the different experiences reinforce 

each other's distinct characteristics. Thus, the answer to the challenge of divergent styles is not to 

ignore one of them, but to engage with both, pointing out and celebrating what makes each 

unique. Teachers must also be vigilant in articulating these differences clearly to their classes, as 

well as the contexts in which these distinctions are manifest. What these differences are, and how 

to address them in class, is considered in exhaustive detail throughout the anthology.

While the use of pop transcriptions in the form of lead sheets certainly simplifies the 

texture and clarifies the harmony, one compelling criticism to their use is that they take away 

opportunities to develop score-reading skills. This stipulation is entirely valid. Consequently, 

lead sheet examples from the pop literature must work in tandem with examples from the 

classical repertoire to ensure score-reading skills develop properly. Pop lead sheets should never 

replace classical score study in a classical theory course. On the other hand, there might be little 

reason to include score study in a course covering pop analysis exclusively. Such a class would 

presumably have a classical theory prerequisite, for which score study was already addressed. 

Much like how each teacher must find the proper balance for which songs are or are not 

appropriate for their unique class situation, so too they must find the stoichiometric equilibrium 

between classical and pop study that works best for their classes. In my experience, a roughly 

60:40 split of classical:pop is most effective. I typically cover one topic per week, introducing 

that topic on Monday with pop examples, then transferring those ideas to classical contexts on 

Wednesdays. That leaves Fridays flexible, depending on how the two previous classes 

progressed.
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A final objection posits that tastes in pop music shift rapidly, and teachers cannot possibly 

keep pace with the latest trends. "Even teachers who include up-to-date popular music," Lucy 

Green protests, "cannot reasonably change their curriculum materials at a speed which reflects 

pupils' changing allegiances" (Green 2006, 107). Indeed, the flavor-of-the-month vagaries of 

popular opinion fluctuate far more frequently than any curriculum ever could. Therefore, it is a 

good thing that said curricula do not need to keep pace with the whims of adolescent aesthetics. 

Advocating for the inclusion of popular music in music classes is not the same as advocating for 

only songs currently on Billboard's Hot 100. Pop/rock music has been around for about seven 

decades; examples for study should include ample representatives from all of them. It is 

impossible to predict which songs students will or will not have heard before encountering it in 

class, but even when unaware of individual titles or artists, their inclusion in the curriculum will 

help familiarize them. And those unaware of specific recordings are still liable to be familiar with 

the general style. The historical spread of examples used in this dissertation is specified in Figure 

1.2.

Literature Review

This literature review is divided into three subsections. The first addresses writings about 

music theory pedagogy, but without explicit references to popular songs. The second, and the 

most relevant to this dissertation, covers writings that discuss pop music examples and their 

significance to music pedagogy. The third and final subsection considers writings on the analysis 

of popular music, but which lack any specific pedagogical considerations. Together, they 

summarize the current state of PMP at the collegiate level.
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In his seminal text on theory pedagogy, Teaching Approaches in Music Theory, Michael 

R. Rogers advocates that one fundamental goal of theory study is to recognize and understand 

how harmony functions on foreground and background levels. "Some chords act as pillars for a 

progression [...] while others decorate or extend (i.e., prolong) these props," he notes. "Simply 

placing Roman numerals under chords gives the false impression that all the symbols carry 

equivalent import" (Rogers 2004, 50). While Rogers writes these words in relation to classical 

harmony, they also apply to pop. In both, inverted chords are often indicators of deeper-level 

harmonic functions.

Another valuable approach to theory instruction is using analytic ambiguity as a teaching 

tool. Matthew Bribitzer-Still's "Contention in the Classroom: Encouraging Debate and Alternate 

Readings in the Undergraduate Theory Class" argues that teachers should embrace differing 

analytic interpretations as a valuable teaching tool. "It is necessary," he writes, "for [theory 

teachers] to demonstrate to our students that the spirit of our discipline can be empiric without 

being unilateral" (Bribitzer-Still 2003, 21). He specifies three realms in which analytic ambiguity 

can be pedagogically profitable: determining tonic, form, and harmonic function. Others have 

also written about the learning potential of differing interpretation. Gordon Sly's "Competing 

Analyses as Pedagogical Strategy in Hugo Wolf's Das verlassen Mägdlein" encourages "teaching 

a piece from very different—even opposing—perspectives in successive class meetings" as a 

way to illustrate the ambiguous nature of analytic interpretation (Sly 2000, 31). This approach 

has obvious and strong benefits for students, who learn "to approach analytical explanations with 

a measure of skepticism, and to consider carefully the assumptions upon which an analysis rests" 

(Sly 2000, 33). Though Sly's and Bribitzer-Still's advice regards classical repertoire, their ideas 
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transfer well to the related realm of pop analysis. Since pop study usually has no definitive 

written score, it is potentially subject to greater degrees of interpretation than classical analysis, 

and thus fertile ground for teachers who use that uncertainty to foster student learning.2 These 

articles offer profoundly helpful insights into music theory instruction. They do not, however, 

consider how popular music could enhance those principles.

Proceeding to writings dealing specifically with popular music pedagogy, several scholars 

focus on theoretical topics and use pop examples to demonstrate. Pandel Collaros's 2000 essay 

"The Music of The Beatles in Undergraduate Music Theory Instruction" presents 32 examples of 

music by The Beatles and their contemporaries, all of which coordinate with analytic concepts 

covered in theory classes. He shows how the ostinato in the low strings on "Across the Universe" 

is an ascending major scale, how "Piggies" exhibits the concept of parallel major and minor, how 

"Magical Mystery Tour" demonstrates a cadential 6/4 chord, how "And I Love Her" ends with a 

Picardy third, how "Twist and Shout" uses an arpeggiated V7, and many others. Victoria 

Malawey does something similar in her 2012 essay "Ear Training with the Music of Radiohead," 

citing six ways that Radiohead's songs can be pedagogically beneficial in theory and ear training 

classes: (1) interval identification, (2) scale type identification, (3) meter identification, (4) chord 

identification, (5) melodic dictation, and (6) aural analysis. For each of these categories, she 

specifies several Radiohead songs that are appropriate to use in class. Likewise, Heather 

MacLachlan's "Teaching Traditional Music Theory with Popular Songs" is "a guideline for 

teaching conventional, common-practice period music theory concepts using well-known 

English-language popular songs" (MacLachlan 2011, 73). She includes several pop examples of 

2.    Trevor de Clercq has authored several articles explicitly dealing with the inherently ambiguous nature of aural 
pop analysis (de Clercq, 2016; de Clercq, 2017a; de Clercq, 2017b).
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the diatonic major scale, the different intervals, tonic, subdominant, and dominant chords, 

inverted chords, seventh chords, secondary dominants, the circle of fifths, modal mixture, 

modulation, four-part homophony, recurring motives, and sequences. 

Other articles address the concept of harmonic function through pop examples. Stuart 

Folse's 2004 essay "Popular Music as a Pedagogical Resource for Musicianship" analyzes Shania 

Twain's ode to monogamy "You're Still the One," demonstrating how it exhibits the concept of 

prolongation in two different ways. The verses progress I–I6–IV–V, in which the inverted chord 

clearly prolongs tonic. The choruses of the same song progress I–IV–ii–V, in which ii clearly 

prolongs the predominant function of IV. Michael Harrington compiled a list of pop songs that 

modulate in his 1991 paper "Rock Music as a Resource in Harmonic, Melodic and Metric 

Dictation." Among many other examples, he shows how The Beach Boys' "Don't Worry Baby" 

modulates by ascending major second via a pivot chord in which V/ii in the old key is 

reinterpreted as V in the new key.

Yet more essays address the challenges arising from teaching pop harmony in a classical 

theory course. Jane Piper Clendinning's "Teaching Popular Music in the Music Theory Core" 

analyzes Katy Perry's "Roar" and Queen's "Crazy Little Thing Called Love." In doing so, she 

illustrates discrepancies between classical and pop practices, focusing on the latter's unique use 

of harmonic loops, emphasis on plagal relationships, unusual non-chord tones, parallel voice 

leading in guitar accompaniments, and the lack of traditional tonic-predominant-dominant-tonic 

functional harmony. These distinctions from common-practice tactics present challenges to any 

theory instructor who uses pop examples in their class. But these differences, she argues, do not 

mean that pop should not be studied. Rather, pop "enriches students’ understanding of older 
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repertoire by highlighting the great diversity of musical practices" (Clendinning 2017, 307).

While these are all excellent additions to the field of PMP, two significant problems 

remain with the extant literature. First, as stated earlier, there is no comprehensive curriculum, no 

single source in which all of this material is codified. Second, most of these examples use pop 

analysis only in the most basic and obvious ways. This has the unfortunate and presumably 

unintended side effect of reinforcing negative stereotypes about pop music being unworthy of in-

depth study. Moreover, using pop examples to demonstrate only simple analytic principles and 

techniques misses out on the substantial learning opportunities available from implementing 

more sophisticated and nuanced pop examples.

Third and finally, there are writings about popular music analysis that could easily be 

adapted to pedagogical contexts. For instance, the curriculum on diatonic harmony covers basic 

harmonic function, a topic of much discussion and debate among pop analysts. The foremost 

scholar in the field might be Walter Everett, whose prolific publications have laid a solid 

foundation for subsequent scholarship. The ninth chapter of Everett's seminal book The 

Foundations of Rock addresses diatonic harmonic function, providing many examples of the 

most common progressions, featuring root motion by fifth or by third. He also considers the 

three "core harmonic functions" of tonic, dominant, and predominant, along with neighboring 

chords and passing chords, which "have no harmonic value at all, but function purely as 

contrapuntal ornaments" (Everett 2009, 222–226).

Everett's theories are predicated on pop harmony being grounded in common-practice 

convention, and thus functioning similarly to classical precedents. In contrast, others have 

developed distinctly un-classical approaches to pop harmonic function. Paul Carter's 2005 
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dissertation "Retrogressive Harmonic Motion as Structural and Stylistic Characteristic of Pop-

Rock Music" introduces the circular "harmonic space-plot" to chart and categorize chord 

successions. With tonic function at the top, subdominant function at the lower right, and 

dominant function in the lower left, clockwise motion around the space-plot yields progressive 

harmonic motion, while counter-clockwise motion is retrogressive. One trait of rock harmony 

and how it differs from classical syntax, he argues, is the prominent use of retrogressive patterns. 

Ken Stephenson's book What to Listen for in Rock also categorizes harmony according to root 

motion. In the chapter titled "Harmonic Succession," he offers the term standard for root motion 

by descending third, ascending second, and ascending fourth, analogous to Carter's progressive 

harmony, while motion by ascending third, descending second, and descending fourth constitute 

the new standard, analogous to Carter's retrogressive harmony. Like Carter, Stephenson posits 

that rock harmony and classical harmony are opposites, writing, "whatever successions are not 

normal in the Common-Practice are now normal and vice versa" (Stephenson 2002, 103).

A related technique is developed by Drew Nobile and Christopher Doll. In "Harmonic 

Function in Rock Music: A Syntactical Approach," Nobile argues that syntactical placement is 

the most important factor in determining harmonic function. The chord that immediately 

precedes tonic in a cadence functions as a "syntactical dominant," even if it is not a V chord 

(Nobile 2016, 160). From this perspective, "theoretically any chord has the potential to function 

this way" (Nobile 2016, 159). Doll cultivates a related concept in his 2017 book Hearing 

Harmony, in which he theorizes how Greek letters can be used to indicate a chord's ability to 

predict tonic syntactically: alpha (α) marks tonic-functioning chords, beta (β) pinpoints cadential 

pretonic-functioning chords, and gamma (γ) expresses pre-pretonic-functioning chords. He also 
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considers how scale degrees help evince harmonic function, with 1 and 3 imparting alpha 

function, 2 and 7 imparting beta function, and 6 imparting gamma function.

While the above theories are all predicated on Roman numeral analysis illustrating 

functional harmony in a key, some pop music features chord successions that render Roman 

numerals problematic, if not meaningless. In "Neo-Riemannian Theory and the Analysis of Pop-

Rock Music," Guy Capuzzo transcribes the chorus of Depeche Mode's "Shake the Disease," 

featuring the looped progression Dm–Fm–D¨–B¨. No matter how this progression is interpreted

—as being in D minor, F minor, D¨ major, B¨ major, or some combination thereof—Roman 

numerals are unhelpful. More beneficial are Neo-Riemannian operations (NROs), which 

categorize chord successions according to voice leading transformations: Parallel (P) turns a triad 

into its parallel major or minor (example: C major becomes C minor, and vice versa); Relative 

(R) turns a triad into its relative major or minor (example: C major becomes A minor, and vice 

versa); and Leading Tone Exchange (L) in which a major triad's root descends by minor second 

to its leading tone, or, since Riemann considered 6 the leading tone in minor, a minor triad’s fifth 

ascends by semitone to its leading tone (example: C major to E minor, and vice versa). These 

operations can also combine to form compound operations (example: C major to E¨ major is PR, 

G major to B major is LP). Given these transformations, the Depeche Mode loop can be analyzed 

as alternating RP and L operations. Along similar lines, David Forrest's "PL Voice Leading and 

the Uncanny in Pop Music" also applies NROs to pop analysis. He traces PL progressions 

throughout 41 different pop tunes, illustrating that such passages often correspond to lyric 

"descriptions of uncanny or supernatural phenomena" (Forrest 2017, 1). Though neither Capuzzo 

nor Forrest address how their findings could be used to teach music theory, they fit nicely in the 
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unit on chromatic harmony, which addresses mediant relationships.

Lastly, the "melodic-harmonic divorce," a term coined by Alan Moore (1995), refers to 

how pop melodies often clash with their underlying harmonies. David Temperley furthers 

Moore's observation in "The Melodic-Harmonic Divorce in Rock," suggesting that "the roots of 

melodic-harmonic divorce lie in […] the blues," while also acknowledging that it has "relevance 

to a much wider domain of popular music" (Temperley 2007, 332–333). And in "Counterpoint in 

Rock Music: Unpacking the 'Melodic-Harmonic Divorce'," Drew Nobile cultivates the idea 

further still. He classifies instances of the divorce into three categories: (1) "a hierarchy divorce 

[…] occurs when the melody exists at a deeper level of structure than the harmony," (2) "a loop 

divorce arises when the harmony contains a chord loop," and (3) "a syntax divorce," which is 

"when both melody and harmony participate in a cadence or other structural motion but in 

incompatible ways" (Nobile 2015, 189).

Combined, these three categories—music theory pedagogy, popular music pedagogy, and 

pop analytic techniques—provide the research foundation for this anthology. The knowledge and 

awareness of how classical and rock conventions are similar and different is imperative when 

incorporating pop examples into a classical theory course. Drawing from these three pools, the 

remainder of this dissertation constructs a comprehensive tonal harmony curriculum using 

popular music examples to supplement the extant classically oriented curriculum that has 

dominated theory instruction for centuries. 

O  rganization   of Chapters Two, Three, and Four

Since the primary objective of this dissertation is to provide theory instructors with 
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popular music transcriptions to incorporate into their teaching, the remaining three chapters offer 

an anthology of such examples coupled with commentary on how to use them. All of the 

transcriptions are included at the end of the document, which declutters the prose but results in 

unwieldy scrolling back and forth. Thus, readers might print the anthology pages, on which they 

can analyze and write notes as needed, while reading the corresponding text digitally.

Chapter two addresses the fundamentals of music theory: intervals, scales, triads, and 

seventh chords. It does not include consideration of pitch labeling, staff notation, clefs, or key 

signatures since these are already covered thoroughly in classical theory textbooks, and 

reconsideration of them in pop contexts adds little.

Chapter three contains concepts typically covered in the first semester of theory study: 

the diatonic chords in both major and minor tonalities, non-chord tones, cadences, inversions, 

sequences, and parallel modalities. This part will also introduce and demonstrate the significant 

differences between classical and pop harmony, as well as ways to account effectively for them.

The fourth and final chapter surveys subjects typically covered in the second and third 

semesters of study: secondary function, close and distant modulation, mode mixture, the 

Neapolitan chord, augmented sixths, chromatic mediants, extended tertian chords, and 

embellishing chords. It is the most complex and analytically nuanced chapter of this dissertation.
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Chapter Two: Fundamentals

Introduction

The initial chapter described the benefits of popular music pedagogy, addressed common 

objections, summarized the extant literature, and explained the organization for the rest of this 

dissertation. What it did not do, however, was provide a practical method to assist classroom 

theory instruction. The remaining three chapters do just that, containing an anthology of 

transcriptions of popular music that theory instructors can use on handouts, homework 

assignments, quizzes, and/or exams. The phrase "popular music" in this case is used broadly, 

referring mainly to commercially successful pop/rock songs from the past seven decades, but 

also with occasional forays into film scores, video game soundtracks, Christmas carols, musical 

theater, patriotic songs, even television jingles and nursery rhymes. While few will be familiar 

with every excerpt, most students will have heard many of them prior to encountering them in 

class, helping integrate the abstract concepts of music theory with real-life experiences of 21st-

century musicians. This second chapter, the first of the anthology, covers intervals, scales, triads, 

and seventh chords.

Intervals

When teaching the different intervals, well-known examples that prominently feature 

those intervals can help students learn the distinct sound and character of each. While aurally 

recognizing and reproducing intervals is one goal of ear training, this skill is reinforced through 

visual recognition in written theory. Instructors might consider speed drilling quizzes at the start 
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of each class, or digital quizzes to be completed outside of class, to ensure fluency.

The smallest interval is the minor second (abbreviated m2), or half step, spanning two 

letter names. A demonstrative instance of an ascending m2 opens Stevie Wonder's "Isn't She 

Lovely" (Figure 2.1), while a notable descending m2 sounds in John Williams' theme to Jurassic  

Park (Figure 2.2). Teachers must be wary of the fact that since there are two m2s in every 

diatonic scale, students are liable to conflate them. In the case of "Isn't She Lovely," predicated 

on the major scale, that half-step is between mi and fa3, but a m2 also exists between ti and do, as 

in Jurassic Park. In other diatonic scales, the locations of the half steps change, thus the solfege 

changes accordingly. In minor keys, m2s occur between re–me, and sol–le. The extent to which 

an instructor decides to address these concerns in class is a judgment call that each individual 

teacher will have to make based on curricular syntax (will you cover scales and/or modes before 

intervals?), the student body constituting each unique course section, their experience and current 

skill sets, and the class time budget.

The second-smallest interval is the major second (M2), the space of two half steps, or one 

whole step, spanning two letter names. A helpful example of an ascending M2 is found in the 

title lyrics of Katy Perry's "Wide Awake" (Figure 2.3). Conversely, a descending M2 is heard in 

the title lyrics of Ellie Goulding's "Love Me Like You Do" (Figure 2.4). Both of these examples 

consist of re–do, but re–mi, fa–sol, sol–la, and la–ti are all diatonic M2s in major keys, as well. 

And do–re, me–fa, fa–sol, le–te, and te–do are all M2s in minor keys. Figure 2.5 provides a list 

of additional examples, with underlines showing the interval's location, and solfege indicated 

when in a clear tonal context or alphabetic notes when tonic is uncertain.

3.    All solfege in this dissertation use moveable do syllables. They could easily be translated to other systems (la-
based minor, fixed do, etc.) as needed.
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The next largest intervals are thirds. The minor third (m3) is the space of three half-steps 

spanning three letter names; the major third (M3) is the space of four half-steps, or two whole-

steps, spanning three letter names. Four different m3s and three different M3s exist in each 

diatonic scale. In major keys, m3s occur between re–fa, mi–sol, la–do, and ti–re, while M3s 

occur between do–mi, fa–la, and sol–ti. In minor keys, m3s occur between do–me, re–fa, fa–le, 

and sol–te, while M3s occur between me–sol, fa–la, and sol–ti. Deep Purple's iconic riff to 

"Smoke on the Water" opens with an instantly-recognizable do–me ascending m3 (Figure 2.6), 

and the chorus of Blink 182's hit "I Miss You" opens with nine consecutive descending and 

ascending m3s (Figure 2.7). An ascending M3 is found in the title lyrics of "You Can't Always 

Get What You Want" by The Rolling Stones (Figure 2.8), while a descending M3 sounds in 

"Summertime" by George Gershwin (Figure 2.9). Figure 2.10 offers more instances of both 

ascending and descending major and minor thirds.

The perfect fourth (P4), spanning five half-steps and four letter names, is one of the most 

frequently used throughout all of Western music. There are six P4s in every diatonic scale. In 

major keys, they occur between do–fa, re–sol, mi–la, sol–do, la–re, and ti–mi. Because sol–do 

strongly defines tonality, that is by far the most common instance. An especially famous 

ascending sol–do opens Elvis Presley's recording of "Love Me Tender" (Figure 2.11), while a 

descending do–sol opens Andy Williams's cover of "Born Free" (Figure 2.12). Figure 2.13 offers 

additional examples, all of which are also ascending sol–do or descending do–sol instances.

The tritone, the interval of six half-steps, or three whole steps, is one of the rarest melodic 

intervals in all of music, regardless of style. One reason for its scarcity is that only two exist in 

each diatonic scale: fa–ti and ti–fa in major keys, re–le and le–re in minor keys. Passages with 
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prominent tritones, however, are often chromatic, modal, and/or tonally ambiguous, rendering 

solfege moot. Perhaps the most recognizable example of an ascending do–fi tritone opens Danny 

Elfman's lydian theme to The Simpsons (Figure 2.14). While ascending melodic tritones are rare, 

descending melodic tritones are even more so. There are no universally instantly recognizable 

examples. The riff from Black Sabbath's self-titled song (Figure 2.15) might be the closest. 

Figure 2.16 provides several more instances of melodic tritones that have pedagogical promise.

Like the P4, the perfect fifth (P5), the interval of seven half-steps and spanning five note 

names, is also one of the most frequently used throughout all of Western music. Since the tritone 

bisects the octave, intervals larger than six half-steps are paired with the intervals smaller than 

six half-steps as inversional equivalents, thus the P5 is the same as the P4, just turned upside 

down. Since the P4 occurs six times in each diatonic scale, the P5 also occurs six times in each 

diatonic scale: in major keys between do–sol, re–la, mi–ti, fa–do, sol–re, and la–mi; in minor 

keys between do–sol, me–te, fa–do, sol–re, le–me, and te–fa. A particularly good example is the 

earworm riff from "Yeah!" by Usher (Figure 2.17). More instances, almost all of them ascending 

do–sol or descending sol–do, are included in Figure 2.18.

The minor sixth (m6) is the interval of eight half-steps, or four whole-steps, spanning six 

letter names. Three m6s appear in each diatonic scale. In major keys, they are mi–do, la–fa, ti–

sol; in minor keys, they are do–le, re–te, and sol–me. The riff from Eminem's "Without Me" 

(Figure 2.19) opens with an ascending sol–me, while a descending do–mi counterpart repeats 

regularly throughout each chorus of Joan Osborne's "One of Us" (Figure 2.20). The major sixth 

(M6) is the interval of nine half-steps spanning six note names. Four M6s appear in each diatonic 

scale. In major keys, they are do–la, re–ti, fa–re, and sol–mi; in minor keys, they are me–do, fa–
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re, le–fa, and te–sol. Each chorus in Coldplay's "Viva La Vida" (Figure 2.21) begins with a 

prominent ascending sol–mi, while each chorus of Neil Diamond's "Sweet Caroline" (Figure 

2.22) opens with a descending mi–sol, followed by an ascending la–fa m6. Figure 2.23 lists 

additional examples of both ascending and descending m6s and M6s.

Melodic sevenths are some of the least frequently used intervals, some varieties 

surpassing even the tritone in scarcity. The minor seventh (m7) is the interval of ten half-steps, or 

five whole-steps, spanning seven note names. There are five m7s in every diatonic scale. In 

major keys, they are re–do, mi–re, sol–fa, la–sol, and ti–la; in minor keys, they are do–te, re–do, 

fa–me, sol–fa, and te–le. Three different ascending m7s (sol–fa, mi–re, and la–sol) are heard in 

each chorus of "The Winner Takes It All" by Abba (Figure 2.24), and an extraordinary do–re–do 

descending and ascending m7 is found in "Lady Jane" by The Rolling Stones (Figure 2.25), 

followed by an equally extraordinary ti–do–ti ascending and descending M7. The major seventh 

(M7) is the interval of eleven half-steps spanning seven note names. There are two M7s in every 

diatonic scale. In major keys, they are do-ti and fa-mi; in minor keys, they are me-re and le-sol. 

An ascending do-ti M7 is found at the start of each chorus of "Take on Me" by A-ha (Figure 

2.26). The rarest of melodic intervals, a pair of descending F#–G M7s open "Baba Yaga," the 

penultimate movement of Modest Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition (1874). That elusive 

interval is maintained in Emerson, Lake and Palmer's rock rendition of the same piece (Figure 

2.27), recorded ninety-six years later. Figure 2.28 showcases other examples of ascending and 

descending m7s and M7s.

The perfect octave (P8) is the interval of twelve half-steps, or six whole-steps, spanning 

eight note names. Since transposition by P8 yields the same note one octave apart, they exist on 
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all seven notes of each diatonic scale. The chorus of Semisonic's "Closing Time" (Figure 2.29) 

opens with an ascending P8. Descending P8s are surprisingly hard to find, but one good instance 

is heard in the refrains of AJ Jansen's "Bourbon and Roses" (Figure 2.30). Figure 2.31 lists more 

instances of prominent P8s.

Intervals larger than an octave are known as compound intervals. They are uncommon, 

but one excellent example of a melodic ascending major tenth is heard at the end of each chorus 

of "Semi-Charmed Life" (Figure 2.32) by Third Eye Blind. YouTube creator 8-bit Music Theory 

spotted another excerpt with several conspicuous compound intervals in the theme to the video 

game Halo (Figure 2.33), which starts with a P8, followed by a M9, a m10, and a P11 (8-bit 

Music Theory, "Iconic Opening Intervals in Game Music," YouTube Video, 9:35, April 16, 2018, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7IXGFnB4h0&t=215s).

While examples of individual intervals are relatively easy to find, locating a single song 

featuring many different intervals is challenging. The majority of melodies use only a handful of 

the twelve possible intervals, with major and minor seconds predominating. But Bing Crosby's 

rendition of "The Christmas Song" (Figure 2.34) is exceptional in that regard. Excluding perfect 

unisons, the second verse and bridge include a total of sixty-five intervals: nineteen m2s, thirty 

M2s, six m3s, one M3, one P4, one tritone, two P5s, one m6, one M6, two m7s, and one P8. The 

only interval missing is the M7. Because of its diverse intervallic content, it makes an excellent 

interval identification homework assignment.

Scales

Scales might be the single most important fundamental of tonal music, as they greatly 
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help student understanding of both melodic and harmonic content. While a great many different 

scales exist, this section considers only the diatonic major and minor scales, the major and minor 

pentatonic scales, the blues scale, and the diatonic modes. Instructors of classical theory might 

want to limit their lesson plans to the diatonic major/minor dichotomy, in accordance with 

classical theory, while instructors of pop theory might prefer including the others at this point in 

the curriculum since they feature regularly in pop practice.

Melodies based on the major scale (using do–re–mi–fa–sol–la–ti, or a subset thereof) are 

extremely common in both classical and popular styles. The backing vocals in the chorus of 

"Hello Goodbye" by The Beatles (Figure 2.35) is an instance of an ordered ascending C-major 

scale, while the same band's "Thank You Girl" (Figure 2.36) includes an ordered descending D-

major scale in its bridge. Fred Astaire's recording of Jerome Kern and Dorothy Fields's song 

"The Way You Look Tonight" (Figure 2.37) from the 1936 film Swing Time remains one of the 

most famous major-key melodies ever composed, spanning a full octave from do–do. Don 

McLean's "American Pie" (Figure 2.38) is similar, but extends just over an octave, from sol–la. 

Even more wide-ranging, the melody for "Follow You" by Imagine Dragons (Figure 2.39) text 

paints the title with florid scalar passages stretching nearly two octaves, from mi–do.

Teachers might consider an assignment in which students must transpose one of these 

melodies to other tonalities without key signatures. Since all three tunes use all seven notes of 

their respective major scales, this will reinforce student knowledge of key signatures by forcing 

them to write in each sharp or flat. This can be made easier or harder by mandating keys with 

fewer or more accidentals. Conversely, instructors might prefer to study melodies that do not 

include all seven scale degrees, then ask students to identify which degrees are missing. This 
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approach forces students to know the seven tones of each scale, tally which of them are present, 

and then deduce which are absent. In addition, teachers might integrate these tunes into ear 

training by assigning them as singing quizzes. Another tactic could be playing these melodies, 

while changing one scale degree—say, play all 7s as ¨7s, or all 4s as #4s—then call on students 

to identify which note(s) were altered. Or, after covering the minor scales and/or modes, play 

these melodies in their various parallel scales to demonstrate their unique characters. Lastly, 

identifying missing scale degrees is relatively simple in written theory. Ear training instructors 

who want to give their students a challenge could use the same concept as a listening exercise, or 

perhaps play these melodies as a melodic dictation.

As their name implies, pentatonic scales contain five tones. Strictly speaking, any 

combination of five different pitches could constitute a pentatonic scale; however, standard usage 

typically refers to a subset of the major scale lacking the two tendency tones fa and ti (do–re–

mi–sol–la). Since this specific pentatonic scale is derived from the diatonic major scale, it is 

referred to as the major-pentatonic scale, a pattern exceedingly common in pop melodies. For 

instance, Billy Joel's "We Didn't Start the Fire" (Figure 2.40) conforms strictly to the G major-

pentatonic scale. Pentatonic melodies are particularly conducive to melodic/harmonic divorce, to 

be considered in greater depth in the subsequent chapter. Since both tendency tones are absent, 

pentatonic melodies can be harmonized by any diatonic major or minor triad. "We Didn't Start 

the Fire" is an especially effective teaching example when the teacher plays it with a variety of 

different chords in each measure. First, establish the six diatonic major and minor triads in G 

major (G, Am, Bm, C, D, and Em), then call on students to assign one of those triads to each of 

the eight measures, including the repeat. As long as it ends on tonic, any other chords could be 
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used in any measure without problem. Figure 2.41 documents more examples using the major 

scale or a subset thereof.

The minor scale is more complicated than the major scale because there are several 

versions of it. The natural-minor scale (do–re–me–fa–sol–le–te) can be thought of as the major 

scale with lowered 3, 6, and 7, or as the fifth rotation, or sixth mode, of the major scale. Though 

classical examples that explicitly demonstrate natural-minor are rare, it is the most commonly 

used minor variant in pop. Two particularly good instances, both of which use all seven notes, 

are Ozzy Osbourne's "Crazy Train" (Figure 2.42) and Katy Perry's "I Kissed a Girl" (Figure 

2.43), the latter being slightly ambiguous since it could be heard in C major instead of A minor. 

The minor-pentatonic scale (do–me–fa–sol–te) can also be derived from the natural-minor scale 

by omitting re and le, thus removing both half steps, or through four rotations of the major-

pentatonic scale. Pop melodies frequently use the minor-pentatonic scale, including Ed Sheeran's 

"Shape of You" (Figure 2.44), which may also be harmonized by any permutation of the six 

diatonic major and minor triads in minor keys.

As is the case with the diatonic dichotomy between major and minor, it can be 

challenging to definitively determine whether a pentatonic melody is major or minor. The 

Weeknd's "Blinding Light" (Figure 2.45) clearly uses a pentatonic pitch collection for its melody, 

but whether it is E¨ major pentatonic or C minor pentatonic is a matter of interpretation since 

they share identical notes. Students often hear it both ways, so this example is excellent for class 

discussion and debate, but not appropriate for assessment.

Nearly identical to the minor pentatonic scale, the blues scale (do–me–fa–fi–sol–te) 

merely adds a chromatic passing tone between fa and sol, providing its conspicuously bluesy 
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character. This extra tone is often written as #4 when ascending, as in the riff to Led Zeppelin's 

"Heartbreaker" (Figure 2.46), but as ¨5 when descending, as in the riff to Cream's "Sunshine of 

Your Love" (Figure 2.47). Both of these examples include all six notes of the blues scale. It can 

be harder to identify when certain notes are missing. The bass riff to Michael Jackson's "Bad" 

(Figure 2.48) is missing te, and Aerosmith's "Walk This Way" (Figure 2.49) omits both me and 

te, but both have sufficient pitch content to conclude that they are based on the blues scale.

Returning to the classical realm, the compositional problem with the natural-minor scale 

is that it has no leading tone, thus its pull toward tonic is curtailed. To fix this, many composers 

use the leading tone anyway, raising the seventh scale degree from te to ti, creating the harmonic-

minor scale (do–re–me–fa–sol–le–ti). Much more common in classical music than the natural-

minor scale, but rarer in pop, harmonic minor not only gives the melody more pull toward tonic, 

but it transforms the diatonic dominant v into V, producing potent harmonic pull, as well. An 

especially well-known harmonic-minor scale melody, heard by millions of people every week 

throughout the fall and winter months, is the theme from NFL on FOX (Figure 2.50). Two more 

examples are the riff from Eminem's "The Real Slim Shady" (Figure 2.51), and Selena Gomez's 

"Let Me Get Me" (Figure 2.52).

Raising the leading tone of the natural-minor scale to form the harmonic-minor scale 

fixes the problem of the former's lack of attraction to tonic. But it also creates a new problem: an 

augmented second between le and ti, potentially resulting in awkward melodic passages. To 

remedy that, composers often raise the sixth degree in addition to the seventh when ascending, 

while maintaining the natural sixth and seventh degrees when descending, yielding the melodic-

minor scale (do–re–me–fa–sol–la–ti–do–te–le–sol–fa–me–re–do). Unambiguous use of melodic 
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minor is extraordinarily rare in the rock literature, but an example that most everybody knows is 

the beloved Ukrainian Christmas song "Carol of the Bells" (Figure 2.53).

Though rare in pop, jazz employs the melodic-minor scale routinely. However, jazz 

practice permanently raises 6 and 7, so that there is no difference between ascending and 

descending notes (do–re–me–fa–sol–la–ti–do–ti–la–sol–fa–me–re–do). This variation is so 

common in jazz that it has been dubbed "the jazz-minor scale" (Stetina 1999). Its practicality has 

proven so useful to songwriters that even non-jazzers have incorporated the jazz-minor scale into 

their writing. For instance, Miranda Lambert's country-tinged "Mama's Broken Heart" (Figure 

2.54) uses the E jazz-minor scale, missing only fa. Figure 2.55 offers more music that employs 

the varieties of minor scales.

A particularly prominent category of scales is the diatonic modes. While the classical 

music theory curriculum typically saves them for post-tonal study, the modes are used frequently 

in pop harmony. Thus, instructors of pop harmony will want to include them as part of a 

fundamentals unit, while instructors of classical harmony might omit them. Since the ionian and 

aeolian modes are identical to the major and natural-minor scales, they are not reconsidered.

There are two ways to approach the diatonic modes conceptually: relative and parallel 

(An 2019). Using the relative approach, modes are derived as rotations of the major scale. Using 

the parallel approach, the tonic pitch is maintained while its surrounding scale degrees are 

altered. This anthology will adopt the parallel approach, surveying all seven modes from 

sharpest/brightest to flattest/darkest.

The lydian mode is the major scale with #4, or the third rotation of the major scale (do–

re–mi–fi–sol–la–ti). Since pop harmony emphasizes 4 heavily (to be discussed at some length in 
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chapter three), lydian is rare in the rock repertoire, but features frequently in film and television 

soundtracks. Two of the most famous examples are Danny Elfman's theme to The Simpsons 

(Figure 2.56), and John Williams's theme for Yoda (Figure 2.57) from the Star Wars saga. Figure 

2.58 documents a few more lydian examples.

The mixolydian mode is the major scale with ¨7, or the fourth rotation of the major scale 

(do–re–mi–fa–sol–la–te). Though rare in classical music, it is quite common in pop. Kool and 

the Gang's biggest hit "Celebration" (Figure 2.59) is an ideal way to introduce mixolydian, as is 

Lorde's breakthrough hit "Royals" (Figure 2.60). More mixolydian music is included in Figure 

2.61.

Moving to the minor modes, dorian is the natural-minor scale with #6, or the first rotation 

of the major scale (do–re–me–fa–sol–la–te). Distinguishing between dorian mode and 

subdominant mode mixture in minor, as will be discussed in chapter four, is impossible. The 

traditional sea shanty "What Shall We Do With a Drunken Sailor?" (Figure 2.62) is an example 

that just about everybody recognizes. John Williams' theme for Rey (Figure 2.63) in Star Wars is 

another example. Additional instances of dorian are included in Figure 2.64.

The phrygian mode is the natural-minor scale with ¨2, or the second rotation of the major 

scale (do–ra–me–fa–sol–le–te). While the leading tone is technically a half-step below tonic, in 

this case the lowered second scale degree serves as an upper leading tone. Phrygian is most 

frequently heard in heavy metal and rap. Linkin Park, whose signature style blends those two 

genres, often incorporates phrygian, including the guitar riff from "A Place for My Head" (Figure 

2.65). Completely different stylistically, The Flight's theme to Assassin's Creed: Odyssey "Flight 

of the Eagle Bearer" (Figure 2.66) uses the phrygian mode to convey an ancient character, 
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appropriate for a video game set in ancient Greece. Figure 2.67 features other examples of 

phrygian mode.

By far the rarest mode, locrian is the natural-minor scale with ¨2 and ¨5, or the sixth and 

last rotation of the major scale (do–ra–me–fa–se–le–te). Though many songs might use locrian, 

depending on interpretation, YouTuber David Bennett cites a clear example in John Kirkpatrick's 

recording of the folk song "Dust to Dust" (Figure 2.68) (David Bennett Piano, "Does Locrian 

Create Aural Illusions?," YouTube Video, 7:13, May 6, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=mhDxvNY9J68&t=218s). Note how this darkest of diatonic modes text paints the morbid 

lyrics. Also note how this melody never uses the note G, 6 in B locrian, which could threaten the 

stability of the B tonic, since it forms a P5 with C.

Triads

The most frequently used triad in both classical and popular music is the major triad. A 

melodic root-position major triad is heard in the refrains of "Something Good" by Herman's 

Hermits (Figure 2.69), a melodic first-inversion major triad opens Kermit the Frog's "The 

Rainbow Connection" (Figure 2.70), and a melodic second-inversion major triad is found 

throughout John Williams score to Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade (Figure 2.71). Figure 

2.72 includes many more examples, described as ascending when the triadic components rise in 

order, descending when they fall in order, or meandering when they both rise and fall.

The second-most frequently used triad in both classical and popular music is the minor 

triad. An ascending melodic root-position minor triad is heard in the horn riff from The Ides of 

March's "Vehicle" (Figure 2.73), and a descending root-position minor triad appears in the 
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chorus of Camila Cabello's "Havana" (Figure 2.74). Melodic examples of inverted minor triads 

are surprisingly hard to find, but the chorus of Aqua's "Barbie Girl" (Figure 2.75) opens with a 

sol–me–sol–do first-inversion minor triad (immediately sequenced by a fa–re–fa–te first-

inversion major triad), and a second-inversion minor triad is heard in the verse of Elle King's 

"Ex's and Oh's" (Figure 2.76). Figure 2.77 provides additional examples of melodic instances of 

minor triads.

Diminished triads (abbreviated O) are far rarer than major or minor triads. One excellent 

example of two different melodic ascending diminished triads (mi–sol–te and la–do–me) comes 

in The Rolling Stones' "(I Can't Get No) Satisfaction" (Figure 2.78). Another melodic diminished 

triad, fa–re–ti, outlining V7, is buried in the middle of the traditional African-American spiritual 

"He's Got the Whole World in His Hands" (Figure 2.79). If root-position melodic diminished 

triads are rare, then inverted melodic diminished triads are almost non-existent. But one, re–ti–fa, 

occurs in the chorus of "She Used to be Mine" by Sara Bareilles (Figure 2.80), corresponding to 

lyrics about dishonesty.

The rarest triad is the augmented triad (abbreviated +). While not difficult to find in 

harmonic contexts, melodic augmented triads in pop are exceptionally scarce. But Israeli 

singer/songwriter Eviatar Banai's "Tit'chaneni Elai" (Figure 2.81) features one at the end of its 

verse, corresponding to lyrics about weeping. Figure 2.82 includes a few more of these triads in 

rare melodic form.

Seventh Chords

Where triads consist of three notes stacked in thirds, seventh chords consist of four. And 
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while triads can be arranged into four permutations, sevenths can be arranged into nine: the 

major-major seventh (abbreviated MM7), the major-minor or dominant seventh (Mm7, or just 7), 

the minor-major seventh (mM7 or mΔ7), the minor-minor seventh (mm7, or just m7), the 

diminished-major seventh (OM7, or OΔ7), the half-diminished seventh (Ø7 or m7¨5), the fully 

diminished seventh (O7), the augmented-minor seventh (+7), and the augmented-major seventh 

chord (+M7, or +Δ7). In practice, however, only five of these nine are used with regularity, so 

theory curricula typically emphasize only the MM7, Mm7, mm7, O7, and Ø7. Some curricula 

extend to also include the mM7. But the OM7, +7, and +M7 are so rare in real music that they are 

usually omitted, or at most glossed over as a mere theoretical possibility. Like triads, seventh 

chords are most often encountered as harmony. But when they can be found, melodic examples 

of these chords are particularly helpful in training students to recognize their unique sound 

characters. 

The most frequently used and harmonically important seventh chord is the Mm7. An 

example of an ascending sol–ti–re–fa Mm7 outlining V7 is heard in Elvis Presley's "Blue 

Christmas" (Figure 2.83), while a descending fa–re–ti–sol is found in Raffi's "Baby Beluga" 

(Figure 2.84). The other seventh chords are far less frequently used. An ascending mi–sol–ti–re 

mm7 repeats during the title lyrics of The Crash Test Dummies' "Mmm Mmm Mmm Mmm" 

(Figure 2.85). An ascending do–mi–sol–ti MM7 opens the verse of Billy Joel's "The Longest 

Time" (Figure 2.86). Descending instances of melodic mm7s and MM7s are so rare as to be 

essentially nonexistent. Melodic instances of the two varieties of diminished seventh chords are 

also exceptionally infrequent, though they are used regularly as chords. Two notable exceptions 

are "Blue Jay Way" by The Beatles (Figure 4.112), which includes a meandering melodic O7, and 
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Andy Williams's "Speak Softly Love" (Figure 3.46), which includes an ascending melodic Ø65. 

Since both of these examples are included later in this anthology to demonstrate more 

sophisticated concepts, they will not be reproduced here. Finally, Figure 2.87 specifies more 

melodic examples of the various types of seventh chords.

Coda

Having addressed the abstract and fragmented fundamentals of music theory, the next 

step is to string those conceptual slivers together, thereby establishing tonal context. To do that, 

the next chapter will dive deeply into diatonic harmony.
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Chapter Three: Diatonic Harmony

Introduction

This third chapter discusses examples appropriate for use when studying diatonic 

harmony, typically covered in the latter half of the first semester and the first half of the second 

semester of the undergraduate theory curriculum. Where the previous chapter addressed the 

various intervals, scales, triads, and seventh chords in abstraction, this unit puts them into tonal 

context by looking at how different chord successions establish major and minor tonalities, and 

how the infrastructure of tonality prioritizes some notes and chords over others across multiple 

levels of hierarchical depth.

Pop harmony is typically repetitive, often featuring the same chord progression multiple 

times throughout a song. In the anthology, such instances are designated with an asterisk (*) at 

the end of their captions. After working through these examples in class, ambitious teachers 

might consider making listening assignments out of them by printing the full lyrics and 

instructing students to write Roman numerals above the appropriate words. Since students will 

have already analyzed part of the song in class, they will know what patterns that they are 

listening for. If hints are needed to simplify and clarify this process, the teacher might highlight 

or underline the words or syllables where students should include Roman numerals.

Diatonic Chords in Major Keys

Since there are seven notes in every major scale, there are seven diatonic triads that can 

be constructed in major tonality: I, ii, iii, IV, V, vi, and viiO. Each of these triads can be extended 
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into seventh chords and beyond. This anthology, however, will categorize by triad, with the 

understanding that they often are extended. 

Tonality is a hierarchy, with the tonic chord (I) at the apex. The vast majority of both pop 

and tonal classical music employs more than just the I chord. Beck's "Loser" (Figure 3.1) is an 

exception by using a single D-major tonic chord throughout. This example is pedagogically 

valuable to teach that students should always try to determine and locate tonic first. In this case, 

there is no other option.

Songs using only a single chord are rare. Where tonic is the most important and thus first-

learned chord, the dominant (V) is the second-learned chord. "Jambalaya" by Hank Williams 

(Figure 3.2) and "Honky Tonk Women" by The Rolling Stones (Figure 3.3) both alternate I and 

V; "Carry That Weight" by The Beatles (Figure 3.4) and "Give Peace a Chance" by The Plastic 

Ono Band (Figure 3.5) alternate I and V7. When introducing the V chord, these examples can 

help students see and hear the difference and between tonic and dominant chords. Figure 3.6 lists 

many additional songs that could also be used to teach this relationship.

In both classical and popular styles, the subdominant (IV) is an important chord. In fact, 

pop music often emphasizes IV to a greater extent than classical does. Indeed, treatment of the 

IV chord is one of the biggest difference between classical and pop harmony. In classical 

progressions, IV often functions as a cadential predominant. In pop, IV sometimes serves a 

similar role, but frequently also behaves as a cadential pretonic (to be addressed in the section on 

cadences), or as a tonic prolongation. Bruce Springsteen's "Born in the U.S.A." (Figure 3.7) is an 

excellent example of this last category: the entire song alternates I and IV every two measures, 

with IV acting as a prolongational complement to I. There is no clear cadence anywhere in the 
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song. Figure 3.8 supplies more tunes using only these two chords.

When only two major chords whose roots are a perfect fourth apart are used in major 

tonality, they will almost always be either I and IV or V and I. In most cases, the choice is clear. 

But sometimes, as in Icona Pop's "I Don't Care" (Figure 3.9), it can be difficult to determine. In 

this case, the placement of A¨ major on a hypermetrically strong beat juxtaposed against D¨ 

major on a weaker beat suggests A¨ as tonic and therefore a I–IV relationship. On the other hand, 

the song ends on D¨, implying it is tonic, meaning V–I. The melody offers little clarification, as 

its two notes work as either re–do in A¨ or la–sol in D¨. Steven Laitz refers to this phenomenon 

as "the reciprocal process," which he defines as "when the listener loses tonal grounding because 

of conflicting tonal implications" (Laitz 2012, 587). This example, the first in this anthology that 

is not explicitly clear, is the first of many more to come whose ambiguity can be used to great 

pedagogical benefit in a classroom setting, following the recommendations of Bribitzer-Still and 

Sly from in the literature review. This teaching tactic is particularly effective when different 

students hear it different ways and argue passionately for their interpretation in class, stimulating 

discussion among colleagues. In such situations, the instructor's job is not to dictate their own 

opinions, but rather to foster the classroom debate, letting the students advocate for the differing 

interpretations.

Having considered music employing only I–V, and only I–IV, the next step is to consider 

songs employing all three. These chords are the traditional representatives of functional 

harmony, on which common-practice classical harmony is predicated. The combination and 

permutation of these three chords has also proven exceptionally fertile to pop songwriters over 

the last century, with many hundreds of songs relying on them exclusively. Kiss's "Rock and Roll 
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All Nite" (Figure 3.10) is one of a great many such examples.

One particularly common pop progression using the I, IV, and V chords is the 12-bar 

blues, the Roman numeral pattern for which is provided as Figure 3.11. Though cadences will be 

discussed in detail shortly, notice how the cadential pattern V–IV–I tweaks the classical cadential 

paradigm of IV–V–I. According to classical theory, 12-bar blues harmony should not work, yet it 

sounds perfectly fine to acquainted listeners, and is extremely common, especially in pop 

recordings from the 1950s and early 1960s. Barrett Strong's "Money (That's What I Want)" 

(Figure 3.12) is but one example. Figure 3.13 offers additional songs using only I, IV, and V 

chords, many of which are 12-bar blues, and many of which are not.

Another substantial difference between the syntax of classical harmony and pop regards 

the supertonic (ii) and submediant (vi) chords. In classical, ii is far more important and more 

frequently used than vi; but in pop, vi is more important and more frequently used than ii. Thus, 

when teaching classical harmony, it is best to introduce ii before vi; but when teaching pop 

harmony, it is best to address vi before ii. This anthology will include materials and advice for 

both approaches.

Pop songs using only I and ii are not common, but two excellent examples are John 

Splithoff's ballad "Sing to You" (Figure 3.14) and Carl Douglas's novelty song "Kung Fu 

Fighting" (Figure 3.15).4 While ii can serve as a cadential pretonic chord, both of these instances 

4.    It is worth mentioning that societal mores regarding race have changed significantly in 
recent decades. While Douglas's recording was not considered offensive towards Asian cultures 
when it was released in 1974, the lyrics and stereotypical instrumental interjections have not 
aged well. Viewed from the perspective of 2021, it could seem insensitive. And this song is not 
the only potentially problematic example in this anthology. When using such music in class, it is 
often worth posing a question, such as "How have views on cultural stereotypes changed in the 
decades since this music was released?" to address the concern in a manner that encourages 
awareness and discussion of the problem.
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use it as an upper neighbor to tonic. There are no clear cadences in either example.

In classical harmony, ii typically precedes the dominant. Many pop songs, including 

"Seasons in the Sun" by Terry Jacks (Figure 3.16), do so, too. Its conclusion repeats the same I-

ii–V–I progression in three different keys. Unlike classical harmony, pop often implements ii in 

other ways, as well, not just as a predominant. In "What's Up" by 4 Non Blondes (Figure 3.17), 

for instance, it precedes the subdominant. And in "Locked Out of Heaven" by Bruno Mars 

(Figure 3.18), it precedes tonic. Figure 3.19 lists more songs that only use the chords covered so 

far.

As mentioned previously, when teaching classical harmony, it is advisable to address ii 

prior to vi; but when teaching pop harmony independent of classical, it might be better to address 

vi prior to ii. This next section will do just that. It includes consideration and examples of vi 

while omitting ii. Examples incorporating both ii and vi will be included subsequently.

A useful example with which to introduce vi is Lizzo's "Truth Hurts" (Figure 3.20) 

because the entire song only uses I and vi. Its chorus features a melody that outlines an A minor 

scale, so one might interpret the progression as III–i in A-minor instead. However, the use of the 

chord C major on the stronger beat, along with the nonsensical tail of the chorus, firmly establish 

C major as tonic. In this case, vi acts to prolong tonic, and there is no clear cadence.

Like all other chords in pop harmony, vi exhibits several different syntactical roles 

depending on context. Walk the Moon's "Shut Up and Dance" (Figure 3.21) uses vi as a cadential 

predominant. In Katy Perry's "Roar" (Figure 3.22), it operates as a cadential presubdominant. 

Figure 3.23 details more instances using only I, IV, V, and vi.

Expanding the harmonic palette to include both ii and vi allows for each to precede the 
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other. While the ascending fourth pattern vi–ii is common in classical harmony as part of the 

circle-of-fifths progression, ii–vi reverses that paradigm, in what Paul Carter (2005) terms 

retrogressive harmony and what Ken Stephenson (2002) dubs the new standard. Maroon 5's 

"Sugar" (Figure 3.24) involves the classically-oriented vi–ii, while Justin Timberlake's "Mirrors" 

(Figure 3.25) includes the less common ii–vi. Figure 3.26 provides more examples.

The mediant (iii) is also quite flexible in pop harmony. Similar to vi, iii can also alternate 

with I to prolong tonic by retaining two of its three tones. An excellent example of this is heard 

in Evanescence's "My Immortal" (Figure 3.27) which gently undulates between A (I) and C# 

minor (iii) for the first eight bars of each verse. Another common use for iii is to precede IV, in 

which the mi–fa half-step mimics the ti–do resolution, albeit less strongly. This is heard in Panic! 

at the Disco's "High Hopes" (Figure 3.28), which features a two-phrase chorus, the chords of 

which are identical except for C major (V) at the end of the first phrase is replaced by A minor 

(iii) at the end of the second. One reason this substitution works smoothly is that V and iii share 

similar scale degree content, as they both include sol and ti. Similarly, Journey's "Don't Stop 

Believing" (Figure 3.29) also includes a chorus consisting of two phrases with identical harmony, 

except that the third chord C# minor (vi) in the first line is replaced by G# minor (iii) in the 

second.

While the above examples demonstrate different ways of using iii, each is employed in a 

distinct way that is relatively clear. Those roles are blurred in the five-chord chorus of Lady 

Antebellum's "Need You Now" (Figure 3.30). Bookended by I chords, the first iii clearly 

prolongs tonic. But the second exhibits both tonic prolongation and cadential presubdominant 

roles. The lack of resolution to tonic until the start of the subsequent verse symbolizes the 
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wanting expressed in the lyrics and title. Using iii as a cadence-instigator makes its delayed 

resolution that much more compelling. Similar dual roles for iii are found in "Hey There Delilah" 

by Plain White T's (Figure 3.31), but this time the two roles are tonic prolongation and 

presubmediant. Figure 3.32 documents many more similar uses of iii.

The seventh and final diatonic chord in major is the leading-tone diminished chord (viiO). 

It is unequivocally the rarest diatonic chord in pop harmony. It is so scarce that I have only ever 

found one clear example in major tonality: K-Ci and JoJo's "All My Life" (Figure 3.33). And 

even then, it is so fleeting (lasting less than one full beat), and surface-level (prolonging V as a 

passing chord) that a deeper-level transcription would omit it entirely, along with the three other 

passing chords (the first A¨ chord and both B¨m chords) from the same measure.

Though viiO is the diatonic chord built on 7 in theory, the subtonic chord (¨VII) is far 

more common throughout pop harmony in practice—so much so that Alan Moore, in his essay 

"The So-Called 'Flattened Seventh' in Rock," considers ¨7 diatonic (Moore 1995). In addition, 

Neftali Wagner coined the term "domesticated" to refer to non-diatonic melodic tones that "stop 

clashing with the harmony and instead become settled in it" (Wagner 2003, 354). Following their 

lead, this anthology will consider ¨VII a domesticated diatonic triad, even though it technically is 

chromatic. Teachers of pop theory who have already addressed the modes will want to point out 

that this is actually mixolydian harmony—not ionian, the way all previous examples in this 

section are. Teachers of classical theory, however, probably will not cover the modes until post-

tonal study, in which case introducing mixolydian at this early point in the curriculum will 

confuse more than clarify. Therefore, classical instructors might simply refer to this as "major 

with ¨VII," or skip it entirely.
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A concrete example with which to introduce the subtonic, the bridge of Steppenwolf's 

"Born to be Wild" (Figure 3.34) alternates I–¨VII. This example is particularly effective when the 

teacher demonstrates the same passage by playing it at the piano with a D#O (viiO) instead. Alanis 

Morissette's "Ironic" (Figure 3.35), Johnny Nash's "I Can See Clearly Now" (Figure 3.36), and 

The Beach Boys' "In My Room" (Figure 3.37) are all also famous and idiomatic instances of the 

domesticated ¨VII in major in pop. Figure 3.38 lists even more.

Diatonic Chords in Minor Keys

Though the distinction can be quite ambiguous and nuanced, the general defining 

difference between major and minor keys is the third scale degree of the tonic triad. If the third 

scale degree is a M3 above tonic (mi), the tonality is major; if the third scale degree is a m3 

above tonic (me), it is minor. Complications will be addressed at various points throughout this 

dissertation, but for this section, that oversimplified criterion will suffice.

While songs in major keys almost always incorporate at least two chords, many blues-

based pop tunes, such as Chaka Kahn's "Like Sugar" (Figure 3.39), riff over a static minor tonic 

triad (i) or seventh (i7). There is no explicit harmonic motion on a background level in such 

music, despite much surface-level activity from both the melody and accompaniment. Figure 

3.40 inventories a few similar examples.

Outside of the tonic chord, minor tonality presents several analytic challenges in both 

classical and popular harmony that major tonality avoids, or at least minimizes. These 

complications are at least partially the result of the three types of minor scales considered earlier, 

whereas there is only one major scale. This anthology will include the triads formed using the 
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natural-minor scale, and its most common alteration, V. 

Like major, the most versatile scale degree in minor keys is also 7. Theoretically, minor-

mode 7 is the subtonic note (te) a whole-step below tonic, rather than the leading tone (ti) a half-

step below tonic. This dilutes the tonic/dominant relationship because it renders the diatonic 

dominant chord minor (v), rather than major (V). In practice, however, V is used so frequently in 

minor keys in both classical and pop that it might be considered another domesticated diatonic 

triad. On the other hand, if chords are constructed from the harmonic-minor scale rather than the 

natural-minor scale, then V is already diatonic, with no need for domestication. Here again, 

teachers might prefer not to mention this nuance in class to avoid confusion. Regardless, Billie 

Eilish's "Therefore I Am" (Figure 3.41) demonstrates V in a minor key, while "Natural" by 

Imagine Dragons (Figure 3.42) differs only in its use of V7, reinforced by the repeated melodic 

Gs.

On the other hand, some songs do use the minor dominant, and the result is a distinctly 

modal character. The nonsense chorus of Mikey Dread's "Roots and Culture" (Figure 3.43) 

employs only i and v7. A summative example of the dominant chord in minor keys, "Fallin'" by 

Alicia Keys (Figure 3.44) uses both v7 and V7. Saving the major dominant for the end of the 

chorus, it also exerts structural significance, as it bolsters the return to tonic to start the 

subsequent verse.

Though the ascending melodic-minor scale includes #6 (la), the subdominant triad in 

minor is always assumed to be iv, at least for the purposes of this anthology. Rather, instances 

juxtaposing i and IV are considered examples of the dorian mode (addressed in the previous 

chapter), or of mode mixture (to be addressed in the next chapter). Maroon 5's "Moves Like 
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Jagger" (Figure 3.45) proves a hit pop song does not necessarily need more than these two 

chords.

Combining the tonic, dominant, and subdominant chords in minor keys has proven less 

fertile for pop songwriters than the same chords in major. Nevertheless, many examples exist, 

including Andy Williams's rendition of the love theme for The Godfather, "Speak Softly Love" 

(Figure 3.46), and Bolland & Bolland's anti-war caricature "You're in the Army Now" (Figure 

3.47). They share identical chords, except the former features V where the latter enlists v. In 

both, the dominant follows the subdominant. Since the space between 4–3 in minor is a whole 

step (fa–me), its harmonic pull is less than it is in major, where it is a half step (fa–mi).5 

Consequently, the subdominant in minor carries less cadential potential, and thus less 

compositional weight, than the subdominant in major. Thus, while V–IV in major is common, v–

iv and V–iv in minor is far rarer. Figure 3.48 catalogs other examples using only tonic, 

subdominant, and/or one or both of the two possible dominants in minor keys.

While tonic, dominant, and subdominant are the three most important chords in major 

keys, their sovereignty is mitigated in minor, where other chords assume greater emphasis. The 

three major triads in minor tonality are the mediant (III), submediant (VI), and subtonic (VII), all 

of which carry more compositional weight than their major equivalents. Many minor-key songs, 

including Demi Lovato and Ariana Grande's "Met Him Last Night" (Figure 3.49), use only VI 

and i, the submediant functioning as tonic prolongation, with no clear cadences. Others, such as 

"Edge of Seventeen" by Stevie Nicks (Figure 3.50), add VII as a cadential intermediary between 

VI and i; this will be considered in more detail in the section on cadences.

5.    The resulting half step between 6-5 (le–sol) is not strong enough to compensate for the change in 3, since 3 is 
the scale degree that defines major vs. minor.
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As the same chord as the relative major key's tonic, III is also heard frequently in minor 

tonality. However, because it is so strongly related to tonic, sharing two tones, it provides little 

harmonic contrast with tonic, thus examples using only i and III are rare. But they do exist, and 

one is P.O.D.'s "Youth of the Nation" (Figure 3.51). This kind of static progression is found 

frequently in rap songs, in which emphasis is more on the vocals and lyrics, with harmony 

decidedly secondary. Much more common, though, is to supplement i and III with other chords. 

Tom Petty's "Refugee" (Figure 3.52) folds in VII, and Bon Jovi's "You Give Love a Bad Name" 

(Figure 3.53) also adds VI. Furthering Stephenson's notion that pop uses "whatever successions 

are not normal" in classical (Stephenson 2002, 103), while classical harmony often uses III to 

prolong tonic, in this case III anticipates tonic. Figure 3.54 specifies more examples using only 

the minor tonic chord and combinations of the three diatonic major triads in minor keys.

Adding those three major triads to iv, V, and v exponentially increases the number of 

diatonic chordal permutations open to songwriters. Ace of Base's "All That She Wants" (Figure 

3.55) loops i–VII–iv. Ellie Goulding's "Lights" (Figure 3.56) adds VI to the mix, looping i–VII–

VI–iv. And putting together all six major and minor chords diatonic to minor tonality, Ava Max's 

"Kings and Queens" (Figure 3.57) serves as an aggregate of the harmonies covered so far. Figure 

3.58 documents more of them.

One final point needs to be made about diatonic minor tonality: diminished chords. Major 

tonality has only one diminished chord, but minor tonality has two. The diatonic diminished triad 

in minor keys, iiO, is exceedingly rare in pop. The best example might be the verse of Maroon 5's 

"This Love" (Figure 3.59), in which the cacophonous chord in question coincides with lyrics 

about chaos controlling one's mind. On the other hand, though viiO is diatonic in major keys, it is 
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curiously more common in minor, where it is chromatic. It often results from the bass of a 

subtonic chord rising by half-step as a chromatic passing tone to i, as in Bon Jovi's "It's My Life" 

(Figure 3.60). Another way to view viiO is as a V7 without a root. This is how Imagine Dragons 

incorporates a diminished triad in "Believer" (Figure 3.61), with AO (viiO) clearly substituting for 

F7 (V7) in the third phrase of the chorus. Lastly, Figure 3.62 documents more songs using one or 

both of the diminished triads in minor keys.

Non-Chord Tones

Non-chord tones (NCTs) occur when a melodic note does not belong to the chord heard 

simultaneously.6 Another significant difference between classical and popular music is how 

NCTs are treated. In classical music, they are relatively strict, with almost all NCTs falling into a 

small handful of classifications according to how it is approached and resolved. In pop music, 

however, treatment of NCTs is more relaxed. Nevertheless, all of the standard NCTs covered in 

classical music theory are well-represented in the pop repertoire. There is much overlap between 

styles, so most this section will feature pop examples that conform to classical categories. 

Consideration of the two main ways that pop handling of NCTs differs from classical protocol is 

saved for the end.

The simplest and most frequent of all NCTs in both classical and popular styles is the 

passing tone (abbreviated PT), in which the note is approached by step, then left by step in the 

same direction. The second note, B, of the verse in Billy Joel's "You May Be Right" (Figure 

3.63) is a PT, approached by descending step from the chord tone C# and resolving also by 

6.    Further complicating the matter, pop melodies are often highly syncopated. Therefore, when discussing NCTs in 
pop harmony, theorists sometimes take liberties, depending on context.
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descending step to the chord tone A. Double passing tones (DPTs) occur when the outer notes of 

a fourth are filled in by two passing tones, as seen in the second- and third-to-last notes of the 

first measure of the same example. Another instance of a DPT is heard in the verse of "Wild 

Thing" by The Troggs (Figure 3.64). In this case, the two notes (C#–B) are supported by 

different harmonies (D major and A major).

The neighbor note (NN) is also approached by step but is left by step in the opposite 

direction. "Think of Me" (Figure 3.65) from Andrew Lloyd Webber's Phantom of the Opera is a 

good example: the melody vacillates between the chord-tone F#, supported by B minor, and its 

upper non-chord tone neighbor G. Like the passing tone, neighbor notes can also be combined 

into double-neighbor notes (DNN), in which the upper and lower neighbor notes are consecutive. 

This occurs in the counter-melody to The Plastic Ono Band's "Happy Xmas (War is Over)" 

(Figure 3.66). In this instance, the lower NN is heard first, followed immediately by the upper 

NN, but the reverse would also constitute a DNN.

Another variety of neighbor note is the incomplete neighbor note (INN), in which either 

the chord tone immediately before or after the non-chord tone is absent. Just before the iconic 

chorus/coda of "Hey Jude" by The Beatles (Figure 3.67), Paul McCartney sings a two-octave 

arpeggiated F-major triad, with every note except the high F ornamented by a lower incomplete 

neighbor. There are also two subcategories of INN. An appoggiatura (AP) is a NCT that is 

approached by ascending leap and left by descending step. The first downbeat of each verse of 

the same band's "In My Life" (Figure 3.68) is a prime example. The other subset of the INN is 

the escape tone (ET), which occurs when a NCT is approached by step, then left by leap in the 

opposite direction. In the chorus of Poison's "Every Rose Has Its Thorn" (Figure 3.69), the 
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melody moves from C#, supported by the F#-major chord, up to escape tone D#, before leaping 

down to chord-tone F#.

Another common NCT is the pedal (PED), in which a single note is sustained or repeated 

while the harmony changes to a chord that does not include that particular pitch. Pedals come in 

two basic varieties—melodic and bass—according to where the NCTs are located. A melodic 

pedal is heard at the start of each verse of "Mmm Mmm Mmm Mmm" by The Crash Test 

Dummies (Figure 3.70). The chord tone E¨ starts out being supported by C minor, but when the 

harmony changes to B¨ major, it is no longer a chord tone, it is a pedal. With the next measure 

comes another chord change to E¨, and the melodic note E¨ is once again a chord tone. On the 

other hand, a bass pedal is used in the chorus of "Come Sail Away" by Styx (Figure 3.71) in 

which the chords C, F, and G are heard against a static C in the bass. In this case, there is also a 

pedal in the highest vocal line, which also stubbornly remains on C.

The suspension (SUS) occurs when a consonant tone is held over a chord change that 

renders it a dissonant non-chord tone, then it resolves down by step to a consonant chord tone. 

The piano riff of "Still D.R.E." by Dr. Dre (Figure 3.72) features a prominent suspension in the 

top voice, along with an escape tone in the bass. While suspensions in classical contexts are often 

further classified according to their intervals above the bass (4–3, 7–6, 9–8, 2–3, and sometimes 

6–5), such designations are less helpful and thus less commonly used in pop analysis.

Where suspensions resolve down by definition, retardations (RETs) work similarly, but 

resolve up. Carrie Underwood's "Something in the Water" (Figure 3.73) is not a perfect example, 

since the F# that starts the chorus is not consonant with the preceding Cmaj7. But as the leading 

tone, it clearly wants to—and eventually does—resolve up to tonic. Before it does so, however, it 
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could be classified as a retardation.

The opposite of a retardation is an anticipation (ANT), in which a NCT precedes the 

chord to which it belongs. This is used to great effect by The Mighty Might Boss Tones in "The 

Impression That I Get" (Figure 3.74). Just before the arrival of each chorus, lead singer Dickey 

Barrett sings a dissonant high G# that is unsupported by the A-major chord heard simultaneously. 

But that G# becomes a chord tone when the A-major chord resolves to E major at the start of the 

chorus. Shakira's "Estoy Aquí" (Figure 3.75) also uses anticipations. In the first measure, the 

melodic A is a chord tone, but the Ds are not—they foreshadow the D major tonic chord on the 

next downbeat that signals the start of the chorus, and thus are anticipations. The same pattern 

plays out in the next measure, in which the melodic Es are unsupported by the D-major chord. 

Instead, they anticipate the A-major chord of the next measure. The most interesting aspect, 

though, is the third and final measure of the excerpt, which sees the melody land solidly on do, 

which is a NCT against the A major (V) harmony. It is as if the melody and the harmony both 

establish D as tonic, but do so in ways independent of each other. This could be interpreted as 

melodic/harmonic divorce, a concept that will be considered in detail shortly. Figure 3.76 lists a 

variety of several more examples of prominent NCTs in various pop tunes.

While all of these types of NCT are relatively common in both classical and popular 

styles, it is rare to find a single excerpt with several different NCTs. The verse of "Hey Jude" by 

The Beatles (Figure 3.77) uses 11 NCTs, depending on interpretation: one ET, three PTs, three 

APs, two NNs, one ANT, and one INN. This diverse NCT content makes "Hey Jude" ideal for a 

NCT homework assignment.

Though classical NCTs transfer reasonably well to pop contexts, there are many instances 
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of pop NCTs that do not fit these classical models. These unusual instances can be categorized 

into two main types: blue notes and melodic/harmonic divorce.

Blue notes, sometimes called bent notes, are scale degrees—usually 3, sometimes 7, 

occasionally 5—that sound significantly flatter than they should be.7 They can be identified up to 

one half-step below pitch (example: a melodic F against a D-major triad), or a microtonal 

intermediary (example: F quarter-sharp against a D-major triad).8 Either way, in classical 

contexts such NCTs sound like wrong notes, horribly out of tune, but in blues contexts—and pop 

in general—they sound perfectly fine and can be quite expressive. Take, for example, the refrain 

from The Beatles' "Love Me Do" (Figure 3.78) which juxtaposes the melodic B¨ against a 

harmonic Bª. "Wonderwall" by Oasis (Figure 3.79) and "No One Knows" by Queens of the 

Stone Age (Figure 3.80) both use the same concept, but with a blue 5. The former pits a melodic 

Cª against a harmonic C#; the latter a melodic G¨ against a harmonic Gª.

Because 3 and 5 are both constituents of the tonic triad, blue 3s and 5s clash strongly with 

their tonic triad. But since 7 is not a constituent of the tonic triad, blue 7s sound less dissonant. 

As Ken Stephenson observes, Chuck Berry sings a blue 7 (D¨) frequently throughout the chorus 

of "Rock and Roll Music" (Figure 3.81) (Stephenson 2002, 76). This clashes against the IV 

chord, B¨ major, but not against I, E¨ major. Rather, in this case, the blue 7 is a non-functional 

tertian extension of the tonic triad into a major-minor seventh, as is frequently heard in blues 

harmony specifically and throughout pop harmony at large. More instances of blue notes are 

7.    Some scholars also consider ¨2 a blue note (Doll 2017, 199-200), but this anthology does not.
8.    Some scholars distinguish between microtonal blue notes and "mediant mixture," or "the [non-microtonal] use 

of both scale-degrees 3 and ¨3" (Temperley, Ren, and Duan 2017, 1.1), but for the sake of simplicity, this anthology 
refers to both varieties with the blanket term "blue note" and avoids the phrase "mediant mixture" all together.
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documented in Figure 3.82. Distinguishing major harmony with a blue 7 from mixolydian 

harmony can be challenging. In any case, most classical theory instructors will probably want to 

address blue notes only briefly. On other hand, pop theory instructors might want to cover blue 

notes more thoroughly, and address the ambiguity in more nuanced detail.

As stated earlier, one way to think about blue notes is that they are scale degrees that 

sound lower than they should be. This is probably the best way to explain them to students in a 

classical theory course. But another perspective is that they are borrowed from the parallel blues 

scale. This approach foreshadows mode mixture, addressed in chapter four, but only works in 

classes that have already covered the blues scale. Since classical theory courses probably will not 

have studied the blues scale before addressing non-chord tones, this approach will be 

inappropriate for most of them. However, in pop theory courses, which are more likely to 

examine the blues scale as part of a fundamentals unit, this approach can be quite helpful. From 

that perspective, blue notes can be seen as subsets of the melodic/harmonic divorce, in which 

pop melodies and harmonies both clearly establish tonic, but in ways that are independent of 

each other. This was in the case in "Estoy Aquí" by Shakira, examined earlier, and as found 

frequently throughout popular music in general.

Miley Cyrus's "Wrecking Ball" (Figure 3.83) effectively demonstrates the divorce, and its 

analytic value over classical non-chord tone nomenclature. The first melodic note, B¨, is clearly a 

chord tone, the root of the B¨ major (IV) chord supporting it. On the first downbeat ("wrecking 

ball"), however, that B¨ is suspended over F major (I). Using classical terminology, it is a clear 

4–3 suspension. The same B¨–A resolution is heard three more times ("hard in love," "break your 

walls," and "wreck"), but the B¨s are now appoggiaturas, rather than suspensions, since they are 
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unprepared. Indeed, the three measures prior to those appoggiaturas all follow the same melodic 

pattern of F–B¨–A–G–F. The second of those three measures ("All you ever did was") is 

harmonized by B¨ major (so A and G form a double passing tone). But the first and third ("I 

never hit so" and "All I wanted was to") are more problematic. They are harmonized by C major, 

rendering F, B¨, and A all NCTs for which no classical labels are appropriate. This example can 

be especially pedagogically helpful by asking the class, "Does classical NCT vocabulary explain 

the NCTs found in this song, or do they merely describe them?" Yes, classical jargon could be 

applied to most—but not all—of the NCTs in "Wrecking Ball." But what is the benefit of doing 

so? Clearly, this song does not work the same way classical melodies and harmonies do. It is 

simpler and more analytically accurate to analyze "Wrecking Ball" as one large instance of 

melodic/harmonic divorce than it is to nitpick every note in an attempt to force each NCT into 

classical categorization. More examples of the divorce are listed in Figure 3.84.

Diatonic Cadences

Cadences are points of repose, analogous to punctuation in written text. Unlike in text, 

however, musical cadences coordinate multiple avenues simultaneously to arrive at their goal. 

Though primarily a harmonic device, they typically require melodic cooperation. In addition, 

there are often textural contributions—either a thickening or thinning—that contribute to 

cadential tension and resolution. And when used, lyrics can reinforce cadential function. 

Weighing these multivalent factors on multiple levels of functional depth makes identifying 

cadences one of the most subjective and challenging tasks of musical analysis.

Vocabulary further complicates cadential consideration. Classical music theory texts seem 
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to agree on the adjectives "perfect" and "authentic" to describe conclusive cadences and 

"imperfect" and "half" to specify inconclusive cadences. In pop harmony, though, there is no 

terminological consensus. Stephenson (2002) uses "closed" and "open;" Everett (2009) prefers 

"full" and "half;" Doll (2017) opts for "whole" and "partial." Regardless of verbiage, clearly 

some cadences are stronger than others. This correlates nicely with the written text analogy, in 

which different punctuation marks provide varying degrees of organizational depth to strings of 

words.

One last major hurdle to the discussion of cadences is that cadential function is one of the 

biggest differences between classical and pop harmony. One of the main points and constant 

refrains of this dissertation is that the rules governing pop harmony are laxer than those 

governing classical harmony. Cadences might be the best avenue to demonstrating this 

difference. Authentic (V–I) cadences are obligatory in the classical realm. They are also common 

in pop; however, they cede some of their authority to other cadential patterns. Temperley found 

that V is the most common cadential pretonic in rock harmony, used in 54% of cadences, while 

IV constituted 31% (Temperley 2018, 62). Using his calculations as a springboard, this 

anthology will briefly summarize and demonstrate pop cadences according to their pretonic 

chord, dividing the survey into three categories: V as pretonic, IV as pretonic, and other 

pretonics.

At their simplest, cadences only need two chords, as many earlier examples, such as the 

V–I cadences in "Honky Tonk Women" (Figure 3.3), demonstrate. Most cadences, though, 

employ three chords—what classical theory dubs predominant, dominant, and tonic. This 

terminology assumes that the pretonic chord is V, the dominant, because that is almost 
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universally true in common-practice harmony. The most common classical predominants are IV 

and ii, both of which also appear regularly in pop. Bob Seeger's nostalgic "Old Time Rock and 

Roll" (Figure 3.85) is a prime example of the former, while Madonna's "Take a Bow" (Figure 

3.86) exhibits the latter.

Unlike classical music, pop can use any chord as a predominant. Given its similar scale 

degree content to IV, sharing both la and do, vi can also exhibit strong predominant proclivities, 

as illustrated in "I Want it That Way" by The Backstreet Boys (Figure 3.87). Using a technique 

scholars refer to as the "cadential I" (Nobile 2011), Sarah McLachlan's "Angel" (Figure 3.88) 

employs I as the predominant, roughly analogous to the common-practice cadential 6/4 except in 

root position rather than second inversion. And Smokey Robinson's "Cruisin'" (Figure 3.89) 

wields ¨VII as a predominant, a pattern casually called the "cowboy cadence" for its prevalence 

in Western film scores. The only remaining diatonic chord—other than viiO—is iii. Because it is 

so similar in scale degree content to V, sharing both sol and ti, chordal movement between iii and 

V yields a weaker harmonic progression than any other predominant. Thus, iii–V–I cadences are 

uncommon. Yet this elusive pattern sounds loud and clear in the chorus of Mumford and Sons' "I 

Will Wait" (Figure 3.90). Figure 3.91 further inventories V–I cadences and their various 

predominants.

The traditional classical labels of "predominant" and "dominant" work well for harmony 

featuring V as the cadential pretonic chord. But those terms fall short when that chord is 

something other than V. Can we really call a cadential pretonic IV a dominant? Doing so can 

perplex experts and is liable to leave wide-eyed undergrads dazed and confused. Recall from the 

literature review that Drew Nobile coined the term "syntactical dominant" for dominant-
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functioning chords, regardless of Roman numeral (Nobile 2016, 160). But this solution sidesteps, 

rather than solves, the problem: calling a cadential pretonic chord a "syntactical dominant" is still 

liable to confuse precisely because it still uses the term "dominant" to refer to chords other than 

the dominant. Christopher Doll's suggestion of using Greek letters to indicate cadential function, 

as summarized in the literature review, might be the best solution. With this insight, all of the 

cadences mentioned above could be reconsidered as gamma–beta–alpha instead of predominant–

dominant–tonic. The remainder of this anthology will implement this vocabulary.

When IV serves as the beta chord, the most common gamma chord is V, yielding V–IV–I, 

what is often termed the "blues cadence" since it concludes the 12-bar blues. Naturally, the blues 

cadence is heard most frequently in blues music, but it also surfaces regularly throughout the 

broader pop literature, including in the chorus of Jimmy Eat World's "The Middle" (Figure 3.92). 

The other common gamma chord that leads to IV is ¨VII, yielding the cadence ¨VII–IV–I, what 

Walter Everett named the "double plagal cadence" (Everett 1999). They are common throughout 

pop harmony, including in the chorus of ZZ Top's "Gimme All Your Loving" (Figure 3.93). This 

excerpt is also an excellent demonstration of how the same chords and cadences can exhibit 

different levels of function. The first line is cadential only on a foreground level. The second 

line, despite being identical harmonically, is cadential on a deeper level for two reasons: (1) the 

harmonic arrival in bar six falls on a stronger hypermetric beat than in bar three, and (2) the 

harmonic arrival on tonic is reinforced by the simultaneous melodic arrival on do. This pattern of 

an inconclusive phrase followed by a conclusive phrase, known in classical theory as a period, is 

common throughout both classical and pop. Figure 3.94 supplies more examples that use IV as 

the beta chord.
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As an addendum to the above discussion, pop harmony often combines beta V and beta 

IV by using IV/5, colloquially known as the "soul dominant" for its prominence in soul music. 

Instructors of classical harmony will probably want to gloss over this chord, but instructors of 

pop harmony will definitely want to include it. One particularly good example is James Taylor's 

cover of "How Sweet it Is (To Be Loved by You)" (Figure 3.95). The reason this song is such a 

good example of the soul dominant is that the melody lands firmly on do while harmonized by 

IV/5. Play the same excerpt but substitute V for IV/5 and the dissonance between ti and do 

becomes gut-wrenchingly apparent. Conversely, playing it with IV lacks the sense of finality, 

perhaps because IV was just heard two chords earlier. But the combination of IV with sol in the 

bass gives it its unique and character. Figure 3.96 tracks additional uses of the soul dominant.

While 85% pop cadences use V or IV as the beta chord, that leaves 15% that use other 

beta chords (Temperley 2018, 62). This last section will include a few such examples. The 

subtonic is regularly used as a beta chord in major, as in Mötley Crüe's "Home Sweet Home" 

(Figure 3.97). While ¨VII is considered a domesticated diatonic chord for the purposes of this 

anthology, in cadential contexts it is almost always preceded by ¨VI, a chord not covered until 

the unit on mode mixture in the subsequent chapter. As a result, it might not be a good example 

to use in class, or, if it is used, one that will require some instructor assistance. The same pattern, 

however, is more common in minor, where it is strictly diatonic. Melissa Etheridge uses this 

cadence in the chorus of "Like the Way I Do" (Figure 3.98), where the temperament of natural-

minor perfectly portrays the jealousy of the lyrics. Returning to the realm of major, ii sometimes 

serves as the beta chord, since re–do has a strong sense of resolution. This constitutes the 

principal cadence in "On Top of the World" by Imagine Dragons (Figure 3.99).
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Two final and particularly unorthodox examples of cadences come courtesy of The 

Beatles. The bridge of "You Can't Do That" (Figure 3.100) opens with a secondary dominant, but 

the next three chords (Am–Bm–G) constitute a most unusual and possibly unique ii–iii–I 

cadence. Though reinforced by melodic arrival on do, it functions only on a foreground level. 

That first phrase is then repeated but tweaked ever so slightly by the addition of V7 immediately 

after iii to strengthen the beta-functioning retransitional return to the verse's tonic. Similarly, the 

introduction of "Help!" (Figure 3.101) ends on A7. Though technically a tonic chord, it is 

anything but stable. Rather, it functions as a beta chord, landing solidly on the functional tonic 

two measures later. Figure 3.102 includes a few more instances of uncommon beta chords, their 

preceding gammas, and their resolutions.

This overview of cadential function in popular music is a tiny fraction of what could be 

written. Its restrictive focus on three-chord diatonic cadences in major tonality disregards a great 

many more cadences that fall outside of that scope, including two- and four-chord cadences, 

cadences in minor keys, and all chromatic inflections. But the goal of this summary is to provide 

examples that are especially helpful in getting theory students hear cadential arrival points on 

multiple levels, not to provide a compendium of all possible permutations. Once students learn 

how to do that, they will be prepared for any cadences they might encounter.

Inversions

Inversions refer to chords in which the bass note is a chord-tone other than the root. Since 

triads contain three pitches, they have two possible inversions: first inversion puts the third of the 

chord in the bass, abbreviated with the number 6 since the root is a sixth above the bass; second 
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inversion puts the fifth of the chord in the bass, analyzed with the numbers 6/4 since the third of 

the chord is a sixth above the bass and the root is a fourth above the bass. Since seventh chords 

contain four pitches, there are three possible inversions: first inversion is abbreviated 6/5, second 

inversion is abbreviated 4/3, and third inversion abbreviated 4/2, again all referring to intervals 

above the bass.

All types of inversions are more common in classical harmony than in pop, where root 

position chords predominate. And since pop usually has no definitive score to consult when 

analyzing, some inverted chords are liable to be analyzed as root position chords, such as ii65 

analyzed as IV. Further muddying the waters, the melodic/harmonic divorce discussed earlier 

means that melodies do not necessarily clarify pop harmony the way they do in classical 

harmony.

Though any chord can be inverted in theory, only a handful of chords are inverted with 

any regularity. This section will address the most commonly used instances, starting with first 

inversions and then progressing to second inversions, offer transcriptions as examples, and draw 

conclusions about the nature of inversions in pop harmony, and how it differs from classical.

Inverted chords, being inherently unstable, often serve as passing chords, bridging two 

other root-position chords a third apart. In both classical and pop, one of the most commonly 

used first-inversion chords is V6, which often connects I and vi with a descending bass line. This 

is heard in Lynyrd Skynyrd's magnum opus "Free Bird" (Figure 3.103). It can also be reversed, 

yielding an ascending bass line, such as heard in the chorus of "Tear in my Heart" by Twenty-

One Pilots (Figure 3.104). Related but distinct from this model is the progression I–V6–IV, in 

which 1–7–6 is maintained in the accompaniment, but the bass drops by tritone to 4 for the third 
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chord. This is heard in the chorus of Maroon 5's "Love Somebody" (Figure 3.105). Some songs, 

including Eric Clapton's "Wonderful Tonight" (Figure 3.106) combine these two possibilities: the 

first V6 progresses to vi, while the second progresses to IV. Figure 3.107 includes more 

examples of V6 in major keys.

Though far more common in classical contexts, V6 also appears in minor keys in pop 

harmony, where it almost always serves as a (not necessarily cadential) pretonic. At its simplest 

and most classical, V6 serves as a prolongational intermediary between two root-position tonic 

chords, such as the D minor verse of Abba's "S.O.S." (Figure 3.108). On the other hand, V6 can 

have a cadential pretonic function, such as in the verse of Santana's "Smooth" (Figure 3.109).

The previous examples are unambiguous, but some excerpts are difficult to parse. Since 

the major and relative natural-minor scales share identical pitch content, determining tonic can 

be challenging. As a result, what could be interpreted as V6 in major (such as G/B in C major) 

could also be analyzed as VII6 in minor (G/B in A minor). For instance, Eminem and Rihanna's 

"Love the Way you Lie" (Figure 3.110) could be analyzed in B¨ major, in which case the looped 

progression is vi–IV–I–V6. The melody landing conclusively on B¨ supports this interpretation. 

But the same passage could also be heard in G minor, in which case the progression is i–VI–III–

VII6. The hypermetrically strong placement of a G minor triad at the start of the loop encourages 

that perception. The lack of leading tone in either case helps create this ambivalence.

Finally, Joanna Pacitti's "Out From Under" (Figure 3.111) combines much of the above 

discussion, making it ideal for assessment. Its ambiguous tonality could be interpreted as being 

in either G major or E minor, forcing students to make an interpretive analytic decision. In either 

case, the inverted chord connects the E minor and G major triads in both ascending and 
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descending directions. A handful of similar examples of V6 and/or VII6 in minor are specified in 

Figure 3.112.

The other first-inversion chord heard frequently in pop is I6. At its most basic, the pattern 

I–I6 prolongs tonic by retaining the same chord but changing its bass note, helping provide a 

sense of forward motion, usually progressing to IV. This is heard in the chorus of Ed Sheeran's 

"Thinking Out Loud" (Figure 3.113). Another idiomatic use of I6 is to connect ii and IV, just as 

V6 often connects I and vi. Fleetwood Mac's "Landslide" (Figure 3.114) does so in both 

ascending and descending directions throughout the verse, leading to the first root-position tonic 

chord at the start of the chorus. And since first-inversion chords are less stable than their root 

position equivalents, progressions sometimes resolve partially to I6, building tension before 

resolving fully to I. Text painting the song's title, "Save the Best for Last" by Vanessa Williams 

(Figure 3.115) implements this trick in its chorus. Figure 3.116 lists more instances of I6 in 

major tonality. While the equivalents in minor tonality will be considered momentarily, instances 

of them are so rare and uncertain that none are included in the table of additional examples.

In minor keys, first-inversion tonic chords are far less common than in major. When i6 

chords are used, they are often ambiguous, sounding like III, which shares me and sol. This is the 

case in Ellie Goulding's "Starry Eyed" (Figure 3.117), in which the fourth chord of the looped 

progression could be either Fm7/A¨ (i65) or A¨ (III). Which interpretation one prefers is largely 

determined by whether or not they consider the Fs present in the melody to be chord tones or not. 

Similarly, III6 in minor tonality is equivalent to I6 in the relative major. However, III6 is less 

common for two reasons. First, it typically appears in situations where the tonality is ambiguous, 

where it could easily be heard in the relative major instead. Second, it is typically used only as 
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surface-level passing motion, and thus overlooked over when conducting analysis of any 

significant depth. A good example of this situation is Rihanna's "Only Girl (In the World)" 

(Figure 3.118).

Having covered the two most common first-inversion chords (V6 and I6 in major keys) 

individually, the next several examples use both in the same song. Aerosmith's "Don't Want to 

Miss a Thing" (Figure 3.119) employs V6 and I6 in D major; Fall Out Boy's "Thnks fr th Mmrs" 

(Figure 3.120) includes V6 and i6 in B¨ minor. Because these excerpts combine concepts, they 

make excellent fodder for homework assignments and exams. Figure 3.121 specifies more 

instances that could also work well as assessments.

While I6 and V6 are the most common, any chord can be inverted. This last segment on 

first-inversion chords will briefly consider and demonstrate other such uses. One of the most 

frequently used inversions in classical harmony is ii6(5), which has a strong predominant 

function. But in pop it behaves rather differently. Pop analysts are liable to hear it as

IV, even when re is prominent, such as at the refrain of Frank Sinatra's "My Way" (Figure 3.122). 

Clearly re functions cadentially, resolving down by step to do in tandem with harmonic 

resolution to I, yet it is unsupported by beta chord IV. One fix would be to call it IVadd6 instead, 

thereby making re a chord tone. Another, more strict interpretation, would be to call it ii65, or 

Em7/G in D major. But both of these interpretations are merely workarounds: they result in 

situations where literal analytic accuracy fails to articulate what happens musically. All things 

considered, the best interpretation is to call this re harmonized by IV, even though it is a non-

chord tone. This phenomenon, relatively common in pop harmony, is a consequence of the 

melodic/harmonic divorce considered earlier, in which the melody and harmony function more 
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or less independently of one another, but both establish rhetorical emphasis on tonic. All of 

which is to say that true ii65s are rare in pop. Other inversions include IV6, as heard in Led 

Zeppelin's "Thank You" (Figure 3.123), and the verses of Abba's "Voulez-Vous" (Figure 3.124) 

alternate i and VI6. More examples of first-inversion chords other than I6 and V6 are included in 

Figure 3.125.

There are only four types of second-inversion chords in classical harmony. In pop, where 

rules governing chordal succession are less rigorous, most but not all 6/4 chords comply with 

common-practice convention. This anthology will consider the four classical instances and their 

appearances in pop contexts, followed by a survey of pop songs that do not conform to classical 

categorization.

Before launching fully into second inversions, it is worth taking a step back to observe 

two particularly enlightening uses of V6 that help prime the discussion to come. First, the chorus 

of Culture Club's "Karma Chameleon" (Figure 3.126) includes an inconclusive chord, indicated 

in the transcription with a question mark. The first time through this eight-bar phrase, the bass 

descends B¨–A–G. That second chord could be interpreted as F/A (V6). But it could also be 

interpreted as Dm7/A (iii43). The only difference between these two interpretations is that the 

former disregards the melodic note D as a neighbor note, while the latter includes it. Given two 

equally valid analyses, the simpler (in this case, F/A) is usually preferable. But the second time 

through, the bass note of that second chord changes to D, conclusively rendering the chord Dm7. 

Is that evidence strong enough to retroactively overturn an interpretation of F/A the first time 

around?

A similarly ambiguous excerpt comes in Howie Day's "Collide" (Figure 3.127). 
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Assuming the melodic notes hint at the harmony—a dangerous premise given the prevalence of 

the melodic/harmonic divorce—the second chord is best interpreted as a B/A# (Imaj42), while 

the sixth chord is best analyzed as F#/A# (V6). They differ only slightly, yet clearly function 

identically as passing chords.

The takeaway—and the reason these excepts are so analytically valuable—is that V6, 

iii43, iii64, and Imaj42 can be extremely difficult to differentiate, especially without scores to 

consult for confirmation. And to a certain extent, the distinction is moot: it is far more important 

that students hear and understand the passing nature of the chords in question, rather than a 

precise inventory of its pitch content. 

Back to second inversions, the simplest and most frequently used category is the passing 

6/4 (abbreviated P64), which bridges two root-position chords a third apart. This is strongly 

related to the earlier discussion of how V6 often connects I and vi. Indeed, I–V6–vi and I–

P64(iii64)–vi are almost identical, the only difference being that the former includes re, where 

the latter includes mi. The distinction is blurred even more when a seventh is added to the 

second-inversion chord, yielding I–P43(iii43)–vi, in which both re and mi are heard.9

In theory, P64s could bridge any two root-position chords a third apart. In practice, 

though, certain patterns are more common than others. Just like how I–V6–vi and ii–I6–IV were 

the most frequently used first-inversion passing chords, so too I–P64(iii64)–vi is the most 

frequently used second-inversion passing chord. The best example of this progression might be 

Soul Asylum's "Runaway Train" (Figure 3.128) because its verse uses iii64 while its prechorus 

and chorus feature the same progression but with iii in root position.

9.    Like Howie Day's "Collide," it could also be a third-inversion major-major-seventh, or Imaj42, as heard in 
Colbie Caillat's "Bubbly" (2009), though this is the rarest possibility, and so is glossed over here. 
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The descending bass line inherent in the I–P64(iii64)–vi progression works so well that it 

often extends with a second P64 (I64) connecting vi and IV, as heard in Creedence Clearwater 

Revival's "Have You Ever Seen the Rain" (Figure 3.129). The pattern can extend further still 

with a third P64 (vi64) bridging IV to ii, as found at the beginning of My Chemical Romance's 

"Welcome to the Black Parade" (Figure 3.130). One final example, Procol Harum's "A Whiter 

Shade of Pale" (Figure 3.131) uses about as many different P64s as a song can (iii64, I64, vi64, 

and viiO64), plus an unusual IV64 that is not one of the standard second-inversion chords. More 

examples are included in Figure 3.132.

The next category of second-inversion chords is the arpeggiated 6/4 (A64), in which a 

chord is sustained while the bass arpeggiates that chord. While A64s are common and useful in 

classical analysis, they are less applicable to pop, where they contribute little. Cyndi Lauper's 

"Girls Just Want to Have Fun" (Figure 3.133) illustrates why. Each verse opens with a two-

measure F#-major triad, as the bass arpeggiates that triad. A literal Roman numeral analysis of 

the passage would be I–I6–A64(I64)–vi, but such surface-level detail misses the bigger picture. 

Better to condense this fragment to just I–vi, which illustrates the fundamental progression 

without getting bogged down in superficial details. For this reason, the transcription does not 

include full chords for those inversions, but merely slash notation to show the bass changes. A 

more abstract transcription might omit them entirely. While A64s are most often I64s, they can 

appear on any chord, such as "Soul Man" by Sam & Dave (Figure 3.134) which uses one on IV. 

In both of these examples, analysis including the A64 adds little. Thus, while the A64 remains an 

important part of classical harmony, it is typically neglected in pop.

The third category of second-inversion chords is the neighbor 6/4 (N64). This occurs 
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when a chord (usually I, though sometimes IV or V) is followed by a second-inversion chord 

whose root is a perfect fourth higher, which then returns to the original chord (example: C–F/C–

C, or F–B¨/F–F). This chord's terminological label comes from the fact that the two non-bass 

tones ascend by step (to their upper neighbor notes) before resolving back down. This pattern is 

sometimes called the pedal 64, since the bass does not move. However, since P64 already 

indicates a passing 64, this anthology will only use the vocabulary N64. Two good examples are 

heard at the end of the chorus in "Stop! In the Name of Love" by The Supremes (Figure 3.135), 

and throughout Sly and the Family Stone's "Everyday People" (Figure 3.136), which uses no 

chords other than tonic and its N64.

Like neighbor notes, N64s in pop are often incomplete, whereby either the preceding or 

following chord is not a root-position chord whose root is a perfect fourth lower. Lake Street 

Dive's "Bad Self Portraits" (Figure 3.137) incorporates both complete and incomplete N64s. A 

curious case concludes "And Your Bird Can Sing" by The Beatles (Figure 3.138), which might 

be the only song in all of popular music to end on an incomplete N64. AC/DC's "Highway to 

Hell" (Figure 3.139) includes an incomplete N64 (IV64) because the subsequent chord is a ¨VII, 

not a I. And an amusing instance of two different N64s in the same song—one complete, one 

incomplete—is heard in Mark Mueller's theme to the kids' cartoon DuckTales (Figure 3.140). 

This excerpt makes a good homework assignment, especially with instructions requiring students 

to identify which one is complete and which one is incomplete. More N64s are included in 

Figure 3.141.

The fourth and final category of second-inversion chords is the cadential 6/4 (C64). A 

subset of the incomplete N64, the C64 is a dominant-ornamenting I64 that resolves to V(7). 
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Despite being extremely common in classical harmony, it is much less prevalent in pop, though 

many examples can be found, including We Were Evergreen's "Baby Blue" (Figure 3.142) and 

Art Garfunkel's "All I Know" (Figure 3.143). While C64s are more common in major keys, 

Abba's "Gimme! Gimme! Gimme!" (Figure 3.144) is a good example of one in minor.

While the above examples make a good handout to work through in class, Elvis Presley's 

"Can't Help Falling in Love" (Figure 3.145) and "Sylvia" by The Antlers (Figure 3.146) make 

excellent homework assignments because they combine multiple different types of inverted 

chords. Teachers might consider including a question about the A7/E in the fourth measure of the 

Presley excerpt, which is not one of the four classical second-inversion categories. Teachers 

should also make sure to cover the Vsus4 (covered next) before assigning "Sylvia." Figure 3.147 

provides more examples.

Though not technically a second-inversion chord, another dominant ornamentation 

strongly related to the C64 and more commonly heard in pop, is Vsus4, comprised of sol–do–re. 

In fact, the only difference between C64 and Vsus4 is that the former uses mi where the latter 

uses re. In that sense, Vsus4 can be thought of as half way between C64 and V. Kenta Nagata's 

music to "Rainbow Road" in the video game Mario Kart 64 (Figure 3.148) uses it as such. 

Other times, like in Owl City's "Fireflies" (Figure 3.149), Vsus4 remains unresolved. But most 

pop uses of Vsus4 replace a C64, resolving to V, as Gnarls Barkley's "Crazy" (Figure 3.150) 

demonstrates. Vsus4-3 also works in minor, as in Europe's "The Final Countdown" (Figure 

3.151). And Figure 3.152 enumerates other instances of Vsus4.

The final component of this consideration of inverted chords in pop harmony observes a 

couple instances that do not conform to the four classical categories, reinforcing the refrain that 
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the rules regulating pop harmony are less rigid than those in classical. First, Elton John deploys a 

prominent I64 at the start of the verse in "Someone Saved My Life Tonight" (Figure 3.153), what 

Mark Spicer calls a "fragile tonic" in which "the tonic chord is present but its hierarchical status 

is weakened" (Spicer 2017, ¶7 and 1). Second, Phil Collins implements a similar maneuver at the 

start of the chorus in "Against All Odds" (Figure 3.154) (Stephenson 2002, 78). In both cases, the 

instability of the tonic chord text paints the insecure psychological state of the lyrics. 

Sequences

Sequences are salient melodic and/or harmonic fragments that are immediately repeated 

at different pitch levels. For the purposes of this anthology, each fragment—whether melodic or 

harmonic—must contain at least two components. Patterns consisting of a single note or chord 

are not substantial enough to qualify as sequences—they are just melodies and progressions.

The most commonly used and easily recognized instances are melodic sequences by step. 

The best example to introduce the concept might be the chorus of The Beach Boys' "Good 

Vibrations" (Figure 3.155), which repeats a second higher every few measures. The harmony 

also rises by a whole step, in tandem with the melody, but this is not considered a harmonic 

sequence by the above definition because the unit being repeated is a single chord. As is, "Good 

Vibrations" is a progression, but not a sequence. However, "Good Vibrations" could re-composed 

(Figure 3.156), adding a second chord to the pattern, to make it harmonically sequential, like its 

melody.

An actual example of a harmonic sequence by second is heard in Gloria Gaynor's disco 

classic "I Will Survive" (Figure 3.157). This particular pattern is known as the circle of fifths 
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sequence, as it follows consecutive chord roots along the circle of fifths, jumping from F to B to 

preserve its diatonicism. Though they are both sequences, "I Will Survive" might be considered 

an opposite example of "Good Vibrations": one is a melodic sequence ascending by second, the 

other is a harmonic sequence descending by second.10

Aqua's "Barbie Girl" (Figure 3.158) is rather more sophisticated in that it combines a 

harmonic sequence with two different melodic sequences. The first four chords of the chorus, i–

iv–VII–III, constitute a two-part harmonic sequence by descending second. They accompany a 

melodic sequence, also by descending second. The third measure introduces different melodic 

material, which is then loosely sequenced in the fourth and final measure by ascending second, 

accompanied by chords slightly revised to be inconclusive, so as to propel the music to the next 

phrase.

Though less common than those by second, sequences by third are also found throughout 

pop. Everett (2009) discovered a long melodic sequence by descending third, one that jumps an 

octave half-way through to avoid extreme ranges, in the chorus of Petula Clark's "Kiss Me 

Goodbye" (Figure 3.159). The most widely recognized harmonic sequence by third has to be 

Pachelbel's "Canon in D." But that same pattern is also found in pop music, including the verse 

of Green Day's "Basket Case" (Figure 3.160). Figure 3.161 lists more examples of sequences.

Parallel Modes

Having considered the diatonic chords in major and minor keys individually at the start of 

this chapter, this concluding section considers songs that use both in the same song, but in ways 

10.    Some theorists dub the circle of fifths progression a sequence by fifth (MacLachlan 2010; Temperley 2018; 
Roig-Francoli 2020). This makes sense when considering one chord at a time, but, given my premise that each 
fragment being sequenced must have at least two components, I count the same pattern as being a sequence by 
second (i–iv, VII–III, VI–iiO, V–i). 
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that are clearly partitioned. Parallel modes refer to major and minor tonalities that share a 

common tonic (examples: C major and C minor, or E minor and E major). Del Shannon's 

"Runaway" (Figure 3.162) and The Beatles' "While My Guitar Gently Weeps" (Figure 3.163) 

both reinforce structural landmarks with shifts to the parallel mode. This scheme is relatively 

common in pop harmony, as the additional examples in Figure 3.164 show.

An important subset of the large-scale parallel modes witnessed above is the Picardy 

third, in which music in a minor key cadences on a major tonic triad. The coda of both "And I 

Love Her" by The Beatles (Figure 3.165) and "Roundabout" by Yes (Figure 3.166) conclude on 

major tonic chords to provide a stronger sense of finality. The Zombie's "Time of the Season" 

(Figure 3.167) is a particularly helpful example since the major resolution is built into the 

melody. Eric Clapton's "Let it Grow" (Figure 3.168) combines these last two concepts. The use 

of a Picardy third at the end of the verse reflects the title and precipitates the parallel mode 

change between the verse in B minor11 and the chorus in B major. Sometimes the major tonic 

sounds consistently in minor, not just at cadential points, a trend Phillip Tagg refers to this as a 

"permanent Picardy third" (Tagg 2017, 274). For the purposes of this anthology, however, I in 

minor is only a Picardy third if it is a cadential destination. A non-cadential I in minor is 

considered an example of mode mixture, in which the tonic triad is borrowed from the parallel 

major, a phenomenon addressed in the next chapter. Figure 3.169 includes several more instances 

of parallel modes and/or Picardy thirds throughout the pop literature.

Coda

This hefty third chapter demonstrated diatonic harmony in detail. It showcased many pop 

11.    Teachers should be wary of the E/G# chord (IV6) in this excerpt, since IV in minor has not yet been covered.
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examples that are directly transferable to classical theory courses and pointed out many ways in 

which pop harmony differs from classical. Regardless of classical crossover, solid understanding 

the workings of diatonicism in both styles is prerequisite knowledge for the next step. Chapter 

four, the most complex of this dissertation, journeys outside the diatonic dimension to explore 

chromaticism. Not only is it more nuanced and conceptually sophisticated, it is also more 

analytically ambiguous, opening room for further debate and discussion, and making the music 

more rewarding to listeners and theorists alike.
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Chapter Four: Chromatic Harmony

Introduction

This chapter builds off of the previous by introducing chromaticism. It opens by 

addressing the topics of secondary function and close modulation, both typically studied in the 

second semester of the undergraduate theory curriculum; it concludes with concepts customarily 

covered in the third semester: mode mixture, the Neapolitan chord, augmented sixths, distant 

modulation, mediant relationships, extended tertian harmonies, and embellishing chords.

Secondary Chords

Secondary chords tonicize a note other than the primary tonic. Since the chord with the 

most tonicizing power is the dominant, the strongest secondary chords are secondary dominants. 

In theory any chord may be tonicized with its secondary dominant, but in practice only the V/V, 

V/IV, V/vi, and V/ii are used with routinely in classical harmony, so only they are typically 

covered in the classical theory curriculum. In pop, V/iii is also used regularly, and so will also be 

included in this anthology.

Similar to how V is typically the first non-tonic chord studied, secondary dominants are 

normally introduced with V/V, which appears frequently in both classical and pop. "Drive My 

Car" by The Beatles (Figure 4.1) contains many delightful chromatic bluesy notes in both its 

melody and chords, including a V7/V gamma chord12 at the end of its chorus.

That V7/V in "Drive My Car" resolves as expected to the chord it tonicizes, V. But pop 

12.    Recall from the previous chapter that a gamma chord is a cadential pre-pretonic, while a beta chord is a 
cadential pretonic.
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harmony often employs unresolved secondary dominants, as heard in Jason Mraz's "Can't Hold 

Out on Love" (Figure 4.2). In this case, V7/V progresses to IV, resulting in chromatic sol–fi–fa 

descent in the accompanimental chordal voice leading. Consequently, the D7 could be analyzed 

as either V7/V or II7, yet another instance of analytic ambiguity that theory teachers can and 

should promote for pedagogical purposes. Instructors might ask their class, "Do you really hear 

that chord as predicting V?" If not, then II7, with its foreground chromaticism, is the better label; 

if so, then V7/V, with its deeper-level tonicization of the dominant, is preferable. Both 

interpretations are entirely valid, and student opinions are often split. The more the professor can 

foster both sides of the debate, the more engaged the class becomes in the discussion, and the 

more strongly those students will internalize the dilemma and its analytic ramifications. On 

assessments, teachers might require students to analyze such ambiguous chords both ways to 

prove that they understand the possibilities. Students could also be asked to write a few sentences 

to explain in prose which interpretation they find more compelling and why.

When pop songwriters use secondary dominants, they often incorporate several of them 

into the same progression. As a result, examples using V/V and no other secondary dominants 

are somewhat hard to find. When they do occur, as Figure 4.3 documents, it is almost always in a 

cadential or retransitional context.

Proceeding to V/IV, "Baby's in Black" by The Beatles (Figure 4.4) offers an excellent 

introduction. Teachers should point out that V/IV is indistinguishable from I, thus the first chord 

(A) is unambiguously I, not V/IV. It only becomes a secondary chord when the chromatic Gª is 

added to the second chord (A7), which is clearly V7/IV, not I7. For this reason, V/IV is a rare 

analysis.
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V/V and V7/IV are often used in the same progression. Merle Haggard's "That's the Way 

Love Goes" (Figure 4.5) uses both, but with V7/IV preceded by the secondary predominant 

ii7/IV. Since dominants often follow predominants, it is no surprise that secondary dominants 

sometimes follow secondary predominants. Secondary predominants of V are rare, perhaps 

because ii/V is the same as vi, but secondary predominants of IV are relatively common, 

especially ii7/IV, which might at first look like v7. To introduce and emphasize this new concept, 

a teacher might ask a student how they would analyze the B¨m7 chord. If the student answers 

"v7," the teacher could say something like, "That should be your first thought, but let's look more 

closely at the context to see if there is a better answer." Another approach is to jump ahead to A¨ 

(IV), then work backwards through E¨7 (V7/IV) to B¨m7 (ii7/IV). A somewhat simpler example 

is Fastball's "Out of My Head" (Figure 4.6), which also uses both V7/IV and V7/V, but without 

any secondary predominants. Figure 4.7 offers more songs employing V/IV, most of them also 

employing V/V. Since they combine concepts, these examples serve nicely as assessments.

The next two secondary chords are V/ii and V/vi. Since, as discussed in chapter three, 

classical harmony emphasizes ii more than vi, while pop emphasizes vi more than ii, instructors 

of pop harmony will probably want to address V/vi before V/ii, as does this anthology. 

Instructors of classical harmony might prefer reversing that order.

As the secondary dominant of the relative minor, V/vi is common in pop. Starland Vocal 

Band's one-hit-wonder "Afternoon Delight" (Figure 4.8) is a clear example. Only slightly more 

sophisticated, George Harrison's "Got My Mind Set on You" (Figure 4.9) features the same 

chord, but with an added seventh to strengthen its tonicizing pull. Like V/V, unresolved V/vi 

chords are frequently heard, a situation which might be analyzed as III. War's "Why Can't We Be 
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Friends" (Figure 4.10) demonstrates the difference perfectly because its chorus includes a 

resolved V7/vi, while its verse includes an unresolved III that instead progresses to ii. On the 

other hand, "Why Can't We Be Friends" is unusual in that III more commonly serves as a 

presubdominant, just like the diatonic iii discussed earlier. John Lennon's iconic "Imagine" 

(Figure 4.11) exhibits this more common progression. Though V7/V and V7/IV can be inverted, 

they typically appear in root position in pop. Inversions of V7/vi, on the other hand, are 

comparatively common. A first-inversion instance occurs in the chorus of Lady Gaga's "Bad 

Romance" (Figure 4.12), resulting in the chromatic ascending bass line 5–#5–6. Figure 4.13 

provides more instances of V/vi or III.

Moving on to V/ii, an ideal introductory example is The Beach Boys' "I Get Around" 

(Figure 4.14). It also might be inverted, though usually only in first inversion, as in Whitney 

Houston's "All At Once" (Figure 4.15). Abba's "The Winner Takes It All" (Figure 4.16) also 

includes a V65/ii, making it a good test example. Unresolved V/ii chords are rare, but when they 

do occur, Roman numeral VI could be appropriate, as in Alex Lloyd's "Amazing" (Figure 4.17). 

Figure 4.18 lists further examples of V/ii or VI.

While secondary dominants can theoretically tonicize any major or minor triad, the four 

covered so far are the most common and so are usually the only four taught in the traditional 

music theory curriculum. Though significantly less common, there is one more secondary 

dominant worthy of specific attention and illustration: V/iii. Queen's "Bohemian Rhapsody" 

(Figure 4.19) is an excellent way to introduce the chord. Another is "Sexy Sadie" by The Beatles 

(Figure 4.20), which uses both a resolved V7/iii and an unresolved VII7. Though rare, Figure 

4.21 documents a few more examples of V/iii and/or VII.
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Having demonstrated the V/V, V/IV, V/vi, V/ii, and V/iii, the next step is to string them 

together consecutively to form chains of dominants. Randy Newman's "You've Got a Friend in 

Me" from Pixar's 1995 breakthrough film Toy Story (Figure 4.22) features three in a row at its 

cadence: V7/ii–V7/V–V7. Its use of a viiO/V also sets up the discussion of secondary diminished 

chords to come. Taking it a step further, The Ronettes' "Be My Baby" (Figure 4.23) contains four 

in a row: V7/vi–V7/ii–V7/V–V7. But the ultimate example is The Chordettes' "Mister Sandman" 

(Figure 4.24), which includes five in a row: V7/iii–V7/vi–V7/ii–V7/V–V7.

Lastly, here are a few excerpts that use multiple different secondary dominants (and a few 

secondary predominants), which work well on assignments. The Christmas carol "We Wish You 

a Merry Christmas" (Figure 4.25) sequences I–IV–V/V–V–V/vi–vi before cadencing IV–V–I. In 

this context, the first chord could be legitimately interpreted as V/IV triad to match the other 

chords in the pattern. When using this example, teachers might consider including a question 

asking whether the first chord is a secondary dominant or not. Since both "yes" and "no" are 

correct answers, students should also write a few sentences justifying their decision. Billy Joel's 

"New York State of Mind" (Figure 4.26) is a bit more complex in that it includes V7/vi and V7/ii, 

along with ii7/IV–V7/IV–IV, an unresolved V7/V, and a IV/vi, as well as three different P64s 

(iii64, I64, and vi64). In addition, the third-to-last D7 could be analyzed as II7, an unresolved 

V7/V, or even IV/vi. One of the most challenging songs to analyze so far, Billy Preston's 

"Nothing for Nothing" (Figure 4.27) chains together V7/iii–V7/vi–vi at the beginning, and 

V7/vi–V7/ii–V7/V–V at the end. In between are two iterations of ii7/IV–V7/IV–IV, along with 

an unresolved V/vi.

Just as viiO might be thought of as V7 without its root, so too secondary-diminished 
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triads, also called secondary leading-tone chords, might be thought of as secondary dominants 

without their roots. Consequently, aurally distinguishing between a V65/X and viiO/X can be 

challenging. The recent examples of first-inversion secondary dominant sevenths could feasibly 

be transcribed as root-position secondary-diminished chords instead. Conversely, all of the 

subsequent examples illustrating root-position secondary-diminished chords could feasibly be 

heard as first-inversion secondary dominant sevenths. Teachers might consider playing these 

excerpts at the piano but substituting one for the other to illustrate how similar they are. That 

idea could also work as a question on an assignment, with students specifying what chords would 

serve as the equivalent secondary dominants, or vice versa.

Given its status as the relative minor, vi is probably the triad most frequently tonicized by 

its secondary diminished chord. James Taylor's "Shower the People" (Figure 4.28) and Sam 

Smith's "Stay With Me" (Figure 4.29) are both examples. Likewise, the dominant is often 

tonicized by viiO/V, which typically functions as a gamma chord. This is the case in the choruses 

of both Queen's "Sail Away Sweet Sister" (Figure 4.30) and Luke Bryan's "Rain is a Good 

Thing" (Figure 4.31). Secondary leading-tone chords may also be extended to seventh chords. 

Elton John's ballad "Can You Feel the Love Tonight" (Figure 4.32) includes a clear viiØ7/V in its 

chorus, and The Carpenters' "I Just Fall in Love Again" (Figure 4.33) uses the same chord 

resolving to a C64, a pattern common in classical but rare in pop. The final secondary leading-

tone chord that is used regularly is viiO/ii. Bobby Helms' Christmas classic "Jingle Bell Rock" 

(Figure 4.34) uses this chord as a triad, while Garth Brooks's signature song "Friends in Low 

Places" (Figure 4.35) adds a seventh.13 Figure 4.36 has more examples.

While V/iii is heard on occasion in pop harmony, viiO/iii is almost nonexistent. Perhaps 

13.    Thanks to Steven Rosenhaus for finding and sharing this example.
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the best-known example occurs in Lewis Redner's setting of the Christmas carol "O Little Town 

of Bethlehem" (Figure 4.37). But even though the tune is clearly in F major, the passage in 

question sounds a lot like D minor, in which case the G#O7 is viiO7/V, not viiO7/iii. It could even 

be analyzed as viiO7/V7/vi. In any case, teachers might want to avoid this complicated example, 

unless they want to use it to set up the next example, Patsy Cline's "Crazy" (Figure 4.38), which 

includes viiO/ii, viiO7/iii, and viiO/V, making it valuable for assessments. Teachers who do not 

cover "O Little Town of Bethlehem" might offer the viiO7/iii in "Crazy" as extra credit, then see 

which students are able to apply the concept. Lastly, it is worth mentioning that all of the above 

examples of secondary-diminished chords are in major keys. This is a point of contrast between 

pop harmony, where this is common, and classical harmony, where diminished chords are more 

frequently heard in minor keys.

Close Modulation by Pivot

After addressing secondary chords, which tonicize tones and triads on a foreground level, 

the next step is modulations, or changes of tonic on a deeper level.14 All modulations can be 

classified as either closely related, if the key signatures of the two tonalities are a maximum of 

one accidental apart, or distantly related, if their signatures differ by two or more accidentals. 

Pivot chords are chords that function in both the old and new keys, allowing for seamless 

transitions between them. While direct modulations, which do not use pivots, can occur between 

closely related tonalities, pivot modulations are far more common and analytically informative. 

With one exception, only pivot modulations will be considered here, with direct modulations 

saved for the section on distant modulation.

14.    Shifts between parallel modes are not modulations because the tonic remains the same.
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Every tonality has five closely related keys, corresponding to its five neighbors on the 

circle of fifths.15 Using macro Roman numerals, these are ii, iii, IV, V, and vi in major keys (for 

instance, F# minor, G# minor, A major, B major, and C# minor are the five keys closely related 

to E major), and III, iv, v, VI, and VII in minor keys (A¨ major, B¨ minor, C minor, D¨ major, and 

E¨ major are the five closely-related keys to F minor). They can be further categorized by the 

number and quality of the differing accidentals.

Because they share key signatures, the most closely related tonalities are the relative 

major/minor. Since they also share identical diatonic chord content, theoretically any of them 

may serve as pivot. In classical harmony, pivots typically occur on the gamma chord (usually the 

pre-dominant functioned chord). Pop harmony often pivots on the gamma chord, as well, though 

it also often pivots on the beta chord. Precisely parsing where any given pivot occurs can be 

extremely subjective, but in most cases it comes down to one or two best possibilities. Teachers 

of classical theory might prefer interpreting gamma pivots in pop wherever possible, as this 

reinforces classical practice. But they should also be open-minded when grading pivots, 

especially in pop examples, granting full or partial credit for justifiable interpretations.

A particularly good example to introduce relative modulations comes in Fastball's one-

hit-wonder "The Way" (Figure 4.39), which transitions from the F#-minor verse to the A-major 

chorus via either i reinterpreted as vi (hereafter abbreviated i>vi) or VII>V. To return to F# 

minor, either the E-major chord pivots V>VII or C#7 pivots V7/vi>V. Another especially 

valuable relative modulation is heard in Men at Work's signature song "Down Under" (Figure 

4.40). In this case, there are three equally valid interpretations. One possibility pivots VI>IV on 

15.    Admittedly, there are many more when the diatonic modes are included, but this anthology assumes a 
major/minor dichotomy, in tandem with classical theory, for the sake of simplicity.
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the G-major chord, a second pivots VII>V on the A-major chord, the third combines them into 

the double pivot VI–VII>IV–V. The same pivots work in opposite manner to revert to B minor 

for the next verse. Figure 4.41 documents many more relative modulations in pop songs.

After relative modulations, the next-closest modulations are those by a single accidental. 

This anthology will address modulations adding one sharp (or removing one flat) first, followed 

by modulations adding one flat (or removing one sharp). Unlike classical modulations, which are 

typically isolated one-way proceedings, pop modulations often recur as sections repeat. For 

instance, a verse in F major might segue to a chorus in B¨ major, which then returns to F major 

for the next verse. As a result, the modulation from verse to chorus adds one sharp, a change 

counterbalanced by the reverse modulation of adding one flat to get back to the verse. In other 

words, distinctions that are clear in classical contexts are blended in pop contexts. Nevertheless, 

it is conceptually beneficial to impose this somewhat artificial classification system onto pop 

modulations, especially in the context of a classical theory course, since it helps students 

recognize these common modulatory patterns.

Starting in a major tonality and modulating by adding one sharp yields two possible keys: 

V and iii. For example, starting in B¨ major (2 flats) and adding one sharp (or, as in this case, 

removing one flat) could yield either F major (V of B¨ major) or D minor (iii of B¨ major). Carl 

Carlton's "Everlasting Love" (Figure 4.42) segues from the A-major verse to the E-major chorus 

via vi7>ii7.16 Debbie Boone's "You Light Up My Life" (Figure 4.43) executes the same 

modulation between G major and D major via V/V>V.

While I–V modulations are somewhat common in pop, the other +1# key change, I–iii, is 

16.    Teachers who use this example should be aware of the Dm (iv) in the verse, a chord not addressed until the 
next section on mode mixture.
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rare. The popular Christmas carol "O Holy Night" (Figure 4.44) might be one instance, as it 

starts in C major before cadencing on E minor. However, the music immediately returns to C 

major (not transcribed), so the cadence could be interpreted as a V7/iii–iii tonicization rather than 

a true modulation. Either way, working through this example in class is a perfect way to 

introduce (or revisit) the distinction between tonicization vs. modulation.

On the other hand, starting in a minor key and modulating by adding one sharp yields 

either v or VII. For example, starting in C# minor (4 sharps) and adding another sharp could 

result in a modulation to either G# minor (v of C# minor) or B major (VII of C# minor). Though 

i–v modulations are relatively common in classical harmony, they are essentially nonexistent in 

pop. And i–VII modulations are only slightly more common. Toad and the Wet Sprocket's "All I 

Want" (Figure 4.45) might be an example, starting with the verse in D minor and modulating to 

C major via VI>¨VII for the chorus. However, it could easily be analyzed as being entirely in C 

major, instead, with the verse starting off tonic. This is another instance where analytic ambiguity 

opens a window of opportunity for instructors to moderate debate among students. Teachers can 

ask the class how they hear the verse and encourage deliberation. Figure 4.47 supplies more pop 

examples of +1# modulations.

The opposite of modulations that add one sharp are those adding one flat. When starting 

in major keys, this can lead to either IV or ii. For example, starting in C major (no sharps or 

flats) and adding one flat could yield either F major (IV of C major) or D minor (ii of C major). 

Since, as discussed earlier, pop harmony emphasizes the subdominant significantly more than 

classical harmony does, it is no surprise to find pop songs modulating I–IV more frequently than 

classical compositions. Queen's "Love of My Life" (Figure 4.47) is one such example, starting in 
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C major and ending in F major via V7/IV>V. I–ii modulations are harder to find. "For No One" by 

The Beatles (Figure 4.48) might be an example, with the verse in B major and the bridge in C# 

minor via ii>i and returning via IVsus4-3>Vsus4-3, though the bridge could easily be analyzed 

as tonicizing C# minor, rather than modulating to it.

Starting in minor and modulating by adding one flat brings the music to either iv or VI. 

For example, starting in E minor (1 sharp) and adding a flat (or, as in this case, removing one 

sharp) could result in a modulation to either A minor (iv of E minor) or C major (VI of E minor). 

The former is demonstrated in No Doubt's "Don't Speak" (Figure 4.49), which pivots V/iv>V to 

get from the C-minor verse to the F-minor chorus, and VII>III to get back. The latter is heard in 

Stevie Wonder's "Part Time Lover" (Figure 4.50), which is a rare instance of a direct close 

modulation, rather than by pivot, and the changing tonalities text paint the singer's psychological 

ambivalence about his own adultery. The lack of pivot parallels his desire to keep these two sides 

of his psyche separate. It also includes several unusual chords in the chorus, so this is best 

covered in class rather than as an assessment. Figure 4.51 specifies more examples of 

modulations that add one flat. Consideration and demonstration of modulations will return later 

in this chapter to address distantly related keys, and the variety of techniques used to bridge 

them.

Mode Mixture

Chapter three concluded by studying parallel modes. In pop, this often takes the form of 

modal reinforcement of the song's structure, with one complete section being in a major or a 

minor mode, and another section being in its opposite mode while retaining the same tonic. It 
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also addressed Picardy thirds, in which a passage in a minor mode cadences on the major tonic 

triad. The next step is mode mixture, in which chords are freely borrowed from the parallel mode 

within the same section. In the strictest sense, ¨VII in major tonalities is an example of mode 

mixture, even though it is used so frequently as to be domesticated, as discussed earlier. 

Depending on interpretation, V in minor tonalities is mode mixture if the diatonic chords are 

constructed from the natural-minor scale, but not if constructed from the harmonic-minor or jazz-

minor scales.

In theory, any mode could borrow from any other—ionian could borrow ¨VII from 

dorian, or dorian could borrow ¨II from locrian, etc. This yields 42 possible categories for modal 

borrowing (seven modes, each of which could borrow from the other six modes). But when 

introducing the concept of mode mixture to students, who might not yet be familiar with the 

modes, it works well to simplify this definition by limiting the borrowing options to major and 

minor (i.e., ionian and aeolian modes). This anthology will adopt such a simplified approach, 

classifying the discussion and examples into two categories: major borrowing from minor, and 

minor borrowing from major.

Radiohead's "Creep" (Figure 4.52) works well as an introduction to major borrowing 

from minor for two reasons. First, the C-minor (iv) borrowed chord immediately follows its 

diatonic equivalent, C major (IV). This contiguous placement of a diatonic chord followed by the 

same chord from the parallel mode helps students see and hear how mode mixture works. 

Second, the modal chord text paints the lyrics. When the words speak of not belonging, the 

music includes a chord and a melodic note that do not belong in the key. In this case, the 

borrowed iv expresses isolation. But more often it expresses melancholy, what Brian Hebert calls 
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"the wistful 4" (Hebert 2018, 187). Green Day's "Wake Me Up When September Ends" (Figure 

4.53) employs the same IV–iv pattern, but with a nostalgic, rather than alienated, character.

Another common mode mixture chord in major, one strongly related to iv since it shares 

two scale degrees, is ¨VI. It makes a conspicuous appearance in Louis Armstrong's classic "What 

a Wonderful World" (Figure 4.54). Much like the two previous examples, this one is also an ideal 

example because the mode mixture is obvious: the diatonic submediant is immediately followed 

by the borrowed submediant (vi–¨VI). This same modally mixed pattern plays out on the mediant 

(iii–¨III) in Idina Menzel's "Let it Go" (Figure 4.55), the signature tune to Disney's 2013 

blockbuster animated film Frozen.

Where "Let it Go" is an ideal introduction to ¨III, Savage Garden's "I Want You" (Figure 

4.56) provides an ideal example for training students to hear its characteristic chromaticism 

because it is built into the melody, which alternates between B¨ and Bª throughout. This excerpt 

is especially pedagogically effective when the teacher plays the same music but only with B¨ 

(B¨–C–Gm), and then only with Bª (Bm–C–G). It is also helpful to play it in natural-minor (B¨–

Cm–Gm). Clearly, the chromaticism helps give this music its character. It is also worth pointing 

out how the same progression is used four times in each chorus, the last of which constitutes the 

cadence, in part because the melody descends to tonic, reinforcing the harmonic closure.

Sometimes the distinction between mode mixture and blue notes are blurry, as they are 

essentially the same concept, but one is a melodic enterprise while the other is harmonic. They 

can and often do occur simultaneously, so parsing out exactly what to call any given instance can 

be tricky. In "The Walker" by Fitz and The Tantrums (Figure 4.57), one might interpret the 

frequent melodic Fªs as blue 3s, if not for the specified chords. With the chords, however, it is 
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probably better to call it mode mixture, with the melodic ¨3s supported by ¨III. Figure 4.58 offers 

more examples of major borrowing from minor.

The other type of mode mixture is to borrow from major into minor. The most common 

example is to use IV instead of iv. Where subdominant mode mixture in major provides a 

melancholic flavor, its use in minor considerably brightens minor's murky sound. Pink Floyd in 

particular loves IV in minor keys, as both "Breathe" (Figure 4.59) and "Another Brick in the 

Wall, Part 2" (Figure 4.60) demonstrate. However, both of these examples, and many more like 

them, could instead be interpreted as using the dorian mode, in which case IV is diatonic and 

thus not mode mixture, which is chromatic by definition. But unless teachers have already 

covered the modes, they will probably want to avoid that notion during this lesson, as it is likely 

to confuse students. Rather, Michael Jackson and Paul McCartney's duet "Say Say Say" (Figure 

4.61) is a clearer example with which to introduce this concept, as its verses loop i–IV–iv–i. In 

this case, the use of both the major and the minor subdominant chords necessarily involves mode 

mixture.

The other chord commonly borrowed from major into minor is I, what Tagg dubs a 

"permanent Picardy third" (Tagg 2017, 274), which brightens minor tonality even more. Where 

IV in minor tonality is stylistic for Pink Floyd, I in minor tonality is a trademark of Linkin Park, 

as heard in "Easier to Run" (Figure 4.62) and "Somewhere I Belong" (Figure 4.63). In both, the 

major tonic chord offers temporary respite from the bleak intensity of minor, and reflects the 

lyrics, which articulate relentless struggle with depression. Life would be so much easier if it 

consisted of major chords, but the reality for so many people, including Linkin Park's lead singer 

Chester Bennington, is a life full of emotional turmoil. The poignant songs and lyrics are even 
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more heartbreaking in hindsight of Bennington's July 20, 2017 suicide.

The Neapolitan Chord

Defined as a major triad built on ¨2, yielding Roman numeral ¨II, the Neapolitan chord is 

another significant point of departure between classical and popular styles. In classical music, 

Neapolitans are typically heard in first inversion and function as predominants. In pop music, it 

appears universally in root-position and usually acts as a predominant or as a pretonic. The 

former is found in the introduction of "Do You Want to Know a Secret" by The Beatles (Figure 

4.65), while the latter is heard in the chorus of "King Nothing" by Metallica (Figure 4.66). The 

fact that both of these excerpts are in E minor allows for apples-to-apples comparison.

Where the two examples above constitute an avenue for introducing the Neapolitan chord 

and its different functions, Danny Elfman's "Sally's Song" from The Nightmare Before Christmas 

(Figure 4.67) works well on a corresponding homework assignment. What makes "Sally's Song" 

so pedagogically useful is how it employs the Neapolitan as both a predominant and a pretonic at 

different points in the music. Teachers might include directions to draw circles around any 

predominant Neapolitans and rectangles around any pretonic Neapolitans, forcing students to 

confront and recognize the difference. Another resource for assessment is The Go-Go's biggest 

hit, "Our Lips are Sealed" (Figure 4.68). In addition to featuring a predominant Neapolitan, it 

also includes a borrowed ¨VI chord. Since mode mixture and Neapolitans are often covered 

consecutively in theory curricula, "Our Lips are Sealed" works particularly well as an example 

on a quiz or test.

Neapolitans sometimes occur within circle-of-fifths sequences. Recall How Gloria 
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Gaynor's "I Will Survive" (Figure 3.157) progressed i–iv–VII–III–VI–iiO–V–i in A minor. Lionel 

Richie's "Hello" (Figure 4.69), helpfully in the same tonality, twice tweaks this progression: first 

replacing the initial i with V/iv in a curious blending of a Picardy third with secondary function, 

and then substituting ¨II for iiO as the predominant.

Though rare, the Neapolitan can also be tonicized. In major, ¨VI(7) can serve as V(7)/¨II; 

in minor, VI(7) can serve as V(7)/¨II. This occurs in "Because" by The Beatles (Figure 4.70), 

where A7 (VI7) resolves to D major (¨II). In between them—the second chord sung to the word 

"round"—is an intermediary that blurs the distinction between the two chords through two notes 

(F# and A) that anticipate the D major resolution. "Because" is also highly unusual in that the 

verse concludes on ¨iiO. Figure 4.71 offers more examples of the Neapolitan in pop contexts.

Augmented-Sixth Chords

Augmented-sixth chords come in three varieties: Italian, French, and German. All three 

contain scale degrees (¨)6, 1, and #4. The Italian augmented sixth (abbreviated It+6) adds 

nothing to them—it contains only three pitches; the French augmented sixth (F+6) adds scale 

degree 2, for a total of four pitches; and the German augmented sixth (G+6) adds scale degree ¨3, 

for a total of four pitches.

In classical harmony, all three +6s are used regularly; in pop, only the G+6 is ever used. 

And even that assumes that +6 chords are applicable in pop, which is not a straightforward 

assumption. Since one of the defining characteristics of +6 chords is the contrary motion of fi 

resolving up to sol simultaneously with le resolving down to sol, instances where that resolution 

is missing might not be considered +6 chords. For instance, in "Love in my Veins" by Los 
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Lonely Boys (Figure 4.72), the chord A¨7 (A¨–C–E¨–G¨) could be enharmonically reinterpreted 

as a G+6 (A¨–C–E¨–F#). It even resolves to a dominant, as +6s usually do. However, the 

accompanimental voice leading does not conform to classical conventions, instead planing down 

a half-step to G7, the result of barred chords on a guitar's fret board. It is mainly the use of 

notation that distinguishes rock and classical augmented sixth chords, and since pop songs 

typically lack a definitive notated score, the value of analyzing +6s in pop remains questionable. 

Without the standard resolution of the titular interval, it might be better not to analyze this chord 

as a G+6, but as VI7. On the other hand, the classical repertoire also includes instances of +6 

chords that do not strictly follow those voice-leading rules, such as Mozart's Violin Sonata No. 

28, I, mm. 114–115, in which fi resolves down by half-step to fa, the seventh of a V7, rather than 

up to sol.17 Yet clearly it is still a G+6. Perhaps similar situations in pop contexts should also be 

interpreted that way?

One pop excerpt in this anthology explicitly resolves the +6 properly: "I Want You (She's 

So Heavy)" by The Beatles (Figure 4.73). In this case, George Harrison's guitar arpeggios 

include an A¨ fi in the penultimate measure, reinterpreted as G# in the transcription, resolving up 

by half-step to Aª sol in the subsequent measure. While this is as clear a use of a G+6 as can be 

heard in pop, the question still remains: is there any benefit to the label G+6 over VI7? The 

former implies gamma function, where the latter does not necessarily do so, but (¨)VI often does 

exhibit gamma function, so that argument is not terribly compelling. Instead, the strongest 

premise in favor of using the G+6 label in pop analysis is that it can help students recognize the 

same chord in classical analysis. Thus, instructors of classical theory might want to use it as a 

stepping stone, while instructors of pop theory might prefer avoiding it all together.

17.    Thanks to Walter Everett for sharing this example.
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If augmented-sixth chords are uncommon in popular music, then secondary augmented 

sixths are downright rare. Nevertheless, YouTuber MusicTheoryAdvanced found a G+6/vi 

towards the end of the verse in Muse's "Blackout" (Figure 4.74). And Tom Waits' "Dead and 

Lovely" (Figure 4.75) might or might not include one, depending on interpretation 

(MusicTheoryAdvanced, "Aug. Sixth chords in Popular Music," YouTube Video, 17:54, July 22, 

2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6K1ozs6D1TQ).

One last example: Koji Kondo's theme to the video game Zelda (Figure 4.76) is ideal on 

an exam because it incorporates so many different concepts, including mode mixture on the tonic 

chord, several pretonic Neapolitans, a V/V gamma chord, and a couple G+6 chords. This excerpt 

is often challenging for students due to its density, so instructors might consider giving hints in 

the form of questions, such as "How is this excerpt's handling of Neapolitans different from 

classical treatment of the same chord?" Figure 4.77 includes more possible G+6s.

Distant Modulation

Close modulations were defined as a key change of no more than one accidental. Distant 

modulations, then, are changes of key with two or more accidentals. While every tonality has 

five closely related major and minor keys, every tonality also has eighteen distantly-related 

major and minor keys. But rather than systematically detail every single one, which would be 

tedious and time-consuming to read, this anthology will provide a representative survey of 

modulatory techniques and examples.

The simplest way to execute a distant modulation is for the music to stop in the first key, 

then start up in another, with little or no preparation. This is known as a direct modulation. While 
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this technique can be used to modulate from any key to any other key, direct modulations are 

most often used to ascend by either half-step or whole-step. Its abruptness often comes as a 

surprise to listeners, and can be quite effective, especially towards the ends of songs, at ramping 

up the energy and bringing the music to a thrilling conclusion. In Michael Jackson's "Man in the 

Mirror" (Figure 4.78), a direct modulation by ascending half-step corresponds to the words 

"make that change." Common and effective, direct modulations, especially those by ascending 

second, have also become one of the most banal cliches in pop harmony, earning the derisive 

nickname "the truck driver's modulation" for its "gear shift" character (Everett 2009, 283). In his 

gender-bending "Truck Drivin' Song" (Figure 4.79), Prince of Parody "Weird Al" Yankovic 

amusingly and obviously deploys a truck driver's modulation up an enharmonic whole-step.

One last bit of pedagogical advice regarding the analysis of direct modulations: students 

must specify the new tonality. When using a pivot or common tone (to be addressed 

momentarily), the new tonality is necessarily implied through the reinterpretation. In contrast, 

direct modulations could lead to any other tonality. 

From a theoretical perspective, direct modulations are the least sophisticated method for 

changing keys. Recourse to this concept, they should only be used when no better interpretation 

is available. In "Man in the Mirror" and "Truck Drivin' Song," the label of direct modulation is 

appropriate; however, in most songs, more nuanced and informative analysis is preferable. Pivot 

chords, defined and demonstrated during the earlier consideration of closely related modulations, 

are common in distantly-related modulations, as well. In "Penny Lane" by The Beatles (Figure 

4.80), the verses are in B major while the choruses are in A major.18 To transition, the IV that 

concludes the verse is reinterpreted as V. The retransition to the verse and its tonality is less 

18.    Actually, the final chorus is in B major.
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clear: either the F#7 that concludes the chorus is V/ii>V, or the D-major chord immediately prior 

is IV>¨III.

Paul McCartney used a similar modulation by whole step three years later in "Maybe I'm 

Amazed" (Figure 4.81). The highly chromatic C-major verse segues to a D-major chorus. How it 

does so is subject to one of three interpretations. First, it could be a direct modulation. Second, a 

pivot could apply at the end of the verse, with the C-major chord analyzed as I>¨VII. Third, the 

pivot could come at the start of the chorus, with the D-major chord analyzed as II>I. Given its 

suddenness, the first possibility is probably the best, though students might argue they hear one 

of the two pivots. Instructors must be ever vigilant in cases like this to balance their analytic 

experience and expertise with student suggestions. Instructors who mandate only their 

interpretations as valid are liable to authoritatively dominate their pupils, thereby suppressing 

those pupils' own ideas and development, and cultivating a closed classroom atmosphere. 

Finding that balance is one of the greatest challenges of teaching any subject.

Transitioning from the chorus of "Maybe I'm Amazed" back to the verse is clearer, albeit 

more nuanced. Students often locate the pivot at the A7 chord that concludes the chorus, which is 

a logical first thought since pivots often occur at the end of sections. In this case, however, it 

results in the convoluted mess of V7 in the old key reinterpreted as an unresolved V7/ii. Were it 

resolved to D minor (ii in C major), this could be a defensible analysis. But instead that A7 

resolves to the B¨ major triad that opens the subsequent verse (or solo). Consequently, the best 

interpretation is to resolve the A7 deceptively to B¨ as V–¨VI, then pivot ¨VI>¨VII on that B¨.

Another particularly valuable example for analyzing distant modulations is Billy Joel's 

"Uptown Girl" (Figure 4.82). The verses are in E major, representing the title character's 
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comfortable and affluent lifestyle. In the bridge, however, Joel attempts to coax her out of "her 

white bread world" and join him in the less secure but more thrilling realms of other tonalities. 

To modulate from E major to C major at the start of the bridge, the cadential IV–V–I that 

connected the end of the first verses to the start of the second detours at the end of the second 

verse through deceptive V–¨VI resolution, which is then reinterpreted as I in C major. But Joel's 

attempts to seduce in C major fail, so he tries again in A major. To get there, viiØ7 is reinterpreted 

as iiØ7, corresponding to the lyrics "when she wakes up and makes up her mind." But this 

attempt fails, too, as the music and the woman return to the stale stability of uptown E major for 

the subsequent verse. Indeed, the tale of the tonality implies that Joel fails to get the girl because 

each verse is in E major. Were the last verse in any key other than E major, it would imply his 

success. The music video, however, shows otherwise.

Common-tone modulation is another important modulatory technique that occurs 

frequently in both classical and popular music. The verse of Duran Duran's "Hungry Like the 

Wolf" (Figure 4.83) concludes on a tonic E-major chord, while its chorus opens on a tonic C-

major chord. Analysis of the transition with a pivot chord results in either I>III or ¨VI>I, both of 

which fail to adequately portray what happens musically. It could also be analyzed as a direct 

modulation, thereby bypassing the problem of pivots. But this is also insufficient because there is 

a more informative analysis available. Rather, this is an example of a common-tone modulation, 

where the last chord of the old key shares one pitch with the first chord of the new key. In this 

case, the common tone is E: the root of the E major triad and third of the C major triad. Though 

not standard nomenclature, this analysis can be shown as 1>3 or do>mi, illustrating how a 

common-tone modulation is a hybrid of the direct and pivot approaches. The return to E major 
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after the chorus is not a common tone modulation because the chorus ends with a D-major chord 

that progresses (after a two-bar break) to another E-major chord at the start of the next verse. 

Since they share no common tones, this cannot be a common-tone modulation. Rather, it is a 

pivot, with D-major analyzed as either V/V>¨VII or II>¨VII.

A different common-tone modulation occurs in Milli Vanilli's hit "Blame It on the Rain" 

(Figure 4.84). The instrumental introduction is clearly in B major, ending on V supporting a 

melodic ti, which sustains through the start of the immediately following first verse in B¨ major. 

This highly unusual modulation down by half-step is executed by a ti>do common tone. 

Following a series of N64s that constitute the verse, the prechorus restores B major via a direct 

modulation, where it stays until reprising the ti>do common tone at the end of the chorus to 

revert to B¨ major for the start of the second verse. Teachers who want an easier example can 

work through the second chorus of "Blame It On the Rain," stopping before reaching the bridge. 

But those who want a more challenging example can continue through the rest of the song. 

Another common-tone modulation, this one re>fa, is used to reach the A¨-major bridge. That 

tonality only lasts for four measures before modulating yet again to C major for the final chorus. 

This last key change could be heard as either a mi>sol common-tone modulation, or as direct.

Continuing the refrain that excerpts including multiple different concepts make for ideal 

assessment examples, Dexy's Midnight Runners' one-hit-wonder "Come On Eileen" (Figure 

4.85) fits that criteria nicely.19 It opens with an instrumental passage in F major that includes a 

secondary dominant (V7/IV) and subdominant mode mixture before transitioning via V>I to C 

19.    One potential drawback to "Come On Eileen" is that it runs dangerously close to promoting—even celebrating
—rape culture. This is especially true in the music video, which shows multiple men pursuing—even assaulting—
the title character and her female companion despite both women's strong and obvious rejections. For that reason, 
teachers might include an extra credit question along the lines of "Why haven't the lyrics of 'Come On Eileen' aged 
as well as the music has? (Hint: #MeToo)" to point out the problematic—even predatory—behavior it showcases.
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major eight bars before the first verse starts. The chorus modulates to D major via V>IV, then 

back to the verse via re>mi.20 All of this makes the song ideal for a midterm or final exam. 

Common-tone modulations often exhibit single chromatic mediant relationships, and so 

additional examples are saved for the next section, on that topic.

Having addressed direct, pivot, and common-tone modulations, the next two examples 

combine these concepts. In just over two minutes, "Good Day Sunshine" by The Beatles (Figure 

4.86) includes eight distant modulations between B major, A major, D major, and C major—an 

average of one every 16.25 seconds. To get from the B-major chorus to the A-major verse at 

0:20, 0:49, and 1:18, E7 pivots as IV7>V7, identical to the pivot in "Penny Lane" but with 

sevenths instead of triads. Getting back to the chorus at 0:37 and 1:34 is best analyzed as a direct 

modulation, though the initial chorus chord could feasibly pivot as II>I. From the second verse to 

the D-major piano solo at 0:57, one may pivot either on E7 as V7>V7/V, or on A-major as I>V. 

From solo to chorus at 1:06 is the common-tone modulation mi>sol. And the chorus to the coda 

at 1:58 is clearly a direct modulation, with F7 serving as IV7 of C major, a half-step higher than 

E7 serving as IV7 in B major. This density makes it a wonderful handout, homework assignment, 

or test example. However, the complicated road map can confuse students, so directions must be 

clear.

Similarly, the same band's "Lady Madonna" (Figure 4.87) could be legitimately analyzed 

using any of the three modulatory techniques. The verses are clearly in A major, while the bridge 

modulates to C major. To get there, one could analyze a direct modulation, with I in A major 

concluding the verse and ii7 in C major starting the bridge. While this analysis is not wrong, a 

20.    Students often forget the modulation at the end of the first ending, so teachers might also remind them that 
they need to account for it.
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pivot chord is preferable, as it is more analytically informative. The best pivot chord is likely the 

Dm7, as iv7>ii7, but the previous chord could also be heard as I>V7/ii, especially since it 

resolves properly. Analyzing it as I>VI is technically correct, but less accurate from an 

experiential standpoint. Thirdly, there is a do>la common tone. As a result of this ambiguity, 

"Lady Madonna" works well as an assignment, especially with directions asking students to 

analyze the song in all three ways. Another option is to print the song on both sides of a single 

sheet of paper, and instruct students to demonstrate two of the three modulatory techniques, one 

per side. The return to the verse is clearer, as the Esus4-3 explicitly sets up the A major tonic at 

its start. The prior chord, Bm7, thus serves as a ii7/vi>ii7 pivot.

The last modulatory technique is enharmonic reinterpretation, which is also a subset of 

pivot modulation. Since the G+6 and Mm7 are aurally indistinguishable without context, 

composers can exploit their soundalike quality as a means for modulation. Though exceedingly 

rare in pop, two Beatles songs illustrate the concept. Both "Day Tripper" (Figure 4.88) and "Old 

Brown Shoe" (Figure 4.89) reinterpret IV7 in the original key as a G+6 in its relative minor. With 

only two such examples, teachers could use one on a handout to work through in class, and the 

other as a homework assignment.

German augmented sixths are not the only chords that can be reinterpreted while 

simultaneously preserving its aural identity. Since augmented triads and fully diminished 

sevenths are both symmetrical chords (with all composite intervals being M3s and m3s, 

respectively), they can be enharmonically respelled, as well. However, to my knowledge, there 

are no clear examples of this in the pop literature. Enharmonic reinterpretation of augmented 

triads and fully-diminished sevenths as modulatory techniques remain strictly the province of 
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classical harmony. Figure 4.90 lists more examples of distant modulations in pop contexts.

Mediant Relationships   and Neo-Riemannian Operations

Mediant relationships refer to root motion by third between major and/or minor triads.21 

These relationships exist on two levels, between triads and between tonalities, and take one of 

three forms—relative, chromatic, and disjunct—according to how closely related they are (Kopp 

2002, 9–10). This anthology will consider mediant relationships between triads first, then 

between tonalities.

On the triadic level, relative mediants (RMs) share two common tones. Every major and 

minor triad has two RMs: one above (the mediant), one below (the submediant). For major 

triads, the mediant is a M3 above, while the submediant is a m3 below (example: C major's 

mediant is E minor, while its submediant is A minor). Using Roman numerals, this could be 

represented as I–iii and I–vi. For minor triads, the mediant is a m3 above, while the submediant 

is a M3 below (C minor's mediant is E¨ major, while its submediant is A¨ major). Using Roman 

numerals, this could be represented as i–III and i–VI. Notice how RMs are always the opposite 

quality—they are either major and minor, or minor and major. Since these patterns, in both major 

and minor, were already covered in chapter two, there is little reason to reconsider them here, 

except to introduce Neo-Riemannian Operations and set up the two remaining types of mediants 

considered next.

In response to extensive use of mediant relationships in Romantic era music, theorists 

David Lewin and Richard Cohen pioneered a new style of analysis using Neo-Riemannian 

21.    While augmented and diminished triads could also move by third, that is so rare as to be disregarded as a mere 
theoretical possibility rather than a commonly used technique. 
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Operations (NROs) loosely predicated on the writings of 19th-century music theorist Hugo 

Riemann (1849–1919). Rather than analyzing chords and their relationship to a clear tonic, as 

Roman numeral analysis does, NROs consider voice-leading transformations in contexts where 

tonality is ambiguous or distantly related. Using them illuminates unifying patterns of harmony 

that Roman numerals overlook. Recall from the literature review that the three basic NROs are 

parallel (P), relative (R), and leading-tone exchange (L), which may combine to form compound 

operations.22 R and L transformations are also RMs. Pop progressions sometimes feature patterns 

similar to Romantic music, thus NROs can be helpful as another way to make sense of certain 

songs.

Chromatic mediants (CMs) between major and minor triads share one common tone. 

There are twice as many CMs for each triad as there are RMs. For major triads, the two upper 

CMs are the major triad a m3 higher (example: C major to E¨ major, a PR operation) and the 

major triad a M3 higher (C major to E major, LP), while the two lower CMs are the major triad a 

M3 lower (C major to A¨ major, PL) and the major triad a m3 lower (C major to A major, RP). 

For minor triads, the two upper CMs are the minor triad a m3 higher (C minor to E¨ minor, RP) 

and the minor triad a M3 higher (C minor to E minor, PL), while the two lower CMs are the 

minor triad a m3 lower (C minor to A minor, PR) and the minor triad a M3 lower (C minor to A¨ 

minor, LP). Triads in a CM relationship share qualities—they are either both major, or both 

minor.

A good example to introduce triadic CMs is "Imperial March" (Figure 4.91), Darth 

Vader's theme from the Star Wars saga by John Williams. Not only is it one of the most 

22.    There are three more NROs in the slide (S), nebenverwandt (N), and hexatonic pole (H); however, for the 
purposes of the undergraduate theory curriculum, the three basic NROs of P, R, and L suffice.
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recognizable orchestral compositions written in the last half-century, but it also employs 

unambiguous RMs and CMs as the E¨ triads vacillate between major and minor. It also opens the 

door to discussion of why diatonic harmony would be inappropriate for a ruthless villain like 

Vader. The "unnatural" chords musically convey his evil character. A similar excerpt from the 

rock repertoire is heard in "Light My Fire" by The Doors (Figure 4.92). While Roman numerals 

are helpful in analyzing "Imperial March," try analyzing "Light My Fire" with them and it 

quickly becomes apparent that a different style of analysis is needed. Of course, one can use 

Roman numerals, and in the chorus they are helpful for illustrating the chordal function, but such 

analysis fails to yield meaningful results throughout the intro and verse. Better to think of the 

intro as quasi-sequential, and of the verse as alternating PR–RP operations. Since they are 

relatively similar, "Imperial March" could be used on an in-class handout, setting up "Light My 

Fire" as homework, or vice versa.

Triads in a disjunct mediant (DM) relationship share no common tones. For major triads, 

the upper DM is the minor triad a m3 higher (example: C major to E¨ minor, a PRP operation), 

while the lower chromatic mediant is the major triad a M3 lower (C major to A¨ minor, PLP). 

For minor triads, the upper DM is the major triad a M3 higher (C minor to E major, PLP), while 

the lower DM is the major triad a m3 lower (C minor to A major, PRP). Triads in DM 

relationships have opposite qualities.

DMs are extraordinarily rare in pop. Queen uses one in "Bicycle Race" (Figure 4.93) 

between B¨ minor and D major. Another is heard in "Sour Girl" by Stone Temple Pilots (Figure 

4.94) between E¨ major and B minor. In both, analysis using mediant relationships and/or NROs, 

instead of using Roman numerals, can help make sense of otherwise confounding progressions.
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These three varieties of mediants also exist on a deeper level between tonalities. RM 

modulations are common, and were already covered in the section on close modulation. CM 

modulations are also common. Andrew Lloyd Webber's "Memory" (Figure 4.95) from his hit 

musical Cats modulates from B¨ major to G¨ major. As mentioned in the section on distant 

modulation, CM key changes often overlap with common-tone key changes. "Memory" could be 

analyzed as both a CM modulation, and as a do>mi common-tone modulation, with the latter 

being slightly preferable because it is more specific.

Due to the extreme gulf between key signatures, common-tone modulations sometimes 

reinterpret their destination tonalities enharmonically. While the key change in "Memories" to G¨ 

major (6 flats) could be enharmonically altered to F# major (6 sharps), there is no benefit in 

doing so. But Phil Collins's "You'll Be In My Heart" (Figure 4.96) begins with a verse in F# 

major before switching to E¨ major for the chorus. Technically, the chorus should be in D# 

major, as F#-E¨ is the interval of an augmented second, not a third, and thus not a mediant. But 

since D# major has nine sharps (actually five sharps and two double sharps), E¨ major and its 

three flats is much easier on the eyes. Of course, there are no definitive scores for pop music, so 

enharmonic reinterpretation only exists in transcription.

Another example of enharmonic reinterpretation of chromatic mediant tonalities is heard 

in "My Heart Will Go On" (Figure 4.97), Celine Dion's hit song from the 1998 film Titanic. It 

starts in E major, changing to A¨ major for the final chorus. This CM key change is noteworthy 

in that it lacks a pivot, or a common-tone, yet is not a direct modulation either. Rather, we might 

conceive a new term of "contrary motion modulation" because the melody rises by step (from F# 

to A¨) while the harmony drops a step (F#m to Fm), so the key change occurs via contrary 
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motion, rather than by more conventional techniques.

One more example before leaving mediant relationships: the initial scene of Disney's 

1994 blockbuster The Lion King shows the title character's christening in front of the entire 

animal kingdom, to the accompaniment of Elton John's "The Circle of Life" (Figure 4.98), sung 

by Carmen Twillie. While the previous examples demonstrated mediant relationships either 

between triads or tonalities, this one features both simultaneously as the lion cub Simba is held 

up for all to see and celebrate. On the chordal level, F–D¨ constitutes a CM; on the tonal level, 

B¨–D¨ also constitutes a CM. Combining both at the same time yields a cathartic conclusion to 

both the song, and to the film's opening sequence. Figure 4.99 lists other, albeit less potent, 

examples.

Extended Tertian Chords

Though triads and seventh chords are overwhelmingly the most common types of chords, 

continuing the stack of thirds yields extended tertian harmonies. In theory, where triads consist of 

three tones and sevenths consist of four, ninth chords include five tones, eleventh chords feature 

six, and thirteenths comprise seven, with each chord named for the interval between the root and 

the top note. In practice, however, extended chords often omit some of their inner notes, so an 

eleventh chord might consist of R–3–5–9–11, or thirteenth might consist of R–3–5–13. Justin 

Timberlake's "Can't Stop the Feeling" (Figure 4.100) includes a melodic sequence that 

demonstrates how thirds can be stacked to create a Cm7 chord. Figure 4.101 re-composes that 

excerpt, extending the tertian build-up to form a Cm(#13). A real, albeit less clear, example is 

found in the bridge of Cheap Trick's "Mandocello" (Figure 4.102).
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On the rare instances where extended chords occur in pop harmony, they are almost 

always tonic or dominant chords. In James Brown's "I Got You (I Feel Good)" (Figure 4.103), 

the instrumental riff concludes each verse with offbeat arpeggiation of I9 (Everett 2009, 205), 

while Roberta Flack's "Killing Me Softly" (Figure 4.104) uses V9 (assuming that the melodic F 

is a chord tone, and that the verses are in A¨ major and not F minor). But on occasion, a song will 

extend other chords. Elvis Costello's "Kinder Murder" (Figure 4.105) alternates between I9 and 

vi9 chords, while Joe Cocker's "You Are So Beautiful" (Figure 4.106) incorporates ¨VII9.

Regardless of root, extended harmonies may also be chromatically altered, such as the 

V¨9 in "I Want to Tell You" by The Beatles (Figure 4.107), or the I#9 in the same band's 

"Taxman" (Figure 4.108). Teachers must be aware of the fact that #9 is pop shorthand for a 

dissonant split-third chord, in this case between F# and Fª. To avoid the confusion over both a 

major and minor third, the chord labels the minor third as an augmented second (#9, as opposed 

to ¨10, or ¨3). Elevenths, being a perfect interval above the root, typically are not altered, but 

thirteenths can be. The final chord of the intro to Phish's "Stash" (Figure 4.109) demonstrates a 

i#13, with Bª being the raised thirteenth in D minor.

When it omits its third and fifth, V11 is indistinguishable from IV/5, the soul dominant, 

addressed in the previous chapter. The former label is typically used in classical analysis, while 

the latter is typically used in pop, even though they demarcate the same chord. A rare instance of 

a melodically reinforced V11 is heard in the verse of "Hey Jude" by The Beatles, already 

transcribed as Figure 3.77 during consideration of non-chord tones. In that chapter, the high F on 

the word "song" was considered an appoggiatura. But if that note is instead counted as a chord 

tone, then the C7 chord extends to a C11, with the ninth omitted. "Hey Jude" perfectly 
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demonstrates the problem with extended chords in both classical and pop harmony: theorists 

must make somewhat arbitrary decisions about what is or is not a chord tone. And when faced 

with two equally valid interpretations, typically the simpler one is preferable. In the case of "Hey 

Jude," the simpler analysis is to call the chord C7 with a melodic NCT.

Thirteenth chords are even rarer and more analytically ambiguous in pop harmony, 

though comparatively common in jazz. But "Don't Let Me Down" by The Beatles (Figure 4.110) 

includes a rare and unusually clear appearance, where it decorates the dominant with the 

thirteenth sounding loud and clear in the melody. Lastly, Figure 4.111 documents more examples 

of extended tertian harmonies.

Embellishing Chords

In a general sense, an embellishing chord is any chord that ornaments another. In that 

regard, N64s are embellishing chords. But there are two specific types of chromatic embellishing 

chords that have not yet been considered, and so will be in this briefest and last section of this 

chapter: the common-tone diminished (CTO) and the embellishing augmented sixth (Emb+6). 

Three final Beatles examples prove extremely helpful in demonstrating these chords. The CTO is 

a diminished triad (or fully diminished seventh chord) that retains the root of the previous and/or 

following triads. This non-functional ornamentation may occur on any chord, but it usually 

decorates the major tonic triad. The verse of "Blue Jay Way" (Figure 4.112) is an ideal example 

because both the CTO and CTO7 are built into the melody. Where CTO chords are uncommon in 

pop harmony, the Emb+6 is rare. A perfect example is heard at the end of "Till There was You" 

(Figure 4.113), in which the final cadence to I is immediately ornamented by ¨VI7, or a G+6, 
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before resolving back to tonic in the next measure. "I Will" (Figure 4.114) combines these two 

concepts, making it ideal for assessment. Figure 4.115 provides additional examples.

Coda

This culminating fourth chapter showcased some of the most sophisticated compositional 

techniques from the pop repertoire. Through extensive chromaticism, songwriters test the limits 

of pop harmonic function, and show anyone still complaining that pop uses "only three chords" 

just how wrong they are! Working through chapters two, three, and four provides a thorough 

understanding of tonal theory as it relates to pop harmony. Once this material is fully grasped, 

students will have an excellent theoretical foundation for any Western tonal pop music they 

might encounter. Teachers of pop theory will probably stop once chromaticism has been 

addressed. But teachers of classical theory will continue into post-tonal harmony, a subject 

beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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Summary, Suggestions for Further Study, and Conclusion

The first of its kind, this dissertation provides a comprehensive annotated anthology of 

popular music transcriptions that music theory teachers can use in their classes. Chapter one 

offered reasons why pop study is beneficial, addressed common objections, summarized the 

extant literature, and explained the organization of the remaining chapters. Chapter two laid the 

foundations for theory study. Chapter three applied those abstract fundamentals to tonal contexts 

by exploring diatonic harmony. And chapter four expanded the scope of focus by considering 

chromatic harmony, sometimes to the point of exceeding the limits of functional tonality. 

Together, they span the full course of study for tonal harmony throughout the undergraduate 

music theory curriculum. But at the same time, the several hundred transcriptions included here 

constitute a tiny percentage of those that could be used, leaving much room for augmentation. 

No doubt hundreds more excerpts could work equally well, and with new songs constantly being 

written, recorded, and released, this potential will only grow in the foreseeable future.

Further study of popular music theory pedagogy could take any number of avenues. This 

dissertation focused almost exclusively on tonal harmony, with only a few digressions to 

accommodate melodic tenets, leaving an obvious opening to supplement in the realms of rhythm, 

meter, form, and post-tonal harmony. This dissertation also disproportionately addressed major 

tonality; consequently, more developed consideration of minor-key pop harmony could be a way 

to build off of the present findings. Likewise, pop/rock cadences are extraordinarily nuanced, the 

discussion in these pages barely scratching the proverbial surface. As a result, there is much 

more to be written on that topic. Similarly but broader in scope, pop harmonic function in 
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general remains fertile ground for further analysis, exploration, and theorizing. The scope of pop 

integration might also be expanded to include ear training, along with written theory. Since it is 

aural by nature, pop music is particularly well-suited to the development of aural skills. Finally, 

it might also be adapted for non-collegiate education, such as for elementary and/or secondary 

levels, or for extracurricular contexts.

Having flourished for many decades, popular music is a colossal goldmine of new and 

engaging repertoire to use in the music theory classroom. It fosters intrinsic motivation in ways 

that common-practice examples do not. It demonstrates how relevant musical analysis is, even 

centuries after those analytic techniques were pioneered. And it implements a style of notation in 

lead sheets that is more accessible than classical scores, allowing students to focus more on the 

concepts and connections in the music instead of deciphering complex notation. Though the rules 

underlying pop harmony are significantly more flexible than those found in classical harmony, 

there are always theoretical explanations behind them. Understanding these differences is crucial 

to educating and preparing music students for successful careers and lives in the wake of the 

popular music revolution. In his 1939-40 lecture series at Harvard University, Igor Stravinsky 

paraphrased author G. K. Chesterton, saying "a revolution, in the true sense of the word, [is] the 

movement of an object in motion that described a closed curve, and thus always returned to the 

point from where it had started" (Stravinsky 1970, 10). This paradox has already played out in 

the music industry. If academic musical training is to remain relevant in the 21st century, it needs 

to happen in collegiate education, too. Popular music is the music of our time; it is high time that 

we integrate our music theory curriculum with their examples.
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Anthology of Figures

SUGGESTION: To save unwieldy scrolling back and forth, readers might print these anthology 

pages, while reading the corresponding text digitally.

Figure 1.1. The number of post-1950 pop examples in, and market share of, eight theory 

textbooks.

Author(s), edition # of post-1950 pop examples market share23

Kostka and Payne, 8th 7 29%

Clendinning and Marvin, 2nd 28 25%

Benward and Saker, 7th 7 13%

Burstein and Strauss, 2nd 0 11%

Laitz, 3rd 3 8%

Roig-Francoli, 3rd 0 5%

Aldwell and Schachter, 3rd 0 5%

Spencer and Bennet, 6th 0 <4%

Figure 1.2. The historical spread of examples used in this dissertation.

Decade # of transcriptions in this anthology # of additional examples

2020s 5 9

2010s 44 82

2000s 33 96

1990s 46 86

1980s 48 76

1970s 49 94

1960s 62 132

1950s 7 26

pre-1950 9 50

Total 303 651

23.    All market share percentages from Ewell 2020.
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Figure 2.  1  . Ascending m2 in "Isn't She Lovely" by Stevie Wonder (1976).

Figure 2.  2  . Descending m2 in the theme to Jurassic Park by John Williams (1993).

Figure 2.  3  . Ascending M2 in "Wide Awake" by Katy Perry (2012).

Figure 2.  4  . Descending M2 in "Love Me Like You Do" by Ellie Goulding (2015).

Figure 2.  5  . Additional examples of melodic seconds.

Year Artist Title      Details

- Traditional "Frère Jacques" ↑M2: "Are you sleeping?" (do–re)

- Traditional "Happy Birthday" ↑&↓M2: "Happy birthday to you" (sol–la–sol)

1949 Gene Autry "Rudolph the Red-Nosed 
Reindeer"

↑&↓M2: "Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer" (sol–la–sol)

1965 The Beatles "Yesterday" ↓M2: "Yesterday all my troubles" (re–do)

1967 Jefferson Airplane "White Rabbit" ↑&↓m2: "And if you go chasing rabbits" (do–rah–do)

1975 John Williams Jaws Theme ↑&↓m2: bass riff (E  –  F  –  E  –  F)

1977 Weather Report "Birdland" ↑m2: bass riff (mi  –  fa–sol–mi  –  fa–sol–do)

1980 The Buggles "Video Killed the Radio 
Star"

↑&↓M2: "I heard you on the wireless back in '52" (do–re)

1986 Andrew Lloyd-
Weber

"Think of Me" from The 
Phantom of the Opera

↑&↓m2: "Think of me, think of me fondly" (mi–fa–mi).
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1988 Bonnie Tyler "The Best" ↓m2: "simply the best, better than all the rest" (fa–mi)

1989 John Colby ESPN SportsCenter Theme ↓&↑M2: riff (do  –  te  –  do, do  –  te  –  do)

1997 Sixpence None 
the Richer

"Kiss Me" ↑m2: "Silver moon's sparkling, so kiss me." (ti–do).

2001 Shakira "Whenever, Wherever" ↑&↓m2: "Whenever, wherever, we're meant to be together" 
(sol–le–sol)

2012 Carly Rae Jepson "Call Me Maybe" ↓M2: "Here's my number, so call me maybe" (mi–re, re–do)

Figure 2.  6  . Ascending m3 in "Smoke on the Water" by Deep Purple (1972).

Figure 2.  7  . Alternating descending and ascending m3s in "I Miss You" by Blink 182 (2004).

Figure 2.  8  . Ascending M3 in "You Can't Always Get What You Want" by The Rolling Stones 

(1969).

Figure 2.  9  . Descending and ascending M3s in "Summertime" by George Gershwin (1935).
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Figure 2.  10  . Additional examples of melodic thirds.

Year Artist Title      Details

- Traditional "What Child is This?" ↑m3: "What child is this..." (do–me)

- Traditional "This Old Man" ↓&↑m3s: "This old man, he played one" (sol–mi–sol)

- Traditional "When the Saints Go Marching In" ↑M3: "Oh when the saints go marching in" (do–mi)

- Traditional "For He's a Jolly Good Fellow" ↑M3: "For he's a jolly good fellow" (do–mi)

- Traditional "Shoo, Fly, Don't Bother Me" ↓M3 & m3: "Shoo, fly, don't bother me. Shoo, fly, 
don't bother me" (mi–do, re–ti)

1847 Adolphe Adam "O Holy Night" ↑m3: "O holy night, the stars are brightly" (mi–sol)

1950 Gene Autry "Frosty the Snowman" ↓m3: "Frosty the snowman" (sol–mi)

1960 Ray Charles "Georgia on My Mind" ↑m3: "Georgia, Georgia, the whole day through" (mi–
sol)

1962 Robert and 
Richard 
Sherman

"It's a Small World After All" ↑&↓M3s and m3s: "It's a small world after all, it's a 
small world after all, it's a small world after all" (do–
mi–do, re–fa–re, mi–sol–mi)

1967 The Beatles "Hey Jude" ↓m3: "Hey Jude, don't make it bad" (sol–mi)

1980 Queen "Another One Bits the Dust" ↑&↓m3s: "Another one bites the dust" (do–me–do)

1983 Eurhythmics "Sweet Dreams (Are Made of 
This)"

↑&↓m3s: "Sweet dreams are made of this, who am I to 
disagree?" (me–do–me)

1994 Lisa Loeb "Stay (I Missed You)" ↓m3: "You say I only hear what I want to" (sol–mi)

1997 The Verve "Bittersweet Symphony" ↑&↓ M3s & m3s: Riff (mi  –  so  –  mi–fa  –  re  –  fa,te–fa–te, 
la  –  fa  –  la)

2021 Daya "Bad Girl" "Bad girl, need a bad girl... we got what they want..." 
(me–do, re–te)

Figure 2.  11  . Ascending P4 in "Love Me Tender" recorded by Elvis Presley (1957).

Figure 2.  12  . Descending P4 in "Born Free" recorded by Andy Williams (1967).
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Figure 2.  13  . Additional examples of melodic perfect fourths.

Year Artist Title      Details

- Traditional "Amazing Grace" ↑P4: "Amazing grace, how sweet the sound" (sol–do)

- Traditional "I've Been Working on the 
Railroad"

↓&↑P4s: "I've been working on the railroad" (sol–
do–sol)

- Traditional "Auld Lang Syne" ↑P4: "Should old acquaintance be forgot" (sol–do)

1751
?

John Francis 
Wade (?)

"O Come All Ye Faithful" ↓&↑P4s: "O come, all ye faithful..." (do–sol–do)

1840 Felix 
Mendelssohn

"Hark! The Herald Angels Sing" ↑P4: "Hark! The herald angels sing glory to the 
newborn king"  (sol–do)

1848 Richard Wagner "Bridal Chorus" from Lohengrin ↑P4: "Here comes the bride" (sol–do)

1960 Eta James "At Last" ↑P4: "At last, my love has come along" (sol–do)

1964 Jerry Bock "Tradition" ↑P4: "Tradition!" (sol–do)

1977 John Williams Main theme from Star Wars ↑&↓P4s: sol–sol–sol  –  do–sol–fa–mi–re–do  –  sol

1977 John Williams The Force Theme from Star Wars ↑P4: sol  –  do–re–me–fa–me–sol

1995 Alanis Morissette "You Oughta Know" ↑P4: "Cuz I'm here to remind you" (do–fa)

1981 Bowie & Queen "Under Pressure" ↓P4: Riff (do–do–do–do–do–do  –  sol)

2000 Nelly Furtado "I'm like a Bird" ↓P4: "I'm like a bird, I only fly away" (do–sol)

2001 John Williams Main Theme to Harry Potter ↑P4: sol  –  do–me–re–do

Figure 2.  14  . Ascending tritone in the theme to The Simpsons by Danny Elfman (1989).

Figure 2.  15  . Descending tritone in "Black Sabbath" by Black Sabbath (1970).
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Figure 2.  16  . Additional examples of melodic tritones.

Year Artist Title      Details

1918 Irving Berlin "God Bless America" ↓tt: "to the oceans white with foam" (fa–ti)

1949 Walter Schumann Theme from Dragnet ↑tt: do–re–me–do  –  ↑  fi

1957 Leonard Bernstein "Maria" from West Side 
Story

↑tt: "Maria, I just kissed a girl name Maria." (do  –  fi)

1957 Bobby Helms "Jingle Bell Rock" ↓tt: "now the jingle rock has begun" (la–ri).

1964 Jack Marshall The Munsters Theme ↑tt: do–me–do  –  fi–sol–do–le–sol–fa

1981 Rush "YYZ" ↑&↓tt: Guitar riff (C  –  F#  –  C–C–C  –  F#  –  C–C–F#)

1985 Alan Silvestri Back to the Future ↑tt: sol–do  –  ↑  fi–sol–la–sol–mi–do  –  ↑  fi–sol–la–sol

1991 Pearl Jam "Even Flow" ↓tt: "Freezing, rests his head on a pillow" (mi–te)

1991 Metallica "Enter Sandman" ↑tt: Riff (do  –  se–fa)

2019 Ariana Grande 
(Richard Rodgers)

"7 Rings" ↓tt: "all of my favorite things" (fa–ti)

2020 The Strokes "The Adults are Talking" ↑&↓tt: "I know you think of me when you think of her" (fa–ti)

Figure 2.  17  . Ascending and descending P5s in "Yeah!" by Usher (2004).

Figure 2.  18  . Additional examples of melodic perfect fifths.

Year Artist Title      Details

- Traditional "Twinkle Twinkle Little Star" ↑P5: "Twinkle twinkle little star" (do–sol)

1926 Irving Berlin "Blue Skies" ↑P5: "Blue skies shining on me" (do–sol)

1927 Jerome Kern "Can't Help Lovin' Dat Man" ↓P5: "Can't help lovin' dat man of mine" (sol–do)

1931 Duke Ellington "It Don't Mean a Thing (If It 
Ain't Got That Swing)"

↓P5: "It don't mean a thing" (sol–do)

1960 Hoyt Curtin Theme from The Flintstones ↓P5: "Flintstones, meet the Flintstones" (sol–do)

1966 Buffalo 
Springfield

"For What It's Worth" ↑&↓P5: Guitar riff (do  –  ↑sol  –  ↓  do  –  ↑sol)

1971 The Who "Baba O'Riley" ↑P5: Riff (do  –  sol–fa)

1977 John Williams Main Theme to Star Wars ↑P5: Melody (do  –  ↑sol–fa–mi–re–do–sol)

1978 John Williams Fanfare from Superman ↑&↓P5: Melody (sol–sol  –  ↓d  o  –  ↑sol–sol–↑do–↓sol  –  ↓  do)

1981 Vangelis Theme from Chariots of Fire ↑P5: opening synth riff (do-↑sol)

1983 Cyndi Lauper "Girls Just Want to Have Fun" ↑&↓P5: "They just wanna, they just wanna" (do–sol–do)
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1987 U2 "I Still Haven't Found What 
I'm Looking For"

↑P5: "And I still haven't found" (do–sol)

1998 Goo Goo Dolls "Iris" ↑P5: "And I don't want the world to see me" (do–sol)

2009 Lady Gaga "Bad Romance" ↑P5: "Rah rah oo la la" (do–sol)

2012 Rihanna "Diamonds" ↑&↓P5: "Shine bright like a diamond" (do–sol–do–sol)

2012 Adele "Skyfall" ↑&↓P5: "Let the Skyfall, when it crumbles" (sol–do–sol)

2017 Coldplay & The 
Chainsmokers

"Something Just Like This" ↓P5 "I've been reading books of old, the legends and the 
myths" (do–fa)

Figure 2.  19  . Ascending m6 in "Without Me" by Eminem (2003).

Figure 2.  20  . Descending m6s in "One of Us" by Joan Osborne (1995).

Figure 2.  21  . Ascending M6 in "Viva La Vida" by Coldplay (2008).

Figure 2.  22  . Descending M6 in "Sweet Caroline" by Neil Diamond (1969).
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Figure 2.  23  . Additional examples of melodic sixths.

Year Artist Title      Details

- Traditional "My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean" ↑M6: "My Bonnie lies over" (sol–mi)

- Traditional "Hush Little Baby" ↑M6: "Hush little baby, don't say a word" (sol–mi)

- Traditional "Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen" ↓M6: "Nobody knows" (mi–sol)

1902 Scott Joplin "The Entertainer" ↑m6: re–ri–mi  –  ↑  do  –  ↓  mi  –  ↑  do  –  ↓  mi  –  ↑  do

1950 Gene Autry "Frosty the Snowman" ↑M6: "There must have been some magic" (do–la)

1961 Patsy Cline "Crazy" ↓M6: "Crazy, I'm crazy for feeling lonely" (mi–sol)

1965 The Beatles "In My Life" ↑&↓m6: Riff (mi  –  ↑  do  –  ↓  mi–fa–sol–ti)

1968 Frank Sinatra "My Way" ↑M6: "And now the end is near" (sol–mi)

1977 John Williams Princess Leia's Theme from Star Wars ↑M6: sol–sol  –  ↑  mi–mi–mi–fa–fa–mi–re

1977 Debbie Boone "You Light Up My Life" ↑M6: "And you  light up my life" (sol–mi)

1981 Sheena Easton "My Baby Takes the Morning Train" ↓m6: "My baby takes the morning train" (mi–sol)

1988 Michael 
Jackson

"Man in the Mirror" ↓M6: "I'm starting with the man in the mirror." 
(mi–sol) 

1991 Bonnie Raitt "Something to Talk About" ↓m6: "Something to talk about" (do–mi)

2004 Usher "Yeah!" ↑&↓m6: Riff (do–sol–do  –  ↑  le  –  ↓  do  –  ↑  le  –  ↓  do–sol)

2011 David Gruetta "Titanium" ↑m6: "I am titanium" (sol–me)

Figure 2.  24  . Ascending m7 in "The Winner Takes It All" by Abba (1980).

Figure 2.  25  . Descending and ascending m7s in "Lady Jane" by The Rolling Stones (1966).

Figure 2.  26  . Ascending M7 in "Take on Me" by A-ha (1985).
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Figure 2.  27  . Descending M7 in "The Hut of Baba Yaga" from Pictures at an Exhibition recorded 

by Emerson, Lake and Palmer (1970).

Figure 2.  28  . Additional examples of melodic sevenths.

Year Artist Title      Details

1957 Leonard Bernstein "Somewhere" from West Side Story ↑m7: "There's a place for us" (sol–fa)

1962 Herbie Hancock "Watermelon Man" ↓m7: riff (te  –  ↓  do–do–me–fa–do)

1964 The Beach Boys "Don't Worry Baby" ↑m7s: "But she looks in my eyes and makes me 
realize" (C#–B, D#–C#) (Everett 2009, 183)

1966 Alexander Courage Theme to the original Star Trek ↑m7 (wordless voice): F#–↑E–D#–C#–B–A#–A

1978 John Williams Theme from Superman ↑M7: do–do–do  –  ↑  ti–sol–do–do–do  –  ↑  ti–sol–do–
do–do  –  ↑ti–la–ti–do

1980 John Lennon "(Just Like) Starting Over" ↑m7s: "But when I see you darling, it's like we 
both" (la–sol, ti–la) (Everett 2009, 183)

1988 Bonnie Tyler "Simply the Best" ↑m7: "You're simply the best" (sol–mi)

1993 John Williams Theme to Jurassic Park ↑M7: Opening horn call (sol–do–le  –  sol)

2002 Norah Jones "Don't Know Why" ↑M7: "I waited til I saw the sun" (do–ti)

2002 Red Hot Chili 
Peppers

"Can't Stop" ↑m7: guitar riff (E  –  D–E–↓E–E–E  –  D–E) (do–te)

2003 Three Days Grace "I Hate Everything About You" ↑m7: "Every time we lie awake" (do–te)

2010 Katy Perry "Firework" ↑m7: "Cuz baby you're a firework" (la–sol)

Figure 2.  29  . Ascending P8 in "Closing Time" by Semisonic (1998).

Figure 2.  30  . Descending P8 in "Bourbon and Roses" by AJ Jansen (2016).
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Figure 2.  31  . Additional examples of melodic perfect octaves.

Year Artist Title      Details

1939 Judy Garland "Somewhere Over the Rainbow" ↑P8: "Somewhere over the rainbow" (do–do)

1940 Cliff Edwards "When You Wish Upon a Star" ↑P8s: "When you wish upon a star, makes no difference 
who you are" (sol–sol, ti–ti)

1969 David Bowie "Starman" ↑P8: "There's a star man waiting in the sky" (do–do)

1970 Led Zeppelin "Immigrant Song" ↑&↓P8s: guitar riff (do–do–do  –  ↑  do  –  ↓  do) and war cry 
(sol  –  ↑  sol–fi–sol)

1979 The Knack "My Sharona" ↑&↓P8s: Bass riff (do–do  –  ↑  do  –do–  ↓  do  –  ↑  do–  ↓  do etc.)

Figure 2.  32  . Ascending M10 in "Semi-Charmed Life" by Third Eye Blind (1997).

Figure 2.  33  . Compound intervals in the theme to Halo: Combat Evolved by Martin O'Donnell 

and Michael Salvatori (2001).
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Figure 2.  34  . "The Christmas Song" recorded by Bing Crosby (1946).

Figure 2.  35  . Ascending major scale in "Hello Goodbye" by The Beatles (1967).

Figure 2.  36  . Descending major scale in "Thank You Girl" by The Beatles (1963).
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Figure 2.  37  . Major scale in "The Way You Look Tonight" recorded by Fred Astaire (1936).

Figure 2.  38  . Major scale in "American Pie" by Don McLean (1971).

Figure 2.  39  . Major scale in "Follow You" by Imagine Dragons (2021).

Figure 2.  40  . Major pentatonic scale in "We Didn't Start the Fire" by Billy Joel (1989).
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Figure 2.  41  . Additional examples using the major scale, or a subset of it.

Year Artist Title      Details

- Traditional "God Save the Queen" Uses all seven notes. No definitive score or recording.

- Traditional "Amazing Grace" Verse uses all five notes of the major pentatonic scale. 
No definitive recording.

1719 George Frideric 
Handel

"Joy to the World" Uses all seven notes. No definitive score or recording.

1893 
(?)

Patty & Mildred 
Hill (?)

"Happy Birthday" Uses all seven notes. No definitive score or recording.

1939 Judy Garland "Somewhere Over the Rainbow" Uses all seven notes.

1958 Ricky Nelson "Poor Little Fool" Verse uses all but ti in C major.

1960 Neil Sedaka "Breaking Up is Hard to Do" Verse uses all but ti in B major.

1963 Bob Dylan "Blowin' in the Wind" Verse uses all seven notes in D major.

1964 The Beach Boys "Don't Worry Baby" Verse uses all seven notes of E major scale.

1967 The Foundations "Build Me Up Buttercup" Verse uses all seven notes of C major.

1970 Mungo Jerry "In the Summertime" Verse uses all five notes of the E major pentatonic scale.

1970 Badfinger "Come and Get It" Verse uses all but la and ti in E¨ major.

1980 The Cure "Boys Don't Cry" Verse uses all but ti in A major.

1983 Dexy's Midnight 
Runners

"Come On Eileen" Verse uses all seven notes of C-major scale, including 
an ordered scale. 

1994 Green Day "Basket Case" Verse uses all seven notes in E¨ major.

2010 Katy Perry "Firework" Prechorus uses all but ti in A¨ major.

2012 Fun "Carry On" Chorus uses all seven notes in F major.

Figure 2.  42  . Natural-minor scale in the riff from "Crazy Train" by Ozzy Osbourne (1980).
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Figure 2.  43  . Natural-minor scale in "I Kissed a Girl" by Katy Perry (2008).

Figure 2.  44  . Minor pentatonic scale throughout "Shape of You" by Ed Sheeran (2017).

Figure 2.  45  . Ambiguous pentatonic scale in "Blinding Lights" by The Weeknd (2020).
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Figure 2.  46  . Blues scale in "Heartbreaker" by Led Zeppelin (1969).

Figure 2.  47  . Blues scale in "Sunshine of Your Love" by Cream (1967).

Figure 2.  48  . Blues scale in "Bad" by Michael Jackson (1988).

Figure 2.  49  . Blues scale in "Walk This Way" by Aerosmith (1975).

Figure 2.  50  . Harmonic-minor scale in the theme from NFL on FOX by Scott Schreer (1994).

Figure 2.  51  . Harmonic-minor scale in "The Real Slim Shady" by Eminem (2000).
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Figure 2.  52  . Harmonic-minor scale in "Let Me Get Me" by Selena Gomez (2020).

Figure 2.  53  . Melodic-minor scale in "Carol of the Bells" by Mykola Leontovych (1914).

Figure 2.  54  . Jazz-minor scale in "Mama's Broken Heart" by Miranda Lambert (2011).
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Figure 2.  55  . Additional examples of minor scales.

Year Artist Title      Details

2001 System of a 
Down

"Aerials" Chorus uses C minor scale, missing 7. Could be interpreted as 
either natural-minor or harmonic-minor.

2003 Linkin Park "Numb" Verse and chorus together use all seven notes of F# natural-
minor scale

2003 Three Days Grace "I Hate Everything 
About You"

Verse and chorus together use all seven notes of F# natural-
minor scale

2003 The White Stripes "Seven Nation Army" Riff uses E natural-minor scale, missing re and fa.

2007 Maroon 5 "Wake Up Call" Chorus in E minor uses all scale degrees except 6. Could be 
interpreted as melodic-minor, harmonic-minor, or jazz-minor.

2014 Maroon 5 "Maps" Verse and chorus together use all seven notes of the C# natural-
minor scale.

2015 Luis Fonsi and 
Daddy Yankee

"Despacito" Chorus uses all seven notes of B natural-minor scale.

2019 Billie Eilish "Bury a Friend" Chorus uses all seven notes of G harmonic-minor scale.

Figure 2.  56  . Lydian mode in The Simpsons Theme by Danny Elfman (1989).

Figure 2.  57  . Lydian mode in Yoda's theme from Star Wars by John Williams (1980).

Figure 2.  58  . Additional examples of lydian.

Year Artist Title      Details

1957 Leonard 
Bernstein

"Maria" from West 
Side Story

do–fi–sol–la–fi–sol–la–fi–sol–la–ti–sol

1968 Donovan "Peregrine" D¨ lydian: do–re–mi–re–do–ti–la–sol–la–ti–do–ti–la–sol–fi–mi–
fi–sol–la (Everett 2009, 173).

1998 James Horner Theme from Deep 
Impact

D major: do–re–sol–fi–la–sol–fi–mi–do–re–sol–fi–la–sol–fi–sol
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Figure 2.  59  . Mixolydian mode in "Celebration" by Kool and the Gang (1980).

Figure 2.  60  . Mixolydian mode in "Royals" by Lorde (2013).

Figure 2.  61  . Additional examples of mixolydian.

Year Artist Title      Details

1965 The Beatles "Norwegian Wood (This 
Bird Has Flown)"

Verse in E mixolydian: I–¨VII–I
Bridge in E dorian.

1967 The Turtles "Happy Together" Chorus in F mixolydian.

1986 The Bangles "Walk Like an Egyptian" Verse in C mixolydian.

2007 Alex Lasarenko Theme to PBS's Nature E¨ mixolydian: do–sol–te–la–sol–fa–la–sol–do

Figure 2.  62  . Dorian mode in "What Shall We Do With a Drunken Sailor?" (traditional).
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Figure 2.  63  . Dorian mode in Rey's Theme from Star Wars by John Williams (2015).

Figure 2.  64  . Additional examples of dorian.

Year Artist Title      Details

1965 The Beatles "Norwegian Wood (This 
Bird Has Flown)"

Bridge in E dorian: i–IV–i–ii7–V7
Verse in E mixolydian

1966 The Beatles "Eleanor Rigby" Verse blends E dorian and aeolian: fa–fa–sol–me–do, me–fa–
sol–te–la–sol–la–sol–fa–sol–fa–me–fa, me–fa–sol–le–sol

1966 Simon and 
Garfunkel

"Scarborough Fair" E dorian: i–VII–i–IV–i

1983 Tears for Fears "Mad World" Verse in F# dorian: i–III–VII–IV
Prechorus and chorus in F# dorian: i–IV

2009 Leona Lewis "I See You" Prechorus in B¨ dorian: i–VII–IV–i

2013 Daft Punk "Get Lucky" Prechorus and chorus in B dorian: i–III–v–IV

2014 Alexandre 
Desplat

Theme from The 
Imitation Game

do–re–me–sol–sol–fa–fa–me–me, me–te–te–la–la–sol–sol

Figure 2.  65  . Phrygian mode in "A Place for My Head" by Linkin Park (2000).

Figure 2.  66  . Phrygian mode in "Flight of the Eagle Bearer" from Assassin's Creed: Odyssey by 

The Flight (2018).
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Figure 2.  67  . Additional examples of phrygian.

Year Artist Title      Details

1977 The Clash "London Calling" E phrygian: i–(¨)II–i–III

1993 Snoop Dogg 'Gin and Juice" F phrygian: i–(¨)II–i (Doll 2017, 88).

2004 Ozomatli "Saturday Night" Chorus riff in F# phrygian: ra–do, do–ra–me–ra–do
Verse in F# aeolian.

2006 Justin Timberlake "SexyBack" A Phrygian verse: i–(¨)II

2008 Britney Spears "If You Seek Amy" Unambiguous descending phrygian scale on the words "all of the 
boys and all of the girls are begging to if you seek Amy."

Figure 2.  68  . Locrian mode in "Dust to Dust" by John Kirkpatrick (2001).

Figure 2.  69  . Root position major triad in "Something Good" by Herman's Hermits (1964).

Figure 2.  70  . First-inversion major triad in "The Rainbow Connection" recorded by Jim Henson 

as Kermit the Frog (1979).

Figure 2.  71  . Second-inversion major triad in Henry Jones Sr's Theme from Indiana Jones and 

The Last Crusade by John Williams (1989).
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Figure 2.  72  . Additional examples of melodic major triads.

Year Artist Title      Details

- Traditional "Kum ba ya" Ascending root position: "Kum ba ya, my lord" (do–mi–sol)

- Traditional "Reveille" Meandering second inversion: sol  –  do  –  mi  –  do  –  sol...

- Traditional "La Cucaracha" Ascending second inversion: "La cucaracha" (sol–do–mi)

- Traditional "Children, Go Where I 
Send Thee"

Ascending root position: "Children go where I send thee" 
(do–mi–sol)

ca. 
1773

John Stafford 
Smith

"The Star-Spangled 
Banner"

Meandering root position: "Oh, say can you see" (sol–mi–
do–mi–sol–do)

1862 Daniel 
Butterfield

"Taps" Ascending second inversion: sol  –  sol  –  do, sol  –  do  –  mi...

1944 Judy Garland "Have Yourself a Merry 
Little Christmas"

Ascending root position: "Have yourself a merry little 
Christmas" (do–mi–sol–do)

1954 Bill Haley "Rock Around the Clock" Ascending root position: "One, two, three o'clock, four 
o'clock rock. Five, six, seven o'clock, eight o'clock rock. 
Nine, ten, eleven o'clock, twelve o'clock rock. We're gonna 
rock around the clock tonight" (do–mi–sol)

1968 The Beatles "Ob-la-di Ob-la-da" Ascending root position: "Ob-la-di, ob-la-da, life goes on 
bra" (do–mi–sol, do–mi–sol, do–mi–sol–do)

1976 Kansas "Carry on Wayward Son" Ascending first inversion: "Carry on my wayward son" (E–
G–C)

1977 John Williams "Imperial March" from 
Star Wars

Meandering root position: do–do–do  –  le  –  me  –  do  –  le  –  me  –  do

1979 Queen "Don't Stop Me Now" Ascending root position: "Tonight I'm gonna have myself a 
real good time" (do–mi–sol–do)

1989 Tears for Fears "Sowing the Seeds of 
Love"

Meandering root position: "Sowing the seeds of love" (do  –
mi  –  sol  –  ↓  do)

1994 Elton John "I Just Can't Wait to be 
King"

Ascending root position: riff (do  –  mi  –  sol  –  do–do–do–la–fa–
sol)

2004 James Blunt "You're Beautiful" Meandering root position: "You're beautiful, it's true" (do–
sol–mi–sol–do)

2012 Fun "Some Nights" Ascending root position: "Some nights I stay up, cashing in 
my bad luck" (do–mi–sol)

2013 Birds of Tokyo "Lanterns" Meandering root position: "On we march with the midnight 
sun" (do–sol–mi)

2013 Lorde "Team" Meandering root position: "We live in cities you'll never see 
on screen" (do–sol–mi)

2018 Zed "The Middle" Meandering root position: "Why don't you just meet me in 
the middle..." (mi–sol–do–mi)
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Figure 2.  73  . Ascending root-position minor triad in "Vehicle" by The Ides of March (1970).

Figure 2.  74  . Descending root-position minor triad in "Havana" by Camila Cabello (2018).

Figure 2.  75  . First-inversion minor triad in "Barbie Girl" by Aqua (1997).

Figure 2.  76  . Second-inversion minor triad in "Ex's and Oh's" by Elle King (2015).

Figure 2.  77  . Additional examples of melodic minor triads.

Year Artist Title      Details

- Traditional "O Come, O Come, 
Emmanuel"

Ascending root position:"O come, o come, Emmanuel" (do–
me–sol)

1931 Duke Ellington "It Don't Mean a Thing 
(If It Ain't Got That 
Swing)"

Ascending root position: "It don't mean a thing" (do–me–sol)

1935 George Gershwin "Summertime" Descending second inversion: "Summertime, and the living is 
easy" (sol–me–do–sol)

1965 Vince Guraldi "Christmastime is Here" Descending root position: "Christmastime is here, happiness 
and cheer" (mi–do–la)

1966 Lalo Schifrin Mission: Impossible 
Theme

Descending second inversion: melody (me  –  do  –  sol–me–do–fi–
me–do–fa–me–fa...)

1970 John Lennon "Love" Ascending root position: "Love is real" (do–me–sol)

1985 A-ha "Take on Me" Descending root position: Riff (sol  –  sol  –  me  –  do–do–fa...)
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1995 Oasis "Wonderwall" Meandering root position: "Maybe you're gonna be the one 
that saves me" (sol–me–do)

1997 White Town "Your Woman" Meandering second inversion: Riff (do  –  sol  –  me  –  do)

2000 Metallica "I Disappear" Ascending root position: "Hey, hey, hey, here I go now" (do–
me–sol)

2006 Justin Timberlake "What Goes Around... 
Comes Around"

Descending root position: "What goes around, goes around, 
goes around, comes all the way back around" (do–sol–me–do)

2011 Eric Church "Drink in my Hand" Meandering root position: "All I wanna do is put a drink in 
my hand" (mi–do–la)

Figure 2.  78  . Ascending root-position diminished triads in "(I Can't Get No) Satisfaction" by The 

Rolling Stones (1965).

Figure 2.  79  . Descending root-position diminished triad in "He's Got the Whole World in His 

Hands" (traditional).

Figure 2.  80  . Descending second-inversion diminished triad in "She Used to be Mine" by Sara 

Bareilles (2015).
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Figure 2.  81  . Meandering augmented triad in "Tit'chaneni Elai" by Eviatar Banai (1997).24

Figure 2.  82  . Additional examples of melodic diminished and augmented triads.

Year Artist Title      Details

- Traditional "Skip to My Lou" Meandering O : mi–do–mi–mi–mi–sol–re  –  ti  –  re  –  re  –  re  –  fa

1964 The Beatles "You Can't Do That" Meandering O in verse: "I got something to say that might cause you 
pain" (so–te–mi)

1967 The Beatles "Blue Jay Way" Meandering O : "There a fog upon L.A." (do–me–se–me–do)

1973 George 
Harrison

"Who Can See It?" Ascending + in the verse: "I can see quite clearly now" (mi–le–do)

2009 Jesper Kyd "Approach target 1" 
from Assassin's Creed 2

Meandering + at 1:09: piano plays A  –  F  –  C#

2012 Pink "Just Give Me a Reason" Descending O : "Just give me a reason, just a little bit's enough" (re–
ti–fa)

Figure 2.  83  . Ascending Mm7 in "Blue Christmas" recorded by Elvis Presley (1957).

Figure 2.  84  . Descending Mm7 in "Baby Beluga" by Raffi (1980).

24.    Transliteration and translation by Aviv Kammay, who also kindly pointed out this hardest-to-find of melodic 
triads.
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Figure 2.  85  . Ascending mm7 in "Mmm Mmm Mmm Mmm" by The Crash Test Dummies 

(1993).

Figure 2.  86  . Ascending MM7 in "The Longest Time" by Billy Joel (1983).

Figure 2.  87  . Additional examples of melodic seventh chords.

Year Artist Title      Details

1943 Richard Rogers "Oh, What a Beautiful 
Morning" from Oklahoma!

↑MM7: "Oh, what a beautiful morning" (do–mi–sol–ti)

1954 The Chordettes "Mister Sandman" ↑MM7 in riff: do  –  mi  –  sol  –  ti–la–sol–mi–do–re–fa–la–do–ti

1963 The Beatles "Twist and Shout" ↑Mm7 in retransition: "Ah" (sol–ti–re–fa)

1976 Eric Carmen "Never Gonna Fall in Love 
Again"

↑MM7 in chorus: "Never gonna fall in love again" (do–mi–
sol–ti). Based on Rachmaninoff's Symphony No. 2

1983 Paul McCartney & 
Michael Jackson

"Say Say Say" ↑mm7 in verse: "Say, say, say what you want" (do–me–
sol–te).

1999 Vertical Horizon "Everything You Want" ↑MM7 in bridge: "But you'll just sit tight" (do–mi–sol–ti).

2016 Justin Timberlake "Can't Stop the Feeling!" Meandering mm7: "Just imagine, just imagine, just 
imagine" (me–do–sol–me–te–sol)

Figure 3.  1  . Only I in "Loser" by Beck (1994).
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Figure 3.  2  . I and V in "Jambalaya" by Hank Williams (1952).*

Figure 3.  3  . I and V in "Honky Tonk Women" by The Rolling Stones (1969).

Figure 3.  4  . I and V7 in "Carry That Weight" by The Beatles (1969).
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Figure 3.  5  . I and V7 in "Give Peace a Chance" by The Plastic Ono Band (1969).

Figure 3.  6  . Additional examples using I and V(7) exclusively.

Year Artist Title      Details

- Traditional "The More We Get Together" No definitive recording.

- Traditional "He's Got the Whole World in His Hands" No definitive recording.

1956 Harry Belafonte "Day-O (The Banana Boat Song)" Whole song uses I and V7 in F# major.

1957 Little Richard "Keep A-Knockin' (But You Can't Come In)" Whole song uses I and V in A¨ major.

1958 Kingston Trio "Tom Dooley" Whole song uses I and V7 in E major.

1959 Chuck Berry "Memphis, Tennessee" Whole song uses I and V7 in F# major.

1964 Chuck Berry "You Never Can Tell" Whole song uses I7 and V7 in C major.

1966 The Beatles "Yellow Submarine" Chorus uses I and V in G¨ major.

1978 Eric Clapton "Tulsa Time" Whole song uses I and V in G major.

1978 Abba "Take a Chance on Me" Chorus uses I and V in B major.

1992 Billy Ray Cyrus "Achy Breaky Heart" Whole song uses I and V in A major.

1998 The Mavericks "Dance the Night Away" Whole song uses I and V7 in E major.

2006 Lily Allen "LDN" Whole song uses I and V7 in F major.

2012 Lorde "Love Club" Chorus uses I and V in F major.

2013 Robin Thicke "Blurred Lines" Whole song uses I and V7 in G major.

Figure 3.  7  . I and IV chords in "Born in the U.S.A." by Bruce Springsteen (1984).*
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Figure 3.  8  . Additional examples using I and IV exclusively.

Year Artist Title      Details

1966 The Beatles "Paperback Writer" Whole song uses I and IV in G major.

1966 Buffalo Springfield "For What It's Worth" Verse uses I and IV in E major.

1967 The Velvet Underground "Heroin" Whole song uses I and IV in D¨ major.

1969 Joe Cocker "Feelin' Alright" Whole song uses I7 and IV7 in C major.

1993 Radiohead "Stop Whispering" Whole song uses I and IV in G major.

1996 Sublime "What I Got" Whole song uses I and IV in D major.

1996 Blind Melon "Three is a Magic Number" Whole song uses I and IV in D major.

2001 The Moldy Peaches "Anyone Else But You" Whole song uses I and IV in G major.

2003 Starsailor "Silence is Easy" Whole song uses I and IV in E major.

2005 Bruce Springsteen "All the Way Home" Whole song uses I and IV in C major.

2006 The Chicks "Lullaby" Whole song uses I and IV in C major.

2012 Carrie Underwood "One Way Ticket" Whole song uses I and IV in F major.

2017 Kendrick Lamar "Love" Whole song uses I and IV in F major.

Figure 3.  9  . Ambiguous chords (I and IV, or V and I) in "I Love It" by Icona Pop (2016).

Figure 3.  10  . I, IV, and V in "Rock and Roll all Nite" by Kiss (1975).

Figure 3.  11  . The 12-bar blues progression.

I     | I     | I     | I     | IV     | IV     | I     | I     | V     | IV     | I     | I (or V)
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Figure 3.  12: 12-bar blues in "Money (That's What I Want)" by Barrett Strong (1959).*

Figure 3.  13  . Additional examples using I, IV, and V exclusively.

Year Artist Title      Details

1956 Little Richard "Long Tall Sally" 12-bar blues in F major.

1957 Chuck Berry "Rock and Roll Music" 12-bar blues in E¨ major.

1960 Chubby Checker "The Twist" 12-bar blues in E major.

1963 The Beach Boys "Surfin' USA" E¨ major: V–I–V7–I–IV–I–V–IV–I

1965 The Beach Boys "Barbara Ann" 12-bar blues in F# major.

1968 Dusty Springfield "Son of a Preacher" Verse in E major: I–IV–I–V7
Chorus in E major: I–IV–I–IV–I–V–IV

1969 Creedence 
Clearwater Revival

"Bad Moon Rising" Verse in D major: I–V–IV–I
Refrain in D major: IV–I–V–IV–I

1971 The Who "Baba O'Riley" F major: I–V–IV

1974 Abba "Waterloo" Chorus in D major: I–IV–V–I–V x2 I

1974 Lynyrd Skynyrd "Sweet Home Alabama" Verse and chorus in G major: V–IV–I

1977 Billy Joel "Only the Good Die Young" Chorus in C major: I–IV–V–I

1978 Bob Seeger "Old Time Rock and Roll" Whole song in F# major: I–IV–V–I

1981 Joan Jett "I Love Rock and Roll" Verse in E major: I–V–IV–I–IV–V
Chorus in E major: I–IV–V–I–IV–V–I

1984 Don Henley "Boys of Summer" Chorus in F# major: I–V–IV

1987 Def Leopard "Pour Some Sugar on Me" Chorus in in E major: I–IV–V

1987 The Proclaimers "500 Miles" Verse and chorus in E major: I–IV–V–I
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1989 Tom Petty "Free Falling" Verse and chorus F major: I–IV–I–V

1991 Michael Jackson "Black or White" 12-bar blues in E major.

1994 Tom Petty "Wildflowers" Verse and chorus in F major: IV–I–V–I

1997 Third Eye Blind "Semi-Charmed Life" Verse and chorus in G major: I–V–IV

2001 U2 "Elevation" Verse in E major: V–IV–I

2001 Jimmy Eat World "The Middle" Verse and chorus in D major: I–V–IV–I

Figure 3.  14  . I and ii throughout "Sing to You" by John Splithoff (2018).*

Figure 3.  15  . I and ii throughout "Kung Fu Fighting" by Carl Douglas (1974).*
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Figure 3.  16  . ii as predominant in "Seasons in the Sun" by Terry Jacks (1973).*

Figure 3.  17  . ii as presubdominant in "What's Up" by 4 Non Blondes (1992).*

Figure 3.  18  . ii as pretonic in "Locked Out of Heaven" by Bruno Mars (2012).
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Figure 3.  19  . Additional examples using I, ii, IV, and/or V exclusively.

Year Artist Title      Details

1956 Elvis Presley "Don't Be Cruel" Verse in D major: I–IV–I–ii–V–I

1964 The Temptations "My Girl" Verse in C major: I–IV
Chorus in C major: I–ii–IV–V–I–ii–IV–V–I–ii–V

1995 Blues Traveler "Run Around" Verse and chorus in G major: I–IV–ii–V

1996 Sheryl Crow "If it Makes You Happy" Chorus in G major: ii–IV–I–V–ii–IV–I

1997 The Wallflowers "One Headlight" Chorus in D major: IV–I–ii–V

1998 Shania Twain "You're Still the One" Chorus in E¨ major: I–IV–ii–V–I–IV–V(–IV)

1998 Semisonic "Closing Time" Verse and chorus in G major: I–V–ii–IV

1999 Lit "My Own Worst Enemy" Verse in E major: I–V–IV
Chorus in E major: I–ii–IV–V

1999 Tal Bachman "She's So High" Chorus in A major: ii–IV–I–V(–I)

1999 Sixpence None 
the Richer

"There She Goes" Chorus in B¨ major: I–V–IV x3 ii–I–IV x2 V

1999 Savage Garden "I Knew I Loved You" Chorus in E major: I–ii–IV–V

2019 Sugar Ray "Highest Tree" Only I and ii in B¨ major throughout.

2020 Niko Moon "Good Time" Only I and ii in B¨ major throughout.

2021 Tai Verdes "A-O-K" Only I and ii in B major throughout.

Figure 3.  20  . I and vi in "Truth Hurts" by Lizzo (2019).*
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Figure 3.  21  . vi as predominant in "Shut Up and Dance" by Walk the Moon (2014).*

Figure 3.  22  . vi as presubdominant in "Roar" by Katy Perry (2013).*

Figure 3.  23  . Additional examples using I, IV, V, and/or vi exclusively.

Year Artist Title      Details

1958 The Everly Brothers "All I Have to Do is Dream" Verse in E major: I–vi–IV–V

1961 Ben E. King "Stand by Me" Verse in A major: I–vi–IV–V

1970 The Beatles "Let it Be" Verse in C major: I–V–vi–IV–I–V–IV–I

1974 Dolly Parton "I Will Always Love You" Chorus in A major: I–vi–IV–V
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1977 Fleetwood Mac "Go Your Own Way" Chorus in F major: vi–IV–V

1982 Toto "Africa" Chorus in A major: vi–IV–I–V

1983 Cyndi Lauper "Time After Time" Chorus in C major: V–vi–IV–V–I

1991 Marc Cohn "Walking in Memphis" Chorus in C major: IV–V–I–vi

Figure 3.  24  . vi as presupertonic in "Sugar" by Maroon 5 (2015).*

Figure 3.  25  . ii as presubmediant in "Mirrors" by Justin Timberlake (2013).
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Figure 3.  26  . Additional examples using I, ii, IV, V, and/or vi exclusively.

Year Artist Title      Details

1966 The Beatles "Yellow Submarine" Verse in G¨ major: I–V–IV–I–vi–ii–IV–V

1984 Stevie Wonder "I Just Called to Say I Love 
You"

Chorus in D¨ major: ii7–V–I–ii7–V–vi–ii7–V–vi–ii7–V7–I

1987 Roxette "It Must Have Been Love" Verse in C major: I–IV–V–I–IV–ii–V–vi–I–IV–V
Chorus in C major: I–IV–ii–(vi on repeat)–V

1995 Garbage "Only Happy when it Rains" Verse in B major: vi–V–IV–ii–IV–V–I

Figure 3.  27  . iii as tonic prolongation in "My Immortal" by Evanescence (2003).

Figure 3.  28  . iii as presubdominant and concluding chord in "High Hopes" by Panic! At the Disco 

(2018).*
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Figure 3.  29  . iii as presubdominant in "Don't Stop Believing" by Journey (1981).*

Figure 3.  30  . iii displays dual roles in "Need You Now" by Lady Antebellum (2009).
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Figure 3.  31  . iii displays dual roles in "Hey There Delilah" by Plain White T's (2006).*

Figure 3.  32  . Additional examples using I, ii, iii, IV, V, and/or vi exclusively.

Year Artist Title      Details

1964 The Beatles "Can't Buy Me Love" 12-bar blues in C major in verse.
Chorus in C major: iii–vi–iii–vi–ii7–V

1968 The Beatles "Across the Universe" Verse in D¨ or E¨: I–vi–iii–ii7–V

Chorus in D¨ or E¨: I–V7–IV–I–V7–IV–I

1968 The Beatles "Julia" Verse in D major: I–vi7–iii–I–vi7–iii–V–I

1979 Queen "Don't Stop Me Now" Verse in F major: I–iii–vi–ii–V–I

1991 Skid Row "Wasted Time" Chorus in E¨ major: I–V–vi–IV–I–V–iii–IV

1997 Sarah McLachlan "Angel" Verse in D¨ major: I–iii–IV–I–vi–V–I

2005 Katie Melua "Nine Million Bicycles" Verse in C major: I–iii–ii–IV–ii–V–I

2007 Kylie Minogue "In My Arms" Chorus in C major: I–iii–vi–V

2008 Pink "So What" Chorus in A major: I–iii–vi–IV

2010 Lana Del Rey "Put Me in a Movie" Only I and iii in E major throughout, though ambiguous.

2014 Gorgeous Bully "Misery Loves Company" Only I and iii in G¨ major throughout.

2017 The Irons "Dale's Kayak" Only Imaj7 and iii in G¨ major throughout.
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Figure 3.  33  . viiO in major in "All My Life" by K-Ci and JoJo (1998).

Figure 3.  34  . I and ¨VII in "Born to be Wild" by Steppenwolf (1969).

Figure 3.  35  . ¨VII as presubdominant in "Ironic" by Alanis Morissette (1996).
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Figure 3.  36  . ¨VII as presubdominant in "I Can See Clearly Now" by Johnny Nash (1972).

Figure 3.  37  . ¨VII as predominant and pretonic in "In My Room" by The Beach Boys (1963).
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Figure 3.  38  . Additional examples using I, ii, iii, IV, V, vi, and/or ¨VII exclusively.

Year Artist Title      Details

1964 Them "Gloria" ¨VII–IV–I in E major throughout

1965 The Beatles "Help!" Verse in A major: I–iii–vi–IV–¨VII–I

Chorus in A major: ii–¨VII–V–I

1965 Sonny & Cher "I Got You Babe" Verse in F major: I–IV–I–IV–¨VII–V7

1967 The Bee Gees "To Love Somebody" Verse in A major: I–ii–IV–I–¨VII–I–V–IV7

1971 The Rolling Stones "Wild Horses" Verse in G major: iii–I–iii–I–ii–IV–V–I–V(–IV)
Chorus in G major: ii–IV–V–I–¨VII–IV(–iii)

1988 Poison "Nothin' But a Good Time" Verse and chorus in A¨ major: I–¨VII–IV–I

1994 TLC "Waterfalls" Verse and chorus in E¨ major: I–V–¨VII–IV

2001 Enya "Orinoco Flow (Sail Away)" Verse and chorus in G major: I–¨VII–IV–I

2009 Sara Bareilles "Gravity" Chorus in C major: ii–V–I–vi x2 IV–¨VII

Figure 3.  39  . Only i7 throughout "Like Sugar" by Chaka Kahn (2019).

Figure 3.  40  . Additional examples using i exclusively.

Year Artist Title      Details

1970 Creedence 
Clearwater Revival

"Run Through the Jungle" Only i in D minor throughout.

1995 EmmyLou Harris "Deeper Well" Only i in E¨ minor throughout.

2020 Paul McCartney "Long Tailed Winter Bird" Only i in E minor throughout.
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Figure 3.  41  . i and V throughout "Therefore I Am" by Billie Eilish (2020).*

Figure 3.  42  . i and V7 throughout "Natural" by Imagine Dragons (2018).*

Figure 3.  43  . i and v7 in "Roots and Culture" by Mikey Dread (1982).*
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Figure 3.  44  . i, v7, and V7 in "Fallin'" by Alicia Keys (2001).*

Figure 3.  45  . i7 and iv7 in "Moves Like Jagger" by Maroon 5 (2010).*

Figure 3.  46  . i, iv, and V in "Speak Softly Love" recorded by Andy Williams (1972).
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Figure 3.  47  . i, iv, and v in "You're in the Army Now" by Bolland & Bolland (1982).*

Figure 3.  48  . Additional examples using i, iv, v, and/or V exclusively.

Year Artist Title      Details

1970 Santana "Black Magic Woman" Verse in D minor: i–v7–i–iv7–i–V7–i

1971 Bill Withers "Ain't No Sunshine" Whole song in A minor: i–v–i x4 v–iv–i–v–i

1976 Bob Marley "Crazy Baldhead" Only i and iv in F# minor throughout.

1976 Bob Marley "Roots, Rock, Reggae" Verse and chorus in B minor: i–iv–v7

1999 Marc Anthony "I Need to Know: Only i and V in B¨ minor throughout.

2000 Tom Jones "Sexbomb" Verse and chorus in G# minor: i–iv–i–V–i–iv–i–V–i

2003 Los Lonely Boys "Real Emotion" Verse and chorus in B minor: i–iv–V7

2005 Gorillaz "Feel Good Inc" Verse in E¨ minor: i–v–iv–i

Chorus in E¨ minor: i–v–iv–v

2011 Miranda Lambert "Mama's Broken Heart" Only i and V in E minor throughout.

2014 Ed Sheeran "Sing" Only i7 and iv7 in G# minor throughout.

2014 Ed Sheeran "Make it Rain" Verse and chorus in G# minor: iv–i–V7–i

Figure 3.  49  . i and VI in "Met Him Last Night" by Demi Lovato and Ariana Grande (2021).*
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Figure 3.  50  . i, VI, and VII throughout "Edge of Seventeen" by Stevie Nicks (1981).*

Figure 3.  51  . i and III in "Youth of the Nation" by P.O.D. (2001).

Figure 3.  52  . i, III, and VII in "Refugee" by Tom Petty (1979).*

Figure 3.  53  . i, III, VI, and VII in "You Give Love a Bad Name" by Bon Jovi (1986).
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Figure 3.  54  . Additional examples using i, III, VI, and/or VII exclusively.

Year Artist Title      Details

1970 Crosby, Stills, 
Nash & Young

"Ohio" Verse in D minor: i–III–VII

2001 System of a Down "Toxicity" Verse in C minor: i–III

2003 Linkin Park "Numb" Verse and chorus in F# minor: i–VI–III–VII
Prechorus in F# minor: VI–VII–i–III

2003 Three Days Grace "I Hate Everything About 
You"

Verse in F# minor: i–VI
Chorus in F# minor: i–VI–III–VII

2006 Daughtry "It's Not Over" Chorus in B¨ minor: VI–VII–i–VII–VI–VII–i–III–VI–
VII–i–VII–VI–V–i

2006 Incubus "Quicksand" Only i and VI in C minor throughout. Unusual meters.

2010 Brantley Gilbert "Bottoms Up" Whole song in E minor: i–VI–VII

2011 Enrique Iglesias "Dirty Dancer" Only i and VI in E¨ minor throughout.

2012 Krewella "One More Minute" Chorus in F minor: VI–VII–i

2013 Gentleman "Where is the Love" Only i and VI in G minor throughout.

2018 Girl in Red "I Wanna Be Your Girlfriend" Only i and VI in B minor throughout.

Figure 3.  55  . i, iv, and VII in the chorus of "All That She Wants" by Ace of Base (1992).

Figure 3.  56  . i, iv, VI, and VII in "Lights" by Ellie Goulding (2010).
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Figure 3.  57  . i, III, iv, v, VI, and VII in "Kings and Queens" by Ava Max (2011).

Figure 3.  58  . Additional examples using i, III, iv, v, V, VI, and/or VII exclusively.

Year Artist Title      Details

1999 Christina Aguilera "Genie in a Bottle" Chorus in F minor: i–VII–VI–V

2001 System of a Down "Toxicity" Chorus in C minor: i–VI–V

2003 Eminem "Superman" Whole song in E minor: iv–VI–v(V)–i

2006 Carrie Underwood "Before He Cheats" Chorus in F# minor: VI–i x3 V–VI x2 VI–V–IV–VI–V–i

2010 Ela Rose "I Can Feel" Whole song in G minor: i–VI–III–v

2010 Bruno Mars "Grenade" Verse in D minor: i–v–i–v–V7
Prechorus in D minor: i–v–i–VI–V
Chorus in D minor: i–VI–III–VII x4 VI–VII–III–V–VII–VI–V–i

2012 Imagine Dragons "Nothing Left to Say" Chorus in A minor: i–VI–III–v

2019 Ariana Grande 
(Richard Rodgers)

"7 Rings" Whole song in C# minor: i–VI–iv–V

Figure 3.  59  . iiO7 in the verse of "This Love" by Maroon 5 (2004).
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Figure 3.  60  . VII–viiO–i in the chorus of "It's My Life" by Bon Jovi (2000).

Figure 3.  61  . viiO as a root-less V7 in the chorus of "Believer" by Imagine Dragons (2017).*
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Figure 3.  62  . Additional examples using viiO and/or iiO in minor keys.

Year Artist Title      Details

1976 Queen "You Take My Breath Away" Verse in C minor: i7–iiØ7–i7–iv–i7–viiO7–i7–
viiO7–i7–V/III–III

1981 Abba "The Day Before You Came" End of chorus in C minor: iv–iiØ7–V–i

1996 Jamiroquai "Virtual Insanity" Chorus in E¨ minor: VI–viiO7–i

1999 Destiny's Child "Say My Name" Chorus in C minor: i–VI–iv–VII–viiO

2007 Paramore "Crushcruschcrush" Just before verse in C# minor: VII–viiO–i

2013 Sharon Needles "Why Do You Think You Are Nuts?" Chorus in F# minor: i–VI–iiO–III–iv–V

Figure 3.  63  . Passing tones and a double passing tone in "You May Be Right" by Billy Joel 

(1980).

Figure 3.  64  . Double passing tones in "Wild Thing" by The Troggs (1966).

Figure 3.  65  . Neighbor notes in "Think of Me" from Phantom of the Opera by Andrew Lloyd 

Webber (1986).
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Figure 3.  66  . Double neighbor notes in "Happy Xmas (War is Over)" by Plastic Ono Band (1971).

Figure 3.  67  . Incomplete neighbor notes in "Hey Jude" by The Beatles (1968).

Figure 3.  68  . Appoggiatura in "In My Life" by The Beatles (1965).

Figure 3.  69  . An escape tone in "Every Rose Has Its Thorn" by Poison (1988).

Figure 3.  70  . Melodic pedal in "Mmm Mmm Mmm Mmm" by The Crash Test Dummies (1993).
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Figure 3.  71  . Bass pedal in "Come Sail Away" by Styx (1977).

Figure 3.  72  . An escape tone and a suspension in "Still D.R.E." by Dr. Dre (1999).

Figure 3.  73  . Retardation in "Something in the Water" by Carrie Underwood (2014).

Figure 3.  74  . Anticipation in "The Impression That I Get" by The Mighty Mighty Boss Tones 

(1997).

Figure 3.  75  . Anticipations in "Estoy Aquí" by Shakira (1995).
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Figure 3.  76  . Additional examples of non-chord tones.

Year Artist Title      Details

ca. 
1773

John Stafford 
Smith

"The Star Spangled Banner" ET: "And the home of the brave."

1850 James Pierpont "Jingle Bells" SUS: "Oh what fun it is to ride"

1964 The Beatles "A Hard Day's Night" Melodic PED: "It's been a hard day's night."

1966 The Beatles "Yellow Submarine" ET: "We all live in a yellow submarine"

1979 Abba "Voulez-Vous" INNs: "And here we go again, we know the start, we know 
the end"

1980 Kool and the 
Gang

"Celebration" Bass PED in verse.

1992 Alan Menken "A Whole New World" DNN: "I can show you the world"

2009 OneRepublic "Secrets" DPT: "All my secrets away"

2012 Maroon 5 "Payphone" AP: "I'm at a payphone"

Figure 3.  77  . Many NCTs in "Hey Jude" by The Beatles (1968).

Figure 3.  78  . Blue 3 in "Love Me Do" by The Beatles (1963).
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Figure 3.  79  . Blue 5 in "Wonderwall" by Oasis (1995).

Figure 3.  80  . Blue 5 in "No One Knows" by Queens of the Stone Age (2002).

Figure 3.  81  . Blue 7 in "Rock and Roll Music" by Chuck Berry (1958).
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Figure 3.  82  . Additional examples of blue notes.

Year Artist Title      Details

1957 Buddy Holly "That'll be the Day" Blue 7 throughout.

1959 Barrett Strong "Money (That's What I Want)" Blue 3 and 7 throughout.

1960 Eta James "At Last" "At last, my love has come along" is a blue 3.

1965 The Beatles "Another Girl" Blue 3 and 7 in verse.

1969 Creedence 
Clearwater Revival

"Fortunate Son" Blue 3 and 7 throughout.

1978 Queen "Fat Bottomed Girls" "Fat bottomed girls, you make the rockin' world go 

round" is a blue 3.

1980 Dolly Parton "9 to 5" "Working nine to five" is a blue 3.

1980 The Romantics "What I Like About You" Blue 3 heard throughout.

1993 Ace of Base "I Saw the Sign" "It opened up my eyes, I saw the sign" is a blue 3.

1994 TLC "Waterfalls" Blue 3 and 7 in verse.

1997 Third Eye Blind "Semi-Charmed Life" "I'm not listening when you say good bye" is a blue 3.

2004 Maroon 5 "This Love" "This love has taken its toll on me" is a blue 3. 

2015 Maroon 5 "Sugar" "Won't you come and put it down" is a blue 7.

Figure 3.  83  . "Wrecking Ball" by Miley Cyrus (2013).
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Figure 3.  84  . Additional examples of melodic/harmonic divorce.

Year Artist Title      Details

1968 The Rolling 
Stones

"Jumpin' Jack Flash" In B¨ minor, the melody uses only do and me as chords 

alternate I–¨VII (Temperley 2007, 331)

1973 Bachman-Turner 
Overdrive

"Taking Care of Business" Melody outlines tonic C minor triad while harmonies 
change (Temperley 2007, 334).

1976 Steve Miller 
Band

"Rock'n Me" Melody in chorus comprised of B major pentatonic pitch 
collection, while the harmonies change (Temperley 2007, 
331).

1988 Jane's Addiction "Jane Says" Melody throughout outlines tonic D major triad; chords 
loops IV–V (Nobile 2015, 195).

2004 James Blunt "You're Beautiful" Melody in chorus is almost exclusively comprised of the 
E¨ major triad, while the harmonies change.

2012 Carly Rae Jepson "Call Me Maybe" Melody in chorus outlines tonic G major triad while 
harmonies alternate IV–V (Nobile 2015, 196).

Figure 3.  85  . IV–V–I cadence in "Old Time Rock and Roll" by Bob Seeger (1979).
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Figure 3.  86  . ii–V–I cadence in "Take a Bow" by Madonna (1994).

Figure 3.  87  . vi–V–I cadence in "I Want it That Way" recorded by The Backstreet Boys (1999).
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Figure 3.  88  . I–V–I cadence in "Angel" by Sarah McLachlan (1997).

Figure 3.  89  . ¨VII–V–I cadence in "Cruisin'" by Smokey Robinson (1979).

Figure 3.  90  . iii–V–I cadence in "I Will Wait" by Mumford and Sons (2012).
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Figure 3.  91  . Additional examples of V–I cadences.

Year Artist Title      Details

1964 The Beatles "Baby''s in Black" I–V–I in A major

1969 The Jackson 5 "I Want You Back" ii–V–I in A¨ major

1983 Cyndi Lauper "Time After Time" IV–V–I in C major

1997 Green Day "Good Riddance (Time of Your Life)" vi–V–I in G major

2002 Taking Back Sunday "Cute Without the 'E' (Cut From the Team)" vi–V–I in E major

2005 Daniel Powter "Bad Day" ii–V–I in E¨ major

2009 Barenaked Ladies "The History of Everything" IV–V–I in G major

2009 Train "Hey Soul Sister" IV–V–I in E major

2009 Michael Bublé "Haven't Met You Yet" IV–V–I in D¨ major

2011 Eli Young Band "Even if it Breaks Your Heart" I–V–I in C major

2014 Meghan Trainor "All About That Bass" ii-V-I in A major

2017 Dirty Heads "Vacation" iii-V-I in D¨ major

2021 The Weeknd "Save Your Tears" iii-V-I in C major

Figure 3.  92  . V–IV–I cadence in "The Middle" by Jimmy Eat World (2001).
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Figure 3.  93  . ¨VII–IV–I cadence in "Gimme All Your Loving" by ZZ Top (1983).

Figure 3.  94  . Additional examples of IV–I cadences.

Year Artist Title      Details

1964 Them "Gloria" ¨VII–IV–I in E major throughout

1974 Lynyrd Skynyrd "Sweet Home Alabama" V–IV–I in G major

1975 Abba "S.O.S." ii–IV–I in F major

1988 Poison "Nothin' But a Good Time" ¨VII–IV–I  in A¨ major

1991 Michael Jackson "Black or White" V–IV–I in E major (Nobile 2016, 174)

2006 John Mayer "Waiting on the World to Change" vi–IV–I in D major

2009 Beyoncé "Halo" vi–IV–I in A major

2015 The Revivalists "Keep Going" ii–IV–I in F major

Figure 3.  95  . IV/5–I cadence in "How Sweet it Is (To Be Loved by You)" by James Taylor (1975).
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Figure 3.  96  . Additional examples of IV/5.

Year Artist Title      Details

1970 The Beatles "The Long and Winding Road" "The long and winding road that leads to your door." 
(Temerpely 2018, 63)

1973 Dobie Grey "Drift Away" Instrumental intro in B major: I–IV/5–I

1974 Barry White "Can't Get Enough of Your 
Love, Babe"

"I feel a change... What you got me doing?"

1977 Billy Joel "Just the Way You Are" "I'll take you just the way you are" (Temerpely 2018, 62)

1977 Abba "The Name of the Game" "So I want to know, what's the name of the game?"

1981 Lionel Richie & 
Diana Ross

"Endless Love" "You will always be my endless love" (Temerpely 2018, 
62)

1992 Eric Clapton "Tears in Heaven" "Cuz I know I don't belong here in Heaven"

2016 Jenny Hval "Conceptual Romance" Chorus cadence in F# major: IV–IV/5–I

Figure 3.  97  . ¨VI–¨VII–I cadence in "Home Sweet Home" by Mötley Crüe (1985).

Figure 3.  98  . VI–VII–i cadence in "Like the Way I Do" by Melissa Etheridge (1988).
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Figure 3.  99  . V–ii–I cadence in "On Top of the World" by Imagine Dragons (2012).

Figure 3.  100  . iii–I cadence in "You Can't Do That" by The Beatles (1964).

Figure 3.  101  . I7–I cadence in "Help!" by The Beatles (1965).
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Figure 3.  102  . Additional examples of beta chords other than V or IV.

Year Artist Title      Details

1964 The Beatles "Every Little Thing" I–¨VII–I in A major

1975 Pink Floyd "Wish You Were Here" IV–ii–I in G major (Nobile 2016, 160)

1976 Abba "Dancing Queen" IV–ii–I in A major

2004 Bowling for Soup "1985" vi–¨VII–I in B major

2015 Maroon 5 "Sugar" vi–ii–I in G¨ major

Figure 3.  103  . I–V6–vi in "Free Bird" by Lynyrd Skynyrd (1973).

Figure 3.  104  . vi–V6–I in "Tear in my Heart" by Twenty-One Pilots (2015).
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Figure 3.  105  . I–V6–IV in "Love Somebody" by Maroon 5 (2013).

Figure 3.  106  . I–V6–IV in "Wonderful Tonight" by Eric Clapton (1977).
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Figure 3.  107  . Additional examples of V6 in major.

Year Artist Title      Details

1997 Matchbox 20 "Push" Verse in F# major: I–V6–vi–IV

1998 K-Ci and JoJo "All My Life" Chorus in D¨ major: ii–I–V6–I–V6–vi

1999 Creed "Higher" Chorus in D major: I–V6–IV–I

2001 Tim McGraw "Telluride" Verse in E¨ major: I–V–IV–V6–I–V–ii–V–vi–IV–vi–IV–V

Chorus in E¨ major: I–V6–vi–IV

2001 Blink 182 "First Date" Chorus in C major: I–V6–vi–IV–V

2004 James Blunt "You're Beautiful" Verse in E¨ major: I–V6–vi–IV

2004 Kelly Clarkson "Breakaway" Verse in C major: vi–V65–I–IV–vi–V65–IV

2006 Taylor Swift "Mary's Song" Chorus in D major: I–V6–IV–I–V6–IV–I

2011 Maroon 5 "Never Gonna Leave 
This Bed"

Verse in B major: vi–IV–I–V6

2012 Taylor Swift "Open Eyes" Verse and chorus in G major: I–V6–vi–IV

2012 Kelly Clarkson "Catching My Breath" Chorus in A major: IV–V–vi–V6

2018 Lady Gaga and 
Bradley Cooper

"Shallow" Verse in G major: vi-V6-I

Figure 3.  108  . V6 as tonic prolongation in "S.O.S." by Abba (1975).
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Figure 3.  109  . V6 as cadential pretonic in Santana's "Smooth" (1999).*

Figure 3.  110  . I–V6–vi or III–VII6–i in "Love the Way you Lie" by Eminem and Rihanna (2010).
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Figure 3.  111  . "Out From Under" by Joanna Pacitti (2007).

Figure 3.  112  . Additional examples of V6 and/or VII6 in minor.

Year Artist Title      Details

1977 Kansas "Dust in the Wind" Verse in A minor: III–VII6–i–VII–iv7–i
Chorus in A minor (actually dorian): IV–VII–i–IV–VII–i

1977 Iggy Pop "The Passenger" If in A minor: i–VI–III–VII6–i–VI–III–V
If in C major: vi–IV–I–V6–vi–IV–I–V/vi

2004 Maroon 5 "This Love" Verse in C minor: V6–i–iv7–iiO7

2006 Christina Aguilera "Hurt" Verse in E minor: i–V6–i–VI–iv–V–i

2007 OneRepublic "Apologize" Verse and chorus in C minor: i–VI–III–VII6
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Figure 3.  113  . I–I6–IV in "Thinking Out Loud" by Ed Sheeran (2014).

Figure 3.  114  . "Landslide" by Fleetwood Mac (1975).

Figure 3.  115  . "Save the Best for Last" by Vanessa Williams (1992).
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Figure 3.  116  . Additional examples of I6 in major.

Year Artist Title      Details

1980 AC/DC "You Shook Me All Night Long" Chorus in G major: I–IV–I6–V–IV–I6–I

1980 Steely Dan "Hey Nineteen" Verse in D major: I–I6–IV–V(¨9)

1982 Toronto "What About Love?" Chorus in F major: I6–IV–V x3 IV–vi

1999 Savage Garden "I Knew I Loved You" Verse in A major: I-ii7-I6-IV
Prechorus in A major: ii7-I6-IV-V

2005 Kenny Chesney "The Road and the Radio" Verse and Chorus in D¨ major: I–I6–IV–V

2007 Carrie 
Underwood

"All-American Girl" Verse in A major: I–IV–I6–IV x4
Prechorus in A major: V–I6–IV x3 ii–V
Chorus in A major: IV–I–V–vi–IV–I–IV–I6–ii–V

2011 Avicci "Fade into Darkness" Chorus in F# major: ii7–I6–IV–V–I

2011 David Guetta "Without You" Chorus in D major: I6–IV–I6–IV–I6–IV–ii–vi–V–I

2011 Coldplay "Every Tear Drop is a Waterfall" Verse in A major: IV–I6 x3 vi–IV–I

2014 Sia "Chandelier" Chorus in G¨ major: IV–V–I6–IV

Figure 3.  117  . "Starry Eyed" by Ellie Goulding (2010).
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Figure 3.  118  . "Only Girl (In the World)" by Rihanna (2010).
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Figure 3.  119  . "Don't Want to Miss a Thing" by Aerosmith (1998).
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Figure 3.  120  . "Thnks fr th Mmrs" by Fall Out Boy (2007).

Figure 3.  121  . Additional examples combining I6 and V6.

Year Artist Title      Details

1978 The Rolling Stones "Beast of Burden" Verse 1 in E major: I–V6–vi–IV–V x4
Verse 2 in E major: I–iii7–IV–V x4
Bridge in E major: IV–I6 x2 V

1985 Huey Lewis and 
The News

"The Power of Love" Chorus in C major/minor: I–I6–IV–V–V6 x2 I–I6–IV–V–
¨VII–IV–V–i

2007 Carrie Underwood "Ever Ever After" Verse in G major: vi–I6–V–I–ii–I6–IV–V
Prechorus in G major: I6–IV–V–vi–V6–I–ii–I6–IV–V
Chorus in G major: I–IV–V–vi–V

2007 Avril Lavigne "When You're Gone" Verse in G major: I–V6–vi–IV–V
Prechorus in G major: ii–I6–IV–V
Chorus in G major: IV–vi–V–IV–vi–V–ii–IV–I–V6–IV–V

2012 Taylor Swift "Begin Again" Verse in G major: I–IV–I6–IV x2
Chorus in G major: IV–V–vi–I–IV–V–I–V6–vi–IV–V–I
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Figure 3.  122  . ii65, or IVadd6, or re harmonized by IV in "My Way" recorded by Frank Sinatra 

(1969).

Figure 3.  123  . IV6 in "Thank You" by Led Zeppelin (1969).

Figure 3.  124  . VI6 in "Voulez-Vous" by Abba (1979).

Figure 3.  125  . Additional examples of other first-inversion chords.

Year Artist Title      Details

1993 Sting "Shape of My Heart" Chorus in F# minor: i–VII–iv–V7–VI6–III6–iv–V7–VI–III–V7–
VI–iv–i

2002 Rob Dugan "There's Only Me" Verse in G minor: i–v6–iv6–III6–iv–i6–V7/V–V7

2003 Blink 182 "Always" Chorus in B major: I–iii64 or V–vi–IV

2006 Rihanna "Unfaithful" Verse in C minor: i–VI6–i–VI6–VI–V

2013 John Legend "All of Me" Chorus in Ab major: I–vi–ii65 or IV–V
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Figure 3.  126  . "Karma Chameleon" by Culture Club (1983).

Figure 3.  127  . "Collide" by Howie Day (2003).
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Figure 3.  128  . I–P64(iii64)–vi in "Runaway Train" by Soul Asylum (1992).
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Figure 3.  129  . Two different P64s (iii64 and I64)  in "Have You Ever Seen the Rain" by 

Creedence Clearwater Revival (1970).

Figure 3.  130  . Three different P64s (iii64, I64, and vi64) in "Welcome to the Black Parade" by 

My Chemical Romance (2006).
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Figure 3.  131  . Many second-inversion chords in "A Whiter Shade of Pale" by Procol Harum 

(1967).

Figure 3.  132  . Additional examples of P64s.

Year Artist Title      Details

1969 The Beatles "Something" Bridge in A major: I–P64(iii64)–vi–P64(I64)–IV–bVII–I

1974 John Denver "Annie's Song" Verse in D major: IV–V–vi–IV–I–P64(iii64)–vi7–P64(I64)–IV–
P64(vi64)–ii–IV–V7–I

1977 Styx "Come Sail Away" Opening in C major: I–P64(iii64)–vi–IV–V

1988 Metallica "One" Verse in B minor: i–VImaj7–i–VImaj7–i–P64(III64)–VImaj7–iv–v

1990 Extreme "More Than Words" Verse in F# major: I–I6–IV–ii7–IV–V x2 vi–I6–ii7–V–I–V6–vi–
I6–ii7–V7–V7/IV–IV–iv–I–vi7–ii7–V7–I

1998 Dido "Thank You" First verse in G# minor: i–VI–VII–III–P64(v64)

2005 Jack Johnson "Better Together" Verse in F major: I–P64(iii64)–vi–V–IV–iii–ii–V
Bass completes the descending scale. P64 used to avoid viio

2008 Britney Spears "Circus" Prechorus in F# minor: i–v6–IVmaj7–III–P64(v64)–i

2009 Lonely Island "Boombox" Chorus in F minor: i–iv–VII–III–P64(v64)

2021 Kelsea Ballerini "I Quit Drinking" Chorus in D¨ major: I–P64(iii64)–vi7–P64(I64)–IV–P64(vi64)–V
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Figure 3.  133  . A64 (I64) in the verse of "Girls Just Want to Have Fun" recorded by Cyndi Lauper 

(1983).

Figure 3.  134  . A64 (IV64) in the chorus of "Soul Man" by Sam & Dave (1967).

Figure 3.  135  . N64 (I–IV64–I) in "Stop! In the Name of Love" by The Supremes (1965).
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Figure 3.  136  . N64s (I–IV64–I) in "Everyday People" by Sly and the Family Stone (1968).
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Figure 3.  137  . Complete and incomplete N64s (IV64–I–IV64–I) in "Bad Self Portraits" by Lake 

Street Dive (2014).

Figure 3.  138  . Incomplete N64 (IV64) in "And Your Bird Can Sing" by The Beatles (1966).
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Figure 3.  139  . Incomplete N64 (I–IV64–¨VII) in "Highway to Hell" by AC/DC (1979).

Figure 3.  140  . Two different N64s (I–IV64–I and ¨VII64–IV) in the Theme from DuckTales by 

Mark Mueller (1987).

Figure 3.  141  . Additional examples of N64s.

Year Artist Title      Details

1968 The Beatles "It's All Too Much" Whole song uses I and N64(IV64) in G major.

1971 Elton John "Levon" Verse in F major: I–N64(IV64)–I–IV–I–V6–vi

1976 George Harrison "Beautiful Girl" Verse in A major: I–N64(iv64)

1989 Milli Vanilli "Blame it on the Rain" Verse in B¨ major: I–N64(IV64)–I

2012 Fun "Carry On" Verses in F major: I–N64(IV64)–I
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Figure 3.  142  . C64 in the chorus of "Baby Blue" by We Were Evergreen (2012).

Figure 3.  143  . C64 in the verse of "All I Know" by Art Garfunkel (1973).
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Figure 3.  144. C64 in minor in "Gimme! Gimme! Gimme!" by Abba (1979).

Figure 3.  145  . Many inverted chords in "Can't Help Falling in Love" by Elvis Presley (1961).

Figure 3.  146  . A P64 (I64) and C64 (I64) in the verse of "Sylvia" by The Antlers (2009).
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Figure 3.  147  . Additional examples of C64s.

Year Artist Title      Details

1964 The Beatles "Any Time at All" Verse in D major: I–P64(iii64)–vi–iv6–C64–V6–I

1967 The Beatles "Magical Mystery Tour" Final chorus in D major: I–V42/IV–IV6–iv6–C64–V
(Collaros 2000, 57).

1968 The Beatles "Ob-la-di Ob-la-da" Retransition from bridge to verse in B¨ major: IV–C64–V–I
(Everett 2009, 209).

1975 The Carpenters "Only Yesterday" Verse in E¨: I–ii/1–I–vi–V6/V–V–I6–IV–ii–C64

1984 Chicago "You're My Inspiration" Chorus in E¨ major: I–I6–IV–C64–V

1991 Bonnie Raitt "I Can't Make You Love 
Me"

Verse in B¨ major: I–vi7–IV–I6–vi7–ii7 x2 C64–V–I6–IV–
I–IV

1994 The Pretenders "I'll Stand by You" Verse in D major: I–vi–iii–IV–C64–V–V6

1995 R. Kelly "I Believe I Can Fly" Leading to chorus in C major: C64–V7–I

1997 Celine Dion "My Heart Will Go On" Verse in E major: IV–C64–V–I or vi

1999 Sarah McLachlan "When She Loved Me" Verse in F major: IV–C64–V–I

2012 Bruno Mars "When I Was Your Man" End of prechorus in C major: ¨VII–C64–V

2012 Fun "We Are Young" Chorus in F major: I–vi–IV–C64–V (Snodgrass 2016, 137)

Figure 3.  148  . C64–Vsus4-3 in "Rainbow Road" from Mario Kart 64 by Kenta Nagata (1996).
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Figure 3.  149  . Unresolved Vsus4 in "Fireflies" by Owl City (2009).

Figure 3.  150  . Vsus4-3 in the chorus of "Crazy" by Gnarls Barkley (2006).
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Figure 3.  151  . Vsus4-3 in "The Final Countdown" by Europe (1986).

Figure 3.  152  . Additional examples of Vsus4 chords.

Year Artist Title      Details

1966 The Mamas and 
The Papas

"California 
Dreaming"

Verse in C# minor: i–VII–VI–VII–Vsus4-3, VI–III–V–i–VI–
Vsus4-3, i–VII–VI–VII–Vsus4-3 x2

1980 Abba "Super Trouper" Verse in C major: I–iii–ii–C64–V x2 IV–I6 x2 IV–I–Vsus4-3

2003 Kelly Clarkson "My Grown Up 
Christmas List"

Introduction in E¨ major: I–V–vi–iii–IV–I6–ii–Vsus4-3
(Miyakawa, Carlton, and Anderson 2021, 3.3)

2007 Christina Perry "A Thousand Years" Chorus cadence: IV–C64–Vsus4

2021 Pink "All I Know So Far" Prechorus to chorus in E major: Vsus4-3–I
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Figure 3.  153  . Unusual I64 opens each verse of "Someone Saved My Life Tonight" by Elton John 

(1975).

Figure 3.  154  . Unusual I64 in the chorus of "Against all Odds" by Phil Collins (1984).
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Figure 3.  155  . Melodic sequence in "Good Vibrations" by The Beach Boys (1966).

Figure 3.  156  . "Good Vibrations" re-composed to yield a harmonic sequence, as well.
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Figure 3.  157  . Circle of fifths harmonic sequence in "I Will Survive" recorded by Gloria Gaynor 

(1978).*

Figure 3.  158  . Melodic and harmonic sequences in "Barbie Girl" by Aqua (1998).
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Figure 3.  159  . Descending third melodic sequence in "Kiss Me Goodbye" recorded by Petula 

Clark (1968).

Figure 3.  160  . Harmonic sequence by descending third in "Basket Case" by Green Day (1994).
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Figure 3.  161  . Additional examples of sequences.

Year Artist Title      Details

1964 Roy Orbison "Pretty Woman" Bridge opens with a three-part a melodic sequence descending by 
step. Harmonies are mostly sequential, ascending by fourth. 
(Everett 2009, 182; Temperley 2018, 96-97)

1964 The Dixie Cups "Chapel of Love" Chorus opens with a two-part melodic (but not harmonic) 
sequence by ascending second. (Everett 2009, 183)

1964 The Beach Boys "Don't Worry Baby" Transition from verse to chorus sequences both melodically and 
harmonically by ascending step to modulate up a step in the 
chorus. (Everett 2009, 183)

1965 The Rolling 
Stones

"(I Can't Get No) 
Satisfaction"

"And I try, and I try..." is a melodic sequence by ascending step. 
Harmony is not sequential. (Everett 2009, 183)

1966 Frank Sinatra "Strangers in the 
Night"

Verse opens with a three-part melodic sequence descending by 
step over a single tonic chord. (Everett 2009, 182)

1967 The Turtles "Happy Together" Melodic sequence by descending step (Everett 2009, 183). Not a 
harmonic sequence because it is only one chord.

1969 The Beatles "You Never Give Me 
Your Money"

Opening uses harmonic circle-of-fifths sequence in A minor.

1970 Tina Turner "River Deep, 
Mountain High"

Melodic sequence by ascending step (Everett 2009, 183). Not a 
harmonic sequence because it is only one chord.

1974 Queen "Killer Queen" "Caviar and cigarettes, well-versed in etiquette" is both a melodic 
and harmonic sequence by ascending third.

1984 Bonnie Tyler "Holding Out for a 
Hero"

Chorus uses a two-part harmonic descending third sequence in A 
minor (i–v–VI–III).

1991 Red Hot Chili 
Peppers

"Under the Bridge" Verses use a modified harmonic sequence by descending third in 
E major.

2008 Lenka "Trouble is a Friend" Choruses use a harmonic sequence by descending third in E¨ 
major.

2011 Selena Gomez "Love You Like a 
Love Song"

Uses harmonic sequence by ascending fourth in A minor.

2013 Parry Gripp "Raining Tacos" Harmonic sequence by descending third.

2019 Billie Eilish "Bury a Friend" Melodic sequence by descending second in chorus.

2021 Imagine Dragons "Follow You" The chorus melody is sequenced by descending fifth.
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Figure 3.  162  . B¨ minor and major in "Runaway" by Del Shannon (1961).
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Figure 3.  163  . A minor and major in "While My Guitar Gently Weeps" by The Beatles (1968).

Figure 3.  164  . Additional examples of parallel modes.

Year Artist Title      Details

1953 Hank Williams "Kaw-liga" Verse in E minor: i–V–i x2
Chorus in E major: I–IV–I–V–I

1966 The Beatles "Norwegian Wood (This 
Bird Has Flown)"

Verse in E major (mixolydian): I
Bridges in E minor (dorian): i–IV–i–ii7–V7

1967 The Beatles "The Fool on the Hill" Verses in D major: I–ii7–I–ii7–V7–I–vi7–ii7–V7
Chorus in D minor: i–VII7–i–I

1967 The Turtles "Happy Together" Verses in F# minor: i–VII–VI–V x2
choruses in F# major (mixolydian): I–¨VII x2

1972 Lou Reed "Perfect Day" Verse in B¨ minor: i–IV–VII–III–VI–iv–V x2

Chorus in B¨ major: I–IV–iii–IV–I–V–vi–V–IV

1992 Ace of Base "All That She Wants" Verses in C# major: I–¨VII–IV–I–V–I–IV–iv–I–V–IV
Chorus in C# minor: i–VII–iv x4

1993 Ace of Base "The Sign" Chorus in G major: I–vi–IV–V x4 IV–V
Interlude in G minor: i–VI–v x4
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Figure 3.  165  . Picardy third in "And I Love Her" by The Beatles (1964).

Figure 3.  166  . Picardy third in "Roundabout" by Yes (1971).

Figure 3.  167  . Picardy third in "Time of the Season" by The Zombies (1968).
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Figure 3.  168  . Picardy third and parallel modes in "Let it Grow" by Eric Clapton (1974).

Figure 3.  169  . Additional examples of Picardy thirds.

Year Artist Title      Details

1963 The Beatles "A Taste of Honey" Coda in F# minor: i–IV x3 I (Pedler 2003, 172).

1964 The Beatles "Things We Said Today" Verse in A minor: i–v7–i x4 III–VI–¨II–i–v7–i–v7–I

Bridges in A major: I–IV7–V7/V–V7–I–IV7–II7–¨II

1964 The Beatles "I'll Be Back" Verse in A minor: i–VII–VI–V–I

1973 Pink Floyd "Shine on you Crazy Diamond" G minor, coda in G major (Pedler 2003, 172).

1974 The Grateful 
Dead

"China Doll" D minor, coda in D major.

1979 Toto "99" Verse in G# minor: i–VII x4 VII–VI–Vsus4-3–I

1980 Hall and Oates "Your Kiss is on My List" Verse in C minor: i–iv7–VI–VII–I

1983 Lionel Richie "Hello" Coda in A minor: i–III64–VImaj7–VII–VI–I (Pedler 
2003, 172).

1986 Roky Erickson "A Cold Night for Alligators" Verse in C# minor: i–VII–i–VI–I
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1997 Radiohead "Exit Music for a Film" Verse in B minor: i–V–VII–IV6–i–V–Isus4-3

2009 Dream Theater "A Nightmare to Remember" 6:37 in C minor: VI–VII–i–VI–VII–Isus4-3
Text paints "wonderful misery."

2010 Deadmau5 "Some Chords" Whole piece in G# minor: i–VI–VII–I

2012 Regina Spektor "Call Them Brothers" Chorus in G# minor: VI–III–V7–i x3 V7–I

Figure 4.  1  . V7/V in "Drive My Car" by The Beatles (1965).

Figure 4.  2  . Unresolved V7/V, or II7, in "Can't Hold Out on Love" by Jason Mraz (2017).
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Figure 4.  3  . Additional examples of V/V or II.

Year Artist Title      Details

- Traditional "The Twelve Days of 
Christmas"

"Five golden rings"

1962 The Beach Boys "Surfin' Safari" Chorus in A major: I–IV–I–V–IV–V/V–V–I

1963 Buck Owens "Act Naturally" Bridge retransition to verse in G major: V/V–V–I

1963 Peter Paul and Mary "Puff the Magic Dragon" Verse and chorus in A major: I–iii–IV–I–IV–I–vi–V/V

1964 The Beatles "I'll Cry Instead" Bridge in G major: iii–V7/V–V–vi–V7/V–V

1967 The Beach Boys "Heroes and Villains" Verse in D¨ major: I–V/V–V–I

1973 Pink Floyd "Brain Damage" Verse in D major: I–IV7 x2 I–V42/V–V7–I

1976 Tom Petty "American Girl" Verse in D major: I–V7/V–IV–V

1980 Dolly Parton "9 to 5" Chorus in F# major: IV–I–IV–V/V–V–I

1993 Billy Joel "The River of Dreams" Bridge retransition to verse in G major: IV–iii–V7/V–V–I

2002 Rob Dougan "There's Only Me" Verse in G minor: i–v6–iv6–III6–IV–III–V7/V–V7

2004 Kelly Clarkson "Breakaway" End of verse in C major: vi–V–II–IV–V

Figure 4.  4  . V7/IV in "Baby's in Black" by The Beatles (1964).
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Figure 4.  5  . ii/IV–V7/IV–IV in "That's the Way Love Goes" recorded by Merle Haggard (1983).

Figure 4.  6  . V7/IV and V7/V in "Out of My Head" by Fastball (1999).
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Figure 4.  7  . Additional examples using V/IV.

Year Artist Title      Details

1962 Smokey 
Robinson

"You Really Got a 
Hold on Me"

Refrain in C major: I–V7/IV–IV–V/V–V7–I

1963 The Beatles "Hold Me Tight" Verse in F major: I–IV7–V7/V–V7 x2 V7/IV–IV–iv–I–iv–I–V7

1963 The Beatles "Ask Me Why" Bridge in E major: IV–V–I–V+/IV–IV–V–I

1968 Tom Jones "Delilah" Verse in A minor: i–V7–i–V7–i–V7/iv–iv–i–V7–i–VII7
Chorus in A major: (V7–)I–V7–I–V7/IV–IV–ii–I–V–I

1968 The Beatles "I Will" Bridge in F major: IV–iii–vi–ii7–V7–I–V7/IV–IV–iii–vi–V7/V–V7

2018 Hozier "Movement" Chorus in C# minor: V/iv–V6/iv–iv–VI–V–III–VII–III–i

Figure 4.  8  . V/vi in "Afternoon Delight" by Starland Vocal Band (1976).

Figure 4.  9  . V7/vi in "Got My Mind Set On You" by George Harrison (1987).
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Figure 4.  10  . Resolved and unresolved V/vi in "Why Can't We Be Friends" by War (1975).

Figure 4.  11  . Unresolved V/vi in "Imagine" by John Lennon (1971).
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Figure 4.  12  . V65/vi in "Bad Romance" by Lady Gaga (2009).

Figure 4.  13  . Additional examples of V/vi or III.

Year Artist Title      Details

- No definitive 
recording

"Have Yourself a Merry Little 
Christmas"

"Next year all our troubles will be miles away..."

1963 The Beach Boys "Be True to Your School" Chorus in A major: I–V/vi–vi–IV7–ii–V

1964 The Beatles "I Should Have Known Better" Bridge in G major: vi–IV–I–V7/vi–vi–IV–I–V7/IV–
IV–V7–I–vi–IV–V7–I

1964 The Beatles "You Can't Do That" Bridge in G major: V7/vi–ii–iii–I–V7/vi–vi–ii–iii–
V7–I

1965 The Beatles "Yesterday" Verse in F major: I–ii/vi–V/vi–vi–IV–V–I

1969 B.J. Thomas "Raindrops Keep Falling on 
My Head"

Verse in F major: I–Imaj7–V7/IV–IV–ii/vi–V7/vi–
ii/vi–V7/vi–vi7–V7

1973 Jim Croce "I Got a Name" Verse in E major: I–V6–vi–IV–V–I–V6–vi–V7/V–
V–iii–IV–I–V7/vi–vi–V7/V–V

1975 The Eagles "Take It to the Limit" Verse in B major: I–IV–I–IV–I–V7/vi–vi–V

1980 Willie Nelson "On the Road Again" Verse in E major: I–III7–ii–IV–V–I

1982 Chicago "Hard to Say I'm Sorry" Chorus in E major: I–IV6–V6–V6/vi–vi–V6/V–V

1997 The Wallflowers "One Headlight" Verse in D major: IV–I–V/vi–vi

2003 Gavin De Graw "Chariot" Chorus in G major: I–iii–vi–IV x2 I–V/vi–vi–IV–I

2013 Vulfpeck "Wait for the Moment" Verse in C: I–V7/vi–vi7–ii/IV–V/IV–IV–I6–ii7–C64

2014 Sam Smith "I'm Not the Only One" Verse and chorus in F major: I–V/vi–vi–IV

2016 Lin-Manuel Miranda "You're Welcome" Chorus in C major: vi–IVmaj7–I–V/vi–vi

2019 Fitz and the Tantrums "I Just Want to Shine" Chorus in A major: I–V7/vi–iv–IV

2019 Ben Platt "Share Your Address" Chorus in B major: I–V7/vi–vi–V–IV
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Figure 4.  14  . V7/ii in "I Get Around" by The Beach Boys (1964).

Figure 4.  15  . V65/ii in "All At Once" recorded by Whitney Houston (1985).

Figure 4.  16  . V65/ii and V65/vi in "The Winner Takes it All" by Abba (1980).
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Figure 4.  17  . Unresolved V42/IV and V7/ii in "Amazing" by Alex Lloyd (2001).

Figure 4.  18  . Additional examples of V/ii or VI.

Year Artist Title      Details

1967 The Beatles "Your Mother Should 
Know"

Verse in C major: vi–IVmaj7–V/ii–ii–V7–I–P64–V7/ii–V7/V–
V7–I–V/vi

1969 The Beatles "Maxwell's Silver Hammer" Verse in D major: I–V7/ii–ii–V7–I–V7 x2

1969 The Beatles "Her Majesty" Whole song in D major: I–V7/V–V7–I–V7/V–V7–vi–V7/IV–
IV–ii–I–V7/ii–ii7–V7–I–V7/ii–ii7–V7–I

1973 Jim Croce "I Got a Name" Chorus in E major: iii–IV–iii–V7/ii–IV–V–¨VII–I

1973 Elton John "Bennie and the Jets" Beginning of verse in G major: ii7–V7–I–V65/ii–ii7–V7–vi

1973 Elton John "Crocodile Rock" Chorus in G major: vi–V/V–V–I–V/ii–V/V–V–N64–I–N64–I

1975 Abba "I Do, I Do, I Do, I Do" Verse in C major: I–V7/ii–ii7–V7–I

1983 Gary 
Portnoy

"Where Everybody Knows 
Your Name"

Verse in B¨ major: I–V x4 iv7/ii–V/ii–ii–V

2015 Adele "All I Ask" Chorus in E: I–V7/ii–ii–IV/5–V
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Figure 4.  19  . V/iii in "Bohemian Rhapsody" by Queen (1975).

Figure 4.  20  . V7/iii and VII7 in "Sexy Sadie" by The Beatles (1968).

Figure 4.  21  . Additional examples of V/iii or VII.

Year Artist Title      Details

1968 The Beatles "Martha My Dear" Verse in E¨ major: I-V/iii-iii-P64(V64)-V7/ii-V7/V-V-IV-V-
IV-V-IV-V7

1975 Queen "Lazing on a Sunday Afternoon" "Bicycling on every Wednesday evening" is V/iii in E¨ 
major.
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Figure 4.  22  . Three consecutive dominants in "You've Got a Friend in Me" by Randy Newman 

(1995).

Figure 4.  23  . Four consecutive dominants in "Be My Baby" recorded by The Ronettes (1963).
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Figure 4.  24  . Five consecutive dominants in "Mister Sandman" recorded by The Chordettes 

(1954).

Figure 4.  25  . Several secondary chords in "We Wish You a Merry Christmas" (traditional).
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Figure 4.  26  . Many secondary chords in "New York State of Mind" by Billy Joel (1976).

Figure 4.  27  . Many secondary chords in "Nothing for Nothing" by Billy Preston (1974).
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Figure 4.  28  . viiO/vi in "Shower the People" by James Taylor (1976)

Figure 4.  29  . viiO/vi in "Stay With Me" by Sam Smith (2014)

Figure 4.  30  . viiO/V in "Sail Away Sweet Sister" by Queen (1980).
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Figure 4.  31  . viiO/V in "Rain is a Good Thing" by Luke Bryan (2009).

Figure 4.  32  . viiØ7/V in "Can You Feel the Love Tonight" by Elton John (1994).
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Figure 4.  33  . viiØ7/V resolving to C64 in "I Just Fall in Love Again" by The Carpenters (1979).

Figure 4.  34  . viiO/ii in "Jingle Bell Rock" by Bobby Helms (1957).
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Figure 4.  35  . viiO7/ii in "Friends in Low Places" by Garth Brooks (1990).
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Figure 4.  36  . Additional examples of secondary diminished chords.

Year Artist Title      Details

1951 Rosemary 
Clooney

"Suzy Snowflake" Verse in G major: I–viiO/ii–ii7–V7–I6–V7/ii–ii7–V7–I

1963 The Beatles "Till There was You" Verse in F major: I–viiO/ii–ii7–iv7–I–iii–¨iii–ii7–V7–I–ii7–V7

1965 The Beatles "Michelle" Verse in F major: I–iv7–¨VIIadd6–viiO7/V–V–viiO7/V–V

1968 The Beatles "Blackbird" Verse in G major: I–IV–viiO/V–V–viiO/vi–vi–¨VI–V–II6–IV–iv–
I–V7/V–V7–I

1970 George Harrison "My Sweet Lord" Chorus in E major: I–vi–I–vi–I–viiO7/ii–ii–V

1984 Kenny Loggins "Footloose" Leading to chorus in A major: IV–viiO/V–V–I

1988 Michael Jackson "Man in the Mirror" Chorus in G major: I–I6–IV–V x2 I–I6–IV–viiO/V–v7–I

2003 Fountains of 
Wayne

"Mexican Wine" Starting at 0:55: I–V–viio/vi–vi–P64–IV–iv

2007 All Time Low "Dear Maria, Count 
Me In"

Verse and chorus in D major: I–IV–ii–V x2 viio/vi–vi–IV–I–V

2010 Zac Brown Band "Colder Weather" Bridge: ii–viiO/vi–vi–IV–I6–V

Figure 4.  37  . viiO/iii in "O Little Town of Bethlehem" by Lewis Redner (1868).
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Figure 4.  38  . Many secondary chords throughout "Crazy" by Patsy Cline (1961).
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Figure 4.  39  . F# minor to A major and back in "The Way" by Fastball (1999).
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Figure 4.  40  . B minor to D major and back in "Down Under" by Men at Work (1981).
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Figure 4.  41  . Additional examples of relative modulations.

Year Artist Title      Details

1964 The Beatles "And I Love Her" C# minor to E major at the start, D minor to F major at the end.

1965 The Beatles "Girl" C minor verse, E¨ major chorus.

1966 The Beatles "I'm Only Sleeping" E¨ minor verses, G¨ major chorus.

1975 Abba "S.O.S." Verses in D minor, chorus in F major.

1977 Fleetwood Mac "Go Your Own Way" F Major verse, D minor chorus. Chorus could also be interpreted 
as F major, with an absent tonic.

1977 Billy Joel "Movin' Out" Ambiguous verse: either D minor or F major.

1979 Pink Floyd "Comfortably Numb" Verses in B minor, chorus in D major.

1980 Ozzy Osbourne "Crazy Train" F# minor riff, A major verse.

1980 Abba "Lay All Your Love 
On Me"

Chorus modulates from D minor to F major. Could be interpreted 
as D minor with V7/III-III instead.

1982 Abba "The Day Before You 
Came"

Verses modulate from C minor to Eb major, chorus modulates 
back.

1984 Don Henley "The Boys of 
Summer"

Verses in D# minor, chorus in F# major. Verse could also be 
analyzed as F# major with an absent tonic.

1987 Bon Jovi "Livin' on a Prayer" Verse in E minor, chorus in G major.

1991 Skid Row "Wasted Time" Verse in C minor, chorus in Eb major.

1994 Weezer "Buddy Holly" Verse in F# minor, chorus in A major.

1994 Bon Jovi "Always" Verses in C# minor, chorus in E major.

1998 Dido "Thank You" First verse in G# minor, rest of song in B major.

2008 Pink "So What" Verse in F# minor, chorus in A major.

2008 Lady Gaga "Alejandro" Verse in B minor, chorus in D major.

2016 Lady Gaga "Sinner's Prayer" Verse in E minor, chorus in G major.
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Figure 4.  42  . A major to E major in "Everlasting Love" by Carl Carlton (1974).
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Figure 4.  43  . G major to D major and back in "You Light Up My Life" by Debbie Boone (1977).

Figure 4.  44  . C major to E minor in "O Holy Night" by Adolphe Adam (1847).
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Figure 4.  45  . D minor to C major and back in "All I Want" by Toad the Wet Sprocket (1991).
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Figure 4.  46  . Additional examples of +1# modulations.

Year Artist Title      Details

1964 The Beach Boys "The Warmth of the Sun" Verse modulates from C major to G major.

1967 The Beatles "All You Need Is Love" Verse in G major, chorus in D major.

1976 Abba "My Love, My Life" Verse modulates from C major to G major..

1983 Duran Duran "New Moon on Monday" Verse in C major, chorus in G major.

1984 Iron Maiden "Powerslave" Verse in A minor, chorus in E minor.

1992 Green Day "Longview" Verse in E¨ major, chorus in B¨ major. Somewhat ambiguous.

Figure 4.  47  . C major to F major in "Love of My Life" by Queen (1975).
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Figure 4.  48  . B major to C# minor and back in "For No One" by The Beatles (1966).
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Figure 4.  49  . C minor to F minor and back in "Don't Speak" by No Doubt (1995).
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Figure 4.  50  . B¨ minor to G¨ major in "Part Time Lover" by Stevie Wonder (1985).

Figure 4.  51  . Additional examples of +1¨ modulations.

Year Artist Title      Details

1956 Johnny Cash "I Walk the Line" Each verse modulates up by fourth.

1963 The Beatles "From Me To You" Verse in C major, bridge in F major.

1963 The Beatles "I Want to Hold Your Hand" Verse in G major, bridge in C major.

1967 Dave Clark Five "Everybody Knows" Verse in E¨ major, chorus in A¨ major.

1975 Abba "I Do, I Do, I Do, I Do" Verse in C major, chorus in F major.

1985 Mr. Mister "Broken Wings" Verse in G# minor, chorus in C# minor.

1987 Eric Carmen "Hungry Eyes" Verse in A minor, chorus in F major.
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Figure 4.  52  . Borrowed iv in "Creep" by Radiohead (1993).

Figure 4.  53  . Borrowed iv in "Wake Me Up When September Ends" by Green Day (2004).

Figure 4.  54  . Borrowed ¨VI in "What a Wonderful World" by Louis Armstrong (1967).
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Figure 4.  55  . Borrowed ¨III in "Let it Go" by Idina Menzel (2013).

Figure 4.  56  . Borrowed ¨III in "I Want You" by Savage Garden (1997).
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Figure 4.  57  . Borrowed ¨III and ¨VI in "The Walker" by Fitz and the Tantrums (2013).

Figure 4.  58  . Additional examples of major borrowing from the parallel minor.

Year Artist Title      Details

1963 The Beatles "P.S. I Love You" Verse in D major: I–ii–I–V–vi–V–¨VI–¨VII–I

1963 Lesley Gore "It's My Party" Verse in A major: I–¨III–I–IV–¨VI–I–V7/V–V
Chorus in A major: I–V+/IV–IV–iv–I–vi–ii–V–I

1967 The Beatles "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely 
Hearts Club Band"

Chorus in G major: I–¨III–IV7–I–IV7–I, I–¨III–IV7–I–V7/V–
V, IV7–I–II7–IV7–I

1969 David Bowie "Space Oddity" Verse in C major: I–III7–IV–iv–I–IV–iv–I–IV

1970 Three Dog Night "Joy to the World" Chorus in D major: I–V–I–V42/IV–IV65–¨VI–C64–V–I

1973 Pink Floyd "Eclipse" Verse in D major: I–V42/IV–¨VI–V

1984 Stevie Wonder "I Just Called to Say I 
Love You"

Last three chords in E¨ major: ¨VI–¨VII–I

1990 Reba McEntire "Fancy" Chorus in F# major: ¨VI–¨VII–I–¨III–IV–I

1996 Alanis Morrisette "Head Over Feet" Chorus in D major: I–vi–IV–V, I–vi–¨VI–V, I–vi–IV–V, ¨III–

¨VI–IV

1996 The Wonders "That Thing You Do" Chorus in E major: vi–IV/vi–I–V7/IV–IV–iv–I–iv–I

2002 Avril Lavigne "Sk8r Boi" Verse in D major: I–V–vi–¨VI, I–V–vi–¨VII

2003 Aqualung "Brighter than 
Sunshine"

Chorus in B major: I–IV–vi–¨VI–V

2012 Bruno Mars "When I Was Your Man" Chorus in C major: IV–V–I x2 IV–V–vi–II7–IV–iv–I
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Figure 4.  59  . Borrowed IV in "Breathe" by Pink Floyd (1973).

Figure 4.  60  . Borrowed IV in "Another Brick in the Wall, Part 2" by Pink Floyd (1980).

Figure 4.  61  . Borrowed IV in "Say Say Say" by Paul McCartney and Michael Jackson (1983).
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Figure 4.  62  . Borrowed I in "Easier to Run" by Linkin Park (2003).

Figure 4.  63  . Borrowed I in "Somewhere I Belong" by Linkin Park (2003).
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Figure 4.  64  . Additional examples of minor borrowing from the parallel major.

Year Artist Title      Details

1967 The Beatles "Fixing a Hole Verse in F minor: I–V+–i7–IV  7–i7–IV7–i7–IV7

1977 John Williams "The Throne Room" First strain in F minor: i–IV–V–i–VI–i–V–i

1994 Seal "A Kiss from a Rose" Chorus in G minor with permanent Picardy third: I–VI–VII–I

2002 Trapt "Headstrong" E minor: i–VII–VI–I

2006 Gnarls Barkley "Crazy" Chorus to verse in C minor: Vsus4-3–I

2011 Ramin Djawadi Game of Thrones Theme Instrumental riff in C minor: sol–do–me–fa, sol–do–mi–fa

2012 Linkin Park "Burn it Down" D minor: i–III–v–IV

Figure 4.  65  . Predominant Neapolitan in "Do You Want to Know a Secret" by The Beatles (1963).

Figure 4.  66  . Pretonic Neapolitan in "King Nothing" by Metallica (1996).
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Figure 4.  67  . Predominant and pretonic Neapolitans in "Sally's Song" by Danny Elfman (1993).
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Figure 4.  68  . A predominant Neapolitan in "Our Lips are Sealed" by The Go-Go's (1981).
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Figure 4.  69  . Predominant Neapolitan in "Hello" by Lionel Richie (1983).

Figure 4.  70  . Tonicized Neapolitan in "Because" by The Beatles (1969).
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Figure 4.  71  . Additional examples of Neapolitans.

Year Artist Title      Details

1965 Frank Sinatra "It Was a Very Good Year" Verse in D: i–¨II–i–(¨)III–¨II–I–(¨)VII–I

1972 Deep Purple "Smoke on the Water" Chorus in G minor: IV–¨II–i

1981 John Williams "Raiders March" from 
Indiana Jones

Main theme in C major: I–¨II–V

1991 Michael Jackson "Will You Be There" Bridge in D major: ¨III–¨II–I

1995 The Misfits "Hybrid Moments" Verse in D major: I–vi–IV–¨II–I

1997 Creed "My Own Prison" Chorus in D minor: III–ii–¨II–i

1997 Foo Fighters "Monkey Wrench" Chorus in B major: I–vi–IV–V–IV–V–¨II–I

1999 Linkin Park "Forgotten" Chorus in E¨ minor: ¨II5–i5

2003 Linkin Park "Don't Stay" Verse in B minor: i–iv x3 i–¨II

2008 Britney Spears "Womanizer" Verse and chorus in C# minor: i–iv–III–ii–¨II

2009 Michael Giacchino Theme from Star Trek Main theme in D minor: i–VI–¨II–V

Figure 4.  72  . G+6 in "Love in my Veins" by Los Lonely Boys (2011).

Figure 4.  73  . G+6 in "I Want You (She's So Heavy)" by The Beatles (1969).
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Figure 4.  74  . G+6/vi in "Blackout" by Muse (2003).

Figure 4.  75  . G+6 and G+6/iv (?) in "Dead and Lovely" by Tom Waits (2004).
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Figure 4.  76  . Mode mixture, Neapolitans, secondary chords, and German augmented sixths in the 

theme from Zelda by Koji Kondo (1986).
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Figure 4.  77  . Additional examples of G+6 chords.

Year Artist Title      Details

1960 John Coltrane "Mr. PC" Verse in C minor: i–v–i–iv–i–v–i–G+6–V7–i–v–i

1968 The Beatles "Honey Pie" Verse in G major: I-¨VI7-V7/ii-V7/V-V-I-G+6-V7 x2

1969 The Beatles "Mean Mr. Mustard" Refrain in E major: I-G+6-V7 x2

1971 John Lennon "How Do You Sleep?" Verse in A minor: i-P64(III64)-G+6-V7-i

2008 Olivia Olson and 
Ashley Tisdale

"Busted" from Phineas and 
Ferb

Chorus in C minor: i-VII-G+6-V7 x2

Figure 4.  78  . Direct modulation from G major to A¨ major in "Man in the Mirror" by Michael 

Jackson (1988).

Figure 4.  79  . Truck driver's modulation from B major to D¨ major in "Truck Drivin' Song" by 

"Weird Al" Yankovic (1999).
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Figure 4.  80  . B major to A major in "Penny Lane" by The Beatles (1967).
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Figure 4.  81  . C major to D major in "Maybe I'm Amazed" by Paul McCartney (1970).
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Figure 4.  82  . "Uptown Girl" by Billy Joel" (1983).
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Figure 4.  83  . E major to C major and back in "Hungry Like the Wolf" by Duran Duran (1982).
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Figure 4.  84  . "Blame it on the Rain" by Milli Vanilli (1989).
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Figure 4.  85  . "Come On Eileen" by Dexy's Midnight Runners (1982).
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Figure 4.  86  . Eight distant modulations in "Good Day Sunshine" by The Beatles (1966).
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Figure 4.  87  . A major to C major and back in "Lady Madonna" by The Beatles (1968)
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Figure 4.  88  . Modulation by enharmonic reinterpretation of a G+6 in "Day Tripper" by The 

Beatles (1969).
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Figure 4.  89  . Modulation by enharmonic reinterpretation of a G+6 in "Old Brown Shoe" by The 

Beatles (1969).

Figure 4.  90  . Additional examples of distant modulations.

Year Artist Title      Details

1964 The Beatles "If I Fell" Intro in D¨ major, verse in D major via ¨II>I.

1965 Herman's 
Hermits

"Mrs. Brown You've 
got a Lovely Daughter"

Verse in C major, bridge starts in E¨ major.

1965 The Beatles "You're Going to Lose 
That Girl"

Verse and chorus in E major, bridge in G major.

1966 Jimmy Ruffin "What Becomes of the 
Broken Hearted"

Verse and chorus use same progression, but verse in B¨ major, 
chorus in C major.

1967 The Beatles "Being for the Benefit 
of Mr. Kite!"

Verse modulates from C minor to D minor and back.

1967 The Beatles "Lucy in the Sky With 
Diamonds"

Verse in A major to prechorus in B¨ major via do>ti.

1970 George Harrison "My Sweet Lord" Starts in E major, modulates to F# major via V/ii>V.

1977 Queen "We Are the 
Champions"

C minor to E¨ major via VII>V, E¨ major to F major via V>IV.
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1984 Stevie Wonder "I Just Called to Say I 
Love You"

Direct modulation from D¨ major to D major at 3:00, and to E¨ 
major at 3:34.

1988 REM "Stand" Direct modulation at 2:31 from E major to F# major.

1992 Whitney Houston "I Will Always Love 
You"

Direct modulation from A major to B major at 3:14.

1994 Elvis Costello "Kinder Murder" A major to G major via IV>V.

1999 Savage Garden "I Knew I Loved You" Direct modulation from A major to B¨ major at 2:34.

2000 Christina 
Aguilera

"I Turn to You" Direct modulation from D¨ major to E¨ major at 3:17.

2011 Beyoncé "Love On Top" Four truck driver modulations from C major up to E major.

Figure 4.  91  . Diatonic and single chromatic mediants in "Imperial March" from Star Wars by 

John Williams (1980).
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Figure 4.  92  . Diatonic and single chromatic mediants in "Light My Fire" by The Doors (1967).

Figure 4.  93  . "Bicycle Race" by Queen (1978).
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Figure 4.  94  . "Sour Girl" by Stone Temple Pilots (1999).
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Figure 4.  95  . B¨ major to G¨ major in "Memories" from Cats by Andrew Lloyd-Weber (1981).
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Figure 4.  96  . F# major to E¨ major and back in "You'll Be In My Heart" by Phil Collins (1999).
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Figure 4.  97  . E major to A¨ major in "My Heart Will Go On" by Celine Dion (1997).25

25.    Different versions of this song have slightly different chords, hence the occasional double chords.
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Figure 4.  98  . Simultaneous CMs between triads and tonalities in "The Circle of Life" by Elton 

John/Carmen Twillie (1994).

Figure 4.  99  . Additional examples of chromatic mediants and/or NROs.

Year Artist Title      Details

1956 Carl Perkins "Honey Don't" Verse in E major: E–C–E–C–B features PL and LP relationships 
prominently (Forrest 2017, Example 6).

1957 Buddy Holly "Peggy Sue" Coda in A major: I–¨VI–I–IV–I–IV–I–V–IV–I includes a PL–LP 
progression.

1981 Ozzy Osbourne "Flying High Again" Solo: A–F–D–B¨–E–C–A–F sequences PL–RP–PL by descending 
fourth (Capuzzo 2004, 184).

1985 Depeche Mode "Shake the Disease" Chorus: Dm–Fm–D¨–B¨ alternates RP and L (Capuzzo 2004, 180).

1999 Cardiacs "Spell With a Shell" Verse: A¨–C–A¨–B–A¨ (LP–PL–PR–RP).

Figure 4.  100  . Cm7 chord in "Can't Stop the Feeling" by Justin Timberlake (2016).
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Figure 4.  101  . "Can't Stop the Feeling" re-composed to demonstrate extended stacking of thirds.

Figure 4.  102  . Extended chords in "Mandocello" by Cheap Trick (1977).

Figure 4.  103  . I9 in "I Got You (I Feel Good)" by James Brown (1964).
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Figure 4.  104  . V9 in 'Killing Me Softly" by Roberta Flack (1973).

Figure 4.  105  . I9 and vi9 in "Kinder Murder" by Elvis Costello (1994).
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Figure 4.  106  . ¨VII9 in "You Are So Beautiful" by Joe Cocker (1974).

Figure 4.  107  . V¨9 in "I Want to Tell You" by The Beatles (1966).
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Figure 4.  108  . I#9 in "Taxman" by The Beatles (1966).

Figure 4.  109  . i#13 in "Stash" by Phish (1992).

Figure 4.  110  . V13 in "Don't Let Me Down" by The Beatles (1969).
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Figure 4.  111  . Additional examples of extended tertian chords.

Year Artist Title      Details

1957 Sam Cooke "You Send Me" Last chord of verse is a V7(¨9).

1964 The Beatles "It Won't Be Long" Chorus in E major: vi–I–vi–IV–IV¨9–I.

1965 The Beatles "Ticket to Ride" Verse in A major: "The girl that's driving me mad" is a I9.

1969 The Beatles "I Want You (She's 
So Heavy)"

Instrumental riff in D minor: i–II¨9–G+6–V+.

1970 Paul McCartney "Maybe I'm Amazed" Chorus in D major: I–V/1–V7/IV–V65/IV–IV–I#9.

1972 Gilbert O. 
Sullivan

"Alone Again 
(Naturally)"

Intro in F major: I–Iadd6–vi9–vi–ii9–V13(¨9)–I.

1984 Jefferson Starship "No Way Out" Verse in D minor: i–III–iv7–V¨9–i.

Figure 4.  112  . CTO and CTO7 in "Blue Jay Way" by The Beatles (1967).

Figure 4.  113  . Emb+6 in "Til There was You" by The Beatles (1963).
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Figure 4.  114  . CTO and Emb+6 in "I Will" by The Beatles (1967).

Figure 4.  115  . Additional examples of embellishing chords.

Year Artist Title      Details

1868 Lewis Redner "O Little Town of 
Bethlehem"

"O little town of Bethlehem" is a CTO

1952 Jimmy Boyd "I Saw Mommy Kissing 
Santa Clause"

"Down the stairs to have a peep" is a CTO.

1967 The Beach Boys "Heroes and Villains" Verse in D¨ major: I–V/V–V–I x2 CTO–I

1975 Queen "Bohemian Rhapsody" "I see a little silhouetto of a man" are CTOs.

2004 Tom Waits "Dead and Lovely" "I've always been told to remember this" could be an Emb+6.


